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Social detente
t 10 tge function ot pgtlosioplgs to tutni0^ tot t^e batU
OU0 adpect0 ant) pga^td of caltute tttt ^tincipW of ottier
bn iDjgicli tgs^ mag bf 0}>nt^t0i}eti anti coocbinateti into a
unified anb intectateb tofiole. 3t i& bot^ tgroutical anti
pcactical. 9n itd t|gto»tical fotm pgilostopg^ unbettaKesf to
gibf a coSftcnt account of tSc natuw anb gittuctua of t^e
teotlb, conisiiticteti a0 tjge ba^^isi anti condition anb life anb culture. In itsi
practical form, it unbectaHeg tfie iS?ntSe0isS of Suman experience, con»
i^ibereb ag gisitorg, into t|)e &v&ttm of attitube0 anb conbictiong tj^at ma&e
tjge conbition!^ of a life of balue anb toort|.

T^vafsBBOv Paul £. Ifmttortl;
f^tt 0cgolat0 dtu&s a Ifmitrb pavt o( tie ttein o(
itnot»UIi0e. 'E^t U^toti&n tailed all ftnotokbst aisi !(£(
pcobincf, toe |t!E>tot:; iist tbtts letisniticant t|tns tiat man
|ajS( bone oc t|ous9t ot gopeb ot frit anb man'tet tnbfton:
mrnt fntluencest W hoins, t|iniilns» lopfno; anb tetltne.
m^totg stttt^ n0 s^necal cultnte, btoabenis! out biebi
point, ItlpiEf uiE( to unbecdtanb out hutit0 as! cttiseni^, teacge^ ud to ht mote
toletant. Sg jettub^ing t|e Ubfng padt bie become bettet able to unbet<
lettanb out oton timei^. 011 togo 0tub{> Wto^ fb not become to{jS(e» H^t it
tief one of tie pat|ie( to bifdbom.

Cla^ieitcal Hansuascsi
t ot t^t (Sinslii^ tonsut att ^tit0 ot t^t sttat inHtittt'
tional anti litttat^ ttatittion of t^e CStecp-l&pman cMUisl'
tion.
€nsltie(d in a latgt patt corner bitcctl? Ctom Eatin
anb (Stteia. It iiS gtsnificant tgat (CngU)S(|g btaH t&H^ionttt
tot litttatg upt anti tot nvtt&^ittn ot t^t ab0ttattion^ ot
0titntt big rntti toj^o \otott anb UpoU £attn. W^t t^itt
fiatin tlan&itfi, €icno, mtsil, Xit)?> Rotate anb t^t ma^tttiai of CStetct
from l^omtt to piato, b? titit ttafionabltnt00, tommott ^tnUt, utbanit^,
anb tbraUs^m btb fio mut^ to l^umanijr enolanb anb (Cutopt tj^at t^
tj^ougj^t anb Utetatute of botg tge olb anb nrb> tootib can dcarcels bt
unbrtisitoob btttjgout t^em. '^^t cIa00(C£( trmain toba? moieit rxcelUnt
iniBitcumtntiB! foe culture anb for criticism ot life it0elf.
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^cgool ot ISitUsion
D0t tieffnittPttst of culture ate too natroto. Cbucation
mean0, petgapst mote tjgan anptl^ins eI0e, t^e capacity "to
fin litt siteabils anb ^ee tt togole." In otbet to Do tj^isi one
mu0t 9O&0e&& at leaj^t an outline fmotolebge of tge funba^
mental tiata of teligion. jBo man can las claim to a
Benuine eliucation if fie fenotogi notfiing of tfie gceat teli»
Siott0 Utetatute of tfie tootlti. 'ZIfie great tfieologianii of fiiiStot? besietbe
acquaintance along toitfi tfie gteat iScientiiStiS, iStateiSmen, attiStiS, poet0
anti pliilodopfietst of tfie tace. tCo neglect mailing tW acquaintance
neceiS0atiI? limit-S one'jS fiotijon anli mafeeiS impo^jSifile tfiat toeU»tounliel>
anti fiatmoniou0 compte|en0ion of tealitg tofiicfi 0fioulti be tfie goal of
ebetp genuine ^tubent

atSematitjS id t^t Utt 0upwtm."—iJobaUiS.
"Jf a man'0 toit be toanfttctnis Ut Sim jStnftg matSemat*
fCjBf/'—Bacon.
'"^^t befit temeh]i tot basuenesijEt ot t^ms^t, anb cattUiiiei
tKpwfiiiaifon i& mathematics,"—^tlm^ol}.
"9?at|gematit0 dgoulb be taug&t to all in ot&et to ma^
t^em teaieionable beingisi."—Hocfcr.
"aaij^en a bo? (icgt nntmsftanbiet mathematics, tgc fountain ot all tgousl^t
last been openeb."—CSoetge.
"9t mnsait be atimitteti tgat no eminently practical minti ist to be (ounb
toitjgout mathematical tcainins."—(Cberett.
"Sl^atl^ematical 0tutiie0 ace ot immeni^e benefit to a dtubent, because t^eig
bemanb complete ptoot, anb tequice esact tginiiinjB;."—Sl^in.

nsU0g 0tu\iit0 jgabr a tultutal balut in hebtlo^ins
t^e ittinti antr imagtnatfon ot tj^t jEitutifnt im^tteb^ j^r (<$
rnablfb to tntet upon tge tooclb ot att. f^o appteciate t^t
natutt ot f^t ttlation0Uv btfmten tj^at bioclti and tg; toocIH
ot concttte ttalit^ 10 t^t matn rnb^abot ot t^t sttutient ot
litttatutt. &«c8 a iStulig alignsf itSelt toft^ tge s^nccal
ttrnd ot all college ttainins in tattjgmng tl^£ illumination ot man'0 gpicit
toj^itj^ on it!$ intellectual iSitie, at Iradt, i& t^t mb ot all libing;.

^tafsBsav (Sttw A. Satti
IBlomance Eanguagt^
Ions ast Uttcatutt »mainiei a tetottt of tge t^oiieW,
tttlins0 anti emotion^ ot peoplesl, 0o Ions toil! mobfcn
tottim lansaastS wmain a pact of tS« ttptvtoitt ot tfie
senuinel? mltutth gcfiolat. Si0 tfie wal &U^0Ptatt (0
founh onig in m CnsH^S &8alit0peaw 0o Iftt wal mh
mtt, tfie real (Sott^e, t^t wal SDante, tje wal €tt^mtt0
a» fulls appttcfatrt onig fn tfie natibt lansuasfsf. dEbetg anwcftan iniSti*
tution of Itatnfns stantins tit W^t btettt^, bt ft in artsS, UtitnceS ot
litttata«0, «qaiw0 a Matiing fenoinlrtsf of ftotfi JFwncS anli <3nm&n a&
a mctM&tn equipment foe jSeatcJins out neto ttutSsi acce00iftle onlg in
tdeiete ttaio Iansuase0.

iI2atutal &citnte&
otitm ^tiencs ^&d siben to man a nt\o conception
of t|)c unibccdc in togicjg jge libcst. 3t gaist tcandfocmcH tgc
leiclgooliSi, anti no one toba^ can claim to gabc a bicll balanccb
ebucation bij^o i0 ignotant ot it& funbanuntal ptinciplcsi.
It jgai^ cnablcb man to tocmulatc a ncbi pl^ilosiopgs ot life
\nlic^ tccosnijcd tge cs^^ential tcutgiS of botd natutc anb
cflision. anb i& oppodcb to all fotm0 of intolerance anb «(upeti$tition b)|^icd
ginbec t$e pcosce0£> of tcutj^. a libetal ebucation bominateb big siucd a
p|^ilo£iop|is> 9 beliebe, i^ei tj^e be^t gift a unibet0it? can be^tobi on itst
dtubent0. It i0 an ebucation tge bioclb neebi^.

Stint Sltt0
eoutj^ btins0 |Dappine0a( into ans ^ou&t^olb, seio att
(n tt£> itit&l 0tase btingsi jog to etinp sout$, anb abtift to
all t^t ot^tt &tutiit& a tolltst Htubtnt |ga0 put^ueb. 'arde
0ttitie ot att mattrd tgt mlnb gttniECitfbf to t^t bm tj^at 10
about onr, anb gelp0 jgim to bi^cciminatt btttoren tj^e goob
enb tl^e imbiocte, ingiU t^t appctciation ot it raided j^im
abobt tit otbinat? Itbtl ot Utt, anb gelpd Sim to detbe lid (ellobinun biitl
gttatet d^mpatSs anb dincecit?. W^t dtnbent b)|go combint^ a cnltnteb
apptftiation ot att toitli anp otiiet attainmentd it magy poddedd id tge
mote abapteb to tnion tit tullnedd of life about iim.

n tSc cmotiomX ana aegtgetfc Wte ot man fcom p«»
SWtocfc timeg to tfit ttoentittS ccntutg, mujSic Sa0, anb tofll
continue to Sabe a patamount fnllufn«. 3n no otficr toag
can Sf Mpw0fl! fitmiSdf 00 CuUg ajS fn ^ong; jog, 0ocrob),
mtlancSoIg, tear, gatccft, all tje elemental fmsftinctg anH
fa^&ion0 ace giben outtoatb manffejStatlon in 0ome tocm
nt iSong. Ilfie man i»So Sa0 neglecteb to liebelop eben a dligSt appreciation
foe music Sa0 toiltullj? allieb gim^elt toitS tfiat inert multitube tojiclj
neither reaiSonjS nor caregf concerning iSome of tfie mo&t bital anli Stiman*
ijfng pSa0e0 of terrestrial life. But for tfie man to^o fias bebelopeh tW
musical appreciation SaS been openeb a broab biSta of larger anb better
things.

I rthji.k.^a>^it.^'it4

^iS^S^:'i!s^£iJ,^i£iL-,^^-j.y;iSSii:Siii&^i:^>&ji'^.
Jaraltjj atti itortor^
J^rratiJpnt Snbtrt 3. Alpg
\e, tD{)o tooulb pla^ toell i)td patt in tijc compUs life ot to-
baj, muiSt tit master of tSt tmotolctiffe toljicS tje tooclli
Hfcmsi nccriSSatp ana useful. I^c, to^o tooulti be a Icatiec
anb I)elp lift cibiliiation to a ^is^et lebel, neebS all ttie
'fenotolebse l)e can possiblp get. ^l^e, tof)o tooulb cfiange tfje
! life of Sis bap, must be able to go out into t!)e unlinobjn
as a biScoberet anb esplorer. MJfiateber tlje inbibibual is to be or bo,
t^e founbation of |)is Success is Knotolebge. (Ebucation, therefore, is of
funbamental importance. In its lotoer Stages it fits tl)e inbibibual to
giS enbironment. In its liigfier reaclieS it brings t^e inbibibual into
frienblp anb intimate relations toit^ toorlb tljinfcers past anb present. In
all its phases it multiplies tl)e potoer of tfte inbibibual, increases ftis
leisure, anb mafees possible f)igf)er satisfactions.
XXXIV
Robert Judson Aley, Ph. D., LL. D.,
President.
James William Putnam, Ph. D.,
Dean, Vice-President, and Professor of Economics
and Business Administration.
Frederick, Kershner, M. A., LL. D.,
Dean of the College of Religion and Professor of
Christian Doctrine.
Henry Lane Bruner, Ph. D.,
Professor of Zoology and Geology; Cnralor of
Museum.
Elijah Newton Johnson, A. M., M. S.,
Professor of Mathematics.
Catherine Merrill Graydon, A. M.,
Catherine Merrill Professor of English Literature.
Henry Mills Gelston, A. B.,
Professor of Latin Language and Literature.
Elijah Jordan, Ph. D.,
Professor of Philosophy.
Milton D. Baumgartner, Ph. D.,
Armstrong Professor of Germanic Languages.
John Smith Harrison, Ph. D.,
Professor of English.
Evelyn Mitchell Butler, A. M.,
Dean of Women; Demia Butler Professor of Eng-
lish Literature.
William Leeds Richardson, Ph. D.,
Professor of Education.
XXXV
Harlan Orvii.i.e Page, S. B.,
Former Director of Physical Culture and Athletics.
Guy Howard Shadinger, Ph. D.,
Professor of Chemistry.
Howard Eikenberry Jensen, Ph. D.,
Professor of Sociology.
Paul Leland Haworth, Ph. D.,
Professor of History.
James A. Rohbach, A. M., LL. D.,
Lecturer in Business Laze.
Frank Hatch Streightoff, Ph. D.,
Acting Professor of Economics.
Henry Ellis Birdsong, Ph. D.,
Professor of Jourtmlism.
Seth Earl Elliott, M. S.,
Professor of Physics.
Ray Clarence Friesner, Ph. D.,
Professor of Botany.
Bruce L. Kershner, M. A.,
Professor of Neiv Testament and Church History.
Guy I. Hoover, B. D., A. M.,
Professor of Practical Theology.
OiRRiNE G. Welling, Ph. D.,
Associate Professor of English.
XXX\I
i^Mijm^i
Thor Griffith Wesenberg, Ph. D.,
Associate Professor of Romance Languages.
Hugh W. Ghormley, A. M., B. D.,
Secretary of the College of Religion and Associate
Professor of Old Testament.
H. Parr Armstrong, A. M.,
Associate Professor of Practical Theology.
Alice Bidwell Wesenberg, A. M.,
Assistant Professor of English.
Sarah Elizabeth Cotton, A, B.,
E.raminer and Registrar.
Pleasant R. Higiitower, A. M.,
Assistant Professor of Education.
Juna Marie Lutz, A. M.,
Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
Ida B. Wilhite, B. S.,
Assistant Professor of Home Economics.
Joseph G. Fucilla, A. M.,
Assistant Professor of Romance Languages.
A. Dale Beeler, A. M.,
Assistant Professor of History.
Irvin T. Shultz, a. M.,
Assistant Professor of Education
Walter Lloyd Slifer, A. M.,
Assistant Professor of History.
XXXVII
(i. Xei.son Graham. A. M.,
Assistant Professor of Romance Lancjuayes.
Albert jMock, A. M.,
Assistant Professor of Education.
Wood Unger, A. B.,
Assistant Professor of English.
Charles Mervin Palmer, M. S..
Assistant Professor of Botany.
Claude Sifritt. A. M.,
Assistant Professor of Public Sneaking.
L. E. Dabney, a. M.,
Acting Assistant Professor of French.
Marie Cousin.
Instructor in French.
Martha May Kincaid, A. M.,
Instructor in French.
Mary Syfers McBride. A. B.,
Instructor in English.
Ali.egra Stewart, A. M.,
Instructor in English.
IvMiiA- Matiiii.de Helming, A. B.
Instructor in English.
Margaret Emilie Bruner, A. M.,
Instructor in Howe Economics.
Esther Asenath Renfrew, A. B.,
Instructor in Romance Languages.
Mary Agnes Showalter, A. B.,
Instructor in Romance Languages.
Herbert Ralston Hill, A. B.,
Instructor in Journalism.
Sarah Hill Baujigartxer, A. B.-
Instructor in German.
Gladys Banes, A. B.,
Instructor in Mathematics.
Stanley Adair Cain, B. S.,
Instructor in Botany.
Glide E. Aldrich. A. M.,
Instructor in Romance Languages.
May Kolmer Schaefer, A. B.,
Instructor in Zoology.
Florence I. Morrison, A. M.,
Instructor in Romance Languages.
Mrs. Eugene Fife.
Instructor in Public Speaking.
]\Ierwyn G. Bridenstine, a. M.
Instructor in Economics.
Deforest O'Dell, A. M.,
Instructor in Journalism.
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XXXIX
Mabel F. Arbuthnot, A. M.
Instructor in Latin.
Elmer Sayre Clark, A. M.
Instructor in Economics.
Russell G. Weber, A. M.,
Instructor in Zoology.
Lawrence F. Hawkins, A. M.
Acting Instructor in Greek.
Louise M. Schulmeyer,
Instructor in Physical Education for Women.
I. B. Vandaworker,
Instructor in Band.
Paul D. Hinkle, B. S..
Director of Physical Culture and Athletics.
Waldo Middlesworth,
Asssistant Coach.
Otto Strohmeier,
Assistant Coach
Mr. Wilson,
Secretary of College
MlLDKF.n DURBIN.
Assistant Registrar.
[,iLA Dunn,
Secretary to President .llcy.
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Mmrh 0f itortflrs
Hilton U. Brown, Indianapolis
President of Board of Directors.
John W. Atherton, Indianapolis
Executive and Financial Secretary of Butler Uni-
versity and Secretary of the Butler Foundation.
Arthur V. Brown, Indianapolis
Lee Burns,
Scot Butler,
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
John E. Canaday,
James L. Clark,
Anderson
Danville
XLl
Perry H. Clifford, Indianapolis
Clarence L. Goodwix, Grccnsbiirg. Pennsylvania
Thomas W. Grafton, Indianapolis
Louis C. Huesmann, Indianapolis
Chairman City Endowment Committee.
William G. Irwin, Columbus
Vice-President of Board of Directors and President
of the Butler Foundation ; Chairman of General
Endowment Committee.
Emsley W. Johnson, Indianapolis
Chairman Alumni Endowment Committee.
Henry Kahn
Hugh Th. Miller,
Indianapolis
Columbus
George F. Quick,
Albert G. Snider,
Indianapolis
Indianapolis

Sflj^ BtnwYB
lOOltlNG back over its four years at Butler the senior
^class is able to see where its members have contributed
a great deal towards the making of the school's history.
In its junior year, with Thomas Smith editor of the
Drift, it won the Art Craft Guild contest in which
annuals all over the country took part. The Collegian
was worked up under Jabez Wood to a daily and then published in its
new form by Eugene Clifford during the regime of this class.
Through the efforts of their senior members, Delta Gamma,
Alpha Chi Omega and Sigma Nu were able to have their chapters in-
stalled on the campus. Al Harker was the first president of Pi Epsilon
Delta. Clarence Jaleski and Shailer Bass received scholarships at Yale
University.
The present senior class had more athletes than any other under
the Pat Page regime.
Marjorie Chiles and Irma Ulrich, both members of the class, had
supervision of the annual May Day pageants for the past two years.
The class roll numbers larger than any other preceding class, in-
cluding one hundred and eighty. The annual senior vaudeville pro-
gram was given under the direction of Richard Mills. The proceeds
were used for the class gift.
David Konold,
President
LORENE WhITHAM,
Vice-President
Irma Ulrich,
Secretary
Jabez Wood,
Treasurer1^— II 1 M^^^M^^^^^JMM
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.ur-Rn:K^S!ss:
Abbott, Bernice, Whiteland
English-History; Alpha Chi Omega; Theta Alpha
Phi; W. A. A. '26, '25, '24; Opera Club, B. U. S.
T. A. ; Student Industrial Association, Y. W. C. A.
Atkins, Dora Oma, Indianapolis
Botany; Alpha Kappa Alpha; Interracial Group;
Journal Qub ; Y. W. C. A.
Atkins, Frank, Indianapolis
English; Sigma Chi; Art Editor 1925 Drift; Drift
Staff '23, '24; Glee Club; Baseball.
Bailey, Joy Julian, Heltonville
History; Butler Association; B. U. S. T. A.; Chem-
istry Club.
Ballweg, Pauline, Indianapolis
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma ; Pan-Hellenic '24, '25 ;
Society Editor Collegian '24, '25 ; Chairman Hospital-
ity Committee Woman's League '25.
Bainum, Mary,
English.
Indianapolis
Barnes, Harold F., Dayton, Ohio
Business Administration; Commerce Club; Carleton
College '22, '23, '24.
Bass, Shailer L., Indianapolis
Chemistry ; Butler Association ; Phi Kappa Phi ; Men's
Union ; Chairman Butler Student Budget '25, '26
;
Chemistry Assistant ; Senior Scholarship ; Philo-
kurian ; German, Chemistry, Catalytic, and Botany
Journal Clubs.
Bell, Margaret Ann, Rushville
English; Delta Zeta ; W. A. A. '2^, '24, '25, '26 ; Liberi
:
B. U. S. T. A. ; Press, Journal, and French Qubs
;
Y. W. C. A. ; DePauw University '22, '23, '24.
Bennett, Wilma, Indianapolis
English; B. U. S. T. A.; Home Arts Club.
Biggerstaff, Mary Elizabeth, Wabash
French; Kappa Kappa Gamma ; W. A. A. ; Business
Manager Butler Song Book ; French Club ; Y. W.
C. A. ; DePauw University '22, '23.
BiLLMAN, Berenice, Indianapolis
English; Zeta Tau Alpha; B. U. S. T. A.; Philo-
kurian ; Biology, Press, Dramatic, and Expression
Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
I
XLV
Ili.ACK. John Arthur, Indianapolis
l-.ui/lish and I/islory: Sigma Chi: Skulls: Captain
iMxitball 'j6: Football '25, '23. '21: Basketball '22:
Treasurer Freslinian Class '21.
Rrowx, Julia A., Indianapolis
F.iujiish: Kappa Alpha Theta; Philokurian; Scarlet Uuill;
Secretary Junior Class '-'5: Chairman May Day Breakfast
'-•5; Committee of us; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '24, '25; Press
thih: Intramural Basketball and Volleyball.
IIruxs, Joseph, Indianapolis
I'.iu/lish: Tau Kappa Tau : Biology and Pen and Pen-
cil Clubs.
Bull, Robert, Chicago, Illinois
English : Phi Delta Theta ; President Sphinx '24, '25
:
President Philokurian '23, '24: Drift Staff '24: Col-
legian Staff '21, '22; French, Biology, and Pen and
Pencil Clubs.
liuRGAX, Katherine, IndiatiapoUs
Spanish : Zeta Tau .Alpha ; W. -A. .A. : B. U. S. T. .\.
Pan-Hellenic '24, '2$, '26 : Junior Basketball Team
'2-^
: Intramural Basketball and \'olley Ball : Spanish
and Zoology Clubs.
Byrket, Madeline,
English: Pi Beta Phi.
Indianapolis
Carey, Dorothy, Indianapolis
Mathematics; Delta Delta Delta: Math and Chem-
istry Clubs.
Carpenter, Evelyn L., Indianapolis
Latin and English; B. U. S. T. A.; Liberi : Classical
Club: Y. W. C. A.
Carter. Ne.\l,
English ; Phi Delta Theta.
Indianapolis
Cecil. Carl, Indianapolis
Economics; Phi Delta Theta ; Football '22. '23, '24.
'2^: Baseball '25, '26; Commerce Club.
Cii.xxnr.ER. Helen,
Illstorv: R. U. S. T. A.
Indianapolis
Chiles, Marjorie, Indianapolis
i:iii,lisli: Pi Bela Phi; Scarlet Quill; Chimes; President
TaM-Hellenic '25, 'j(>; Vice-President Sophomore Class '-'4;
"Honor Bright;" "Pirates of Penzance:" "Fairview Revue;"
Chairman l-ounder's llav and .\Iav Uay Committees •-5:
dliera. Dramatic, and French Clubs; t onunittee of i-s;
^•. \v. c. a.
XLVl
CoATE, Mary Miles, Indianapolis
English and History; Kappa Kappa Gamma ; W. A.
A. ; Y. W. C. A. ; Earlham '23, '24.
Collins, Gladys R., Knightstown
English and Home Economics; Alpha Delta Theta ;
B. U. S. T. A.; Pan-Hellenic '23, '24, '25, '26; Chem-
istry, Spanish, and Home Arts Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
Y. W. C. A.
Combs, Ruth, Indianapolis
Botany; B. U. S. T. A. ; Botany Journal and Biology
Clubs ; Botany Assistant.
Cotton, Elizabeth,
Latin.
Indianapoli.
Curtis, Virginia, Indianapolis
English: Alpha Chi Omega; Scarlet Quill; Chimes; Phi
Delta Phi; Delta Phi; W. A. A.; President Woman's
League '25, '26; Vice-President '24, '25; General Chairman
May Day '26; Social Chairman Woman's League '23, '24,
'25; Collegian Staff '22, '2^, '24; Editor Handbook '24, '25;
Varsity Debating '2^, '24; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '24, '25;
"Miss Somebody Else;" Forensic, French, Poetry, and
Dramatic Clubs.
Dabney, Catherine,
English.
Gorman, Texas
Davis, Arnold, Indianapolis
English; Delta Tau Delta ; Treasurer of Freshman
Class '23; Committee of 125; Inter fraternity Base-
ball ; Pen and Pencil and Dramatic Clubs ; "Come
Out of the Kitchen;" "Fairview Revue;" "Miss
Somebody Else ;" "The Piper."
Davis, James,
Business Administration.
Indianapolis
Davis, Mary L., Indianapolis
History; Biology and Classical Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
Davis, Rollin, North Salem
Economics; Phi Delta Theta ; Interfraternity Coun-
cil ; Philokurian; Dramatic Club; Y. M. C. A. Del-
egate to Geneva.
DeGroot, Alfred T., Washington, D. C.
Bible; Vice-President Inner Circle; Secretary to
Dean Kershner; Lynchburg College '22, '23, "24.
Dodson, Catharine, Indianapolis
Mathematics; Alpha Delta Theta; W. A. A.; B. U.
S. T. A.; Intramural Basketball and Volley Ball:
Math and Spanish Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
XL\TI
ilij Downs, Sarah Frances, Indianapolis
English; Kappa Alpha Theta: Secretary Freshman Class
'22: Treasurer Woman's League '25, '26; Social Chairman
Woman's League '25, '21.; Scarlet Quill; Vice-President
Chimes '25; Intramural Basketball; Pan-Hellenic; Biology,
Dramatic, and Glee Clubs; "Pirates of Penzance;"
' Revue;" "Miss Somebody Else;" Y. W. C. A.¥.
Duncan, Dorothy, Greenfield
Chemistry; Kappa Kappa Gamma; W. .'\. A.; Bi-
ology and Chemistry Clubs ; V. W. C. A.
Dyer, Kathleen, Indianapolis
English; Delta Zeta ; B. U. S. T. A.; Liberi ; Chair-
man Handbook Committee ; Pen and Pencil, Press,
and Dramatic Clubs.
Erber, Helen, Indianapolis
English and Spanish; -Alpha Chi Omega; W. A. A.;
B. U. S. T. A. ; Spanish, Dramatic, and Chemistry
Clubs; Y, W. C. A.
Ferree, Russell Jay', Indianapolis
Business Administration; Phi Delta Theta; DePauw
University '19, '20, '21.
Fn.LMORE, Katharine, Indianapolis
English and French; Delta Zeta: Pan-Hellenic '26;
B. U. S. T. A. ; Liberi ; French Club ; Y. W. C. A.
Fink, Paul, Indianapolis
Latin and Greek; Phi Kappa Phi: Magna Cum
Laude ; Alumni Scholarship : Philokurian : Football
'22, '23, '24 ; Track '24 ; Press Club : President Class-
ical Club.
FrEY', I NESS,
English.
Indianapolis
Fritts, Florence E., Indianapolis
English and Latin; B. U. S. T. A.; Vice-President
Y. W. C. A.; Classical Club.
Gochenour, Rlou Fern,
English; Campus Club; Y. W. C. A.
Whitestoivn
Godley, Caroline, Indianapolis
English and Journalism; Kappa Kappa Gamma; Scarlet
Qmll; Chimes, Scribblers Club; Vice-President Junior Class
"24; Associate Editor Collegian '25, '26; Collegian Staff '23,
'24; Drift Staff '24, '25; Editor Handbook '24. '-i- Editor
Christmas Stocking '25; Business Manager Christmas Stock-
ing '24.
(iR.viiAM, Brewer, Indianapolis
History and Economics; Sigma Chi: Sphin.x : Tau
Kappa Alpha ; Treasurer Sophomore Class '24 ; Track
Letters '23, '24, '25 ; Spanish and Social Science
Clubs.
XLNIII
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Greatbatch, Vivian R., Speedivay City
Home Economics; Alpha Delta Theta; Intramural
Basketball ; Junior Class Team '25 ; Tennis ; Dra-
matic, Spanish, and Home Arts Clubs.
Haldy, Margaret E., Indianapolis
Romance Languages; Delta Delta Delta; W. A. A.;
Intramural Vollevball '24; French, Dramatic, and
Poetry Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
Hall, Hildreth, Lucern
English; Campus and Classical Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
Hall, Sarah, New Castle
English; Delta Delta Delta; Assistant to Registrar;
Y. W. C. A.
Halliday, Justine M., Indianapolis
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma; W. A. A.; Collegian
Staff '24, '25 ; Vice-President Freshman Class '23
;
Chairman Hospitality Committee Woman's League
'26 ; Spanish Club : Y. W. C. A.
Harker, Albert, Frankfort
History; Sigma Chi ; Basketball Letters '23, '24, '25,
'26; Glee and Dramatic Clubs: Lead in "Ice Bound;'
"The Whole Towns Talking ;" "The Piper."
Hasely, Mildred, Indianapolis
Home Economics; Delta Delta Delta; Home Eco-
nomics Club ; Student Advisory Board ; Franklin
'23, '24.
Helton, Carter B., Indianapolis
Business Administration; Delta Tau Delta; Sphinx;
Football '22, '23, '24, '25 ; Business Manager Col-
legian '24; Press Club.
Hensel, Hiram M., Logansport
Economics; Delta Tau Delta ; B. U. S. T. A. ; Foot-
ball '22, '23, '24, '25 ; Announcement Committee Sen-
ior Class.
Hooper, Florence L., Indianapolis
Botany and Chemistry; Phi Kappa Phi; Botany As-
sistant; Chemistry Assistant; German, Botany Jour-
nal, Chemistry, and Catalytic Clubs.
Hopper, Myron, Indianapolis
Sociology and Philosophy; Butler Association ; Pres-
ident Y. M. C. A. '26; 'Vice-President '24; Cabinet
'23 ; Delegate to Geneva and Quadrennial Conven-
tion; Butler Men's Quartet; Opera Club.
Ice, Harry, Indianapolis
English; Sigma Xu ; Junior Assistant Drift Staff
'25 ; German Play "Die Journalisten ;" President Pen
and Pencil Club; Math and Forensic Clubs.
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Ingalls, Alice,
English; Zeta Tau Alpha.
Indianapolis
jAF.ESKr, Thomas C, Indianapolis
Chemistry: Butler Association: Assistant in Zoology
and Chemistry ; Phi Kappa Phi : President Men's
Union: Philokurian: President Biology Club: Ger-
man, Chemistry, Catalytic, and Journal Clubs.
Johns. AIh.dred, Indianapolis
French: Kappa Kappa Gamma; Classical, French,
and Opera Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
JoHNSox. Ruth P.,
Business Administration
;
Math Club; Y. W. C. A.
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma
;
KiLGORE, David, Indianapolis
Chemistry ; Delta Tau Dtlta : Skulls ; President Jun-
ior Class '25 ; Football '22, '23, '24, '25 ; Track '23,
'24, '25, '26; Chemistry, Press, German, and Catalytic
Clubs.
KoEHNE, Grace,
English.
Indianapolis
KoNOLD, David W., Winona Lake
History : Phi Delta Theta ; Skulls ; Philokurian
;
Football '21, '22, '24. '25; Basketball '24, '25: Track
'22
: Senior Class President '26.
r,AMB, LaDonna, Indianapolis
English; Alpha Chi Omega; W. A. A.; B. U. S. T.
^
A., ; Junior Class Volleyball Team '25 ; Intramural
" Basketball ; Spanish and Biology Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
r.E.\cii, Vestal,
English.
Indianapolis
Leslie, Mary, Fairland
English: Alpha Delta Theta: Chemistry and Math
Gubs ; Y. W. C. A.
Lewis, Irene,
English.
Greenfield
LvMAN, Damien J., Indianapolis
Economics: Lambda Chi .Mpha; Interfraternity
Council ; Chemistry and Political Science Clubs.
S£ESJSi^B2iaiiiaLt3SS^fci£3Sa'ii6«^
Mason, John Brown, Indianapolii-
History and German; Vice-President Intercollegiate
Cosmopolitan Club.
Matlock, Bruce K., Denver, Colo.
Economics ; Phi Delta Theta ; Sphinx ; Junior Class
Treasurer '25; University of Colorado '21, '22.
McCluskey, Bernice, Indianapolis
Mathematics; Scarf and Dramatic Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
McCoLLOUM, Eleanor, Indianapolis
History and Encilish; Pi Epsilon Delta; B. U. S. T.
A. ; "Cappy Ricks ;" Y. W. C. A.
McGiNNis, Alice, Martinsville
Mathematics; Kappa Kappa Gamma; French, Math,
and Home Arts Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
McIntire, Mae V., Cambridge Citv
English; Alpha Delta Theta; B. U. S. T. A.; Ec-
ology and Home Arts Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
McLeay, Valorous, Indianapolis
Business Administration; Beta Theta Pi; Sphinx:
President Inter fraternity Council.
McMeans, Mart, Indianapolis
History; Delta Gamma; Chimes; Vice-President
Y. W. C. A. '23, '24; Committee of 125; Chiirman
May Day Dance '24 ; Collegian Staff.
Melchior, Maida Kay, Evansville
English and Education; Campus Club ; Expression
Club ; Evansville College '21, '22, '23.
Mills, Richard, Indianapolis
Economics; Phi Delta Theta; Baseball Captain '25.
Minor, Bessie V., Indianapolis
English and History; B. U. S. T. A.; Math, Spanish,
Dramatic, and Expression Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
MoRLAND, George K.,
English.
Indianapolis
MuLiioi.i.AND. Georce E.. IndiauapoUs
English; Lambda Chi Alpha: Skulls; Collegian Staff
'23, '24 ; Press Club : Butler Band ; Football Letters
'23, '24; Olympic Boxing Team '24; Track.
Mui.i.EN, Lowell A., Sheridan
Botany and Chemistry; Botany Assistant; Men's
Union ; Botany Journal, Catalytic, Chemistry, and
Biology Clubs.
Xe.xl, Eliz.\betii Virginia,
English; Franklin College, '23, '24.
Whitcstozvn
Xicevvander, Lester, Indianapolis
Business Administration; Delta Tau Delta; Junior
Prom Committee '25 ; Press, Spanish, and Biology
Qubs ; University of Illinois '22.
Xipp, Carroll E., Indianapolis
Journalism; Sigma Nu ; Skulls; Vice-President Sig-
ma Delta Chi '26 ; Collegian Staff '25 ; Y. M. C. A.
;
Pen and Pencil, Press, Chemistry, and Opera Clubs.
XiPPER, Robert, Indianapolis
English ; Sigma Chi ; President Skulls '25 ; President
Freshman Class '22 ; Football '22, '23, '24, '25 ; Bas-
ketball '23, '24, '25, '26; Baseball '23, '24, '25, '26;
President Pen and Pencil Club.
XoBLE. Gr.vce, hidianapoHs
Latin and English; Scarf Club; B. U. S. T. A.;
Dramatic Club.
XoNWEiLER, Beulah H., BootivUle
English and Botany; Girls Independent Basketball
Team; B. U. S. T. A.; Biology and Botany Journal
Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
Xussbaum, Mary R., Marion
Romance Languages; Alpha Delta Pi; B. U. S. T.
A. ; Campus, French, and Spanish Clubs.
Ogle, Marifrances, Indianapolis
Public Sf'eaking; Pi Beta Phi; Winner of Intra-
mural Debate '25 ; Varsity Team '26 ; Pi Epsilon
Delta ; "Honor Bright ;" "Tweedles ;" Pan-Hellenic
Y. W. C. A.
Okes, Marjorie, Indianapolis
English : Pi Beta Phi ; Secretary-Treasurer Pi Epsi-
lon Delta ; Chairman Matinee Talk Committee '25
;
Student Industrial Committee ; Pen and Pencil and
Biology Clubs ; \. W. C. A.
r.vTTKR.soN, Dorothy. Indianapolis
r.milUh and Spanish: .Mpha Chi Omega; Secretary W. A. A.;
Chairman Woman's League .^ctivity Committee; Varsity
Volleyhall •2';: Pin Award W. A. A.; Spanish, Biology, and
Dramatic Clubs; "The Piper;" Y. W. C. A.; Pan-Hellenic.
Paul, Gordon E., Selkirk, New York
English; Delta Tau Delta; Skulls; President Soph-
omore Class '24 ; Football '22, '23, '24, "25 ; Basket-
ball '23 ; Pen and Pencil.
Payne, Helen, ..^...
French ; Kappa Kappa Gamma ; Editor Song Book
'25 ; B. U. S. T. A. ; French, Opera, and Dramatic
Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
Perry, J. Douglas. Louisville, Kentucky
English; Skulls; Phi Kappa Phi; President B. U. S.
T. A. ; Secretary Sigma Delta Chi ; Winner Literary
Contest '24 ; Editor-in-chief Collegian '26 ; Associate
Editor '25 ; Representative of Student Body at
Founders' Day Banquet '26.
Pihl, Margaret C,
Mathemalics and Latin; Phi Kappa Phi ; Magna Cum
Laude Mathematics '26 ; Math Club.
Pitts, Rebecca, Indianapolis
English : Delta Gamma : Phi Kappa Phi ; Chimes :
Phi Delta Phi ; Scarlet Quill ; President Y. W. C. A.
'26 ; Secretary '25 ; President Classical Club ; Dra-
matic, Biology, and Scribblers Clubs.
PoiNDEXTER, DoROTHY, Indianapolis
English; Delta Gamma: Scarf Club; Captain Junior Basket-
ball Team '25; Varsity Team '23; Basketball Letter '23;
Chairman Ushers May Day '25 ; Chairman Constitution
Committee W. A. A.; French and Spanish Clubs.
Porter, Helen Miller, Indianapolis
English; Biology, Spanish, and Home Arts Clubs;
Y. W. C. A.
Pritchard, Grace. Indianapolis
Journalism; Zeta Tau Alpha; Scribblers Club; As-
signment Editor Collegian; Y. W. C. A.
Reichel, Louis J-,
English; Phi Delta Theta ; Skulls ; Football Captain
'25 ; Football '22, '23, '24, '25 ; Basketball '22 ; Base-
ball '22, '23, '24, '25 ; German and Zoology Clubs.
Reidt, Kathleen,
English.
Indianapolis
Reynolds, Alice L., Indianapolis
History; President Delta Phi ; B. U. S. T. A. ; Intra-
mural and Varsity Debating; Chemistry, Forensic,
and Dramatic Clubs.
RiNEHART, Dorothy, Indianapolis
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma ; Vice-President
Philokurian '26 ; B. U. S. T. A. ; Opera, French, and
Rido Clubs ; Undergraduate Representative '25, '26.
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KiocH. Janet, Indianapolis
Chemistry; Scarlet Quill : Chairman Inter-racial
Group; Chairman V. W. C. A. World- fellowship
;
Biology, Chemistry, Catalytic, and French Clubs.
RoBY, Vergil, Wabash
Economics; Phi Delta Theta ; Sphinx ; Business Man-
ager Drift '25; President Philokurian '24, '25; Golf
Team Manager '25.
Rockwell, Georgl-vna, Indianapolis
English; Alpha Chi Omega; May Day Committee
'24 ; Student Budget '25 ; Student Industrial '25
\'. W. C. A. Cabinet '25; Glee, Home Arts and
American Literature Clubs.
RoDECKER, Sarah P., Indianapolis
English; Kappa Alpha Theta; Press, Home Arts,
Biology, and Dramatic Clubs ; "Miss Somebody
Else;" Intramural Basketball; Y. W. C. A.
Rohm, John T., Indianapolis
Economics ; Sigma Xu : Math and Biology Clubs
:
^'. M. C. A.
Ross, Paul Menzies, Indianapolis
History; Phi Kappa Phi ; I^Iagna Cum Laude.
Sandefur, Dorothy,
English; Delta Gamma; Opera Club.
Indianapolis
ScHLENDER, Emwa £., IndianapoUs
Botany; Botany Assistant ; W. A. A. ; B. U. S. T. A.
;
Botany Journal, Chemistry, Biology, and Classical
Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
Schulz, Edna, Indianapolis
Sociology and Social Sciences: Zeta Tau Alpha; So
cial Science Club; Y. \\'. C. A. Cabinet.
ScHWENK, Glen J., Indianapolis
English; Kappa Alpha Theta; Scarf Club.
Sells, Allen Michael, Indianapolis
Business Administration; Lambda Chi Alpha; Biol-
ogy, Chemistry, and Press Clubs : Y. M. C. A.
Shepherd, Elsie M.,
English.
Indianapoli.'
LIV
Smith, A. Ivin, Indianapolis
History; Butler Association ; Philokurian ; B. U. S.
T. A.
Smith, Lillie Florence, Ruslwillc
History; Alpha Delta Pi; Phi Delta Phi; Campus
Club; Pan-Hellenic: B. U. S. T. A.; Spanish and
Biology Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
Smith, Renee Baron,
French.
Indianapolis
Smith, Thomas F., Indianapolis
Journalism; Lambda Chi Alpha; Editor-in-chief 1925 Drift;
President Sphinx '25, *26; Vice-President '24 ^25; President
Sigma Delta Chi '26; President Fourth Estate Club '25.
'26; Secretary-Treasurer '23-'25; Varsity Cheer Leader
'23-'26; Chairman Junior Prom '25; Drift Staff '23, '24:
Associate Editor Collegian '24 and '26; Sports Editor '23.
'24; Reporter
'2i: Board of Directors Men's Union '23, '24:
President Press Club '23, '24: Chemistry, Math, Dramatic.
Pen and Pencil, and Booster Clubs.
Stembel, Clarence, Indianapolis
History; Sigma Xu ; Interfraternity Council; Drilt
Staff '24; Budget Committee '24, '25; Spanish Club.
Stephenson, Dorothy, Indianapolis
Jounialism and Frfjic/i;' Delta Delta Delta; President Scarlet
Quill '26; Chimes; Secretary Phi Delta Phi '23, '24; Presi-
dent W. A. A. '24. '25; President Scribblers '23; Woman's
Sports Editor Drift '25: Associate Editor Collegian '26;
Woman's League Publicity Chairman '25; Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet '24; Butler Girls Tennis Champion '25; Varsity
Basketball and Volleyball; Opera, Press, and Poetry Clubs.
Stevens, Helen Louise, Indianapolis
English; Kappa Alpha Theta : Pen and Pencil, Fo-
rensic, Biology, and Home Arts Clubs ; Woman's
League Handbook Committee '24; Y. W. C. A.
Stokes, Lucile,
Sociology; Philosophy Club
;
Group '25; Y. W. C. A.
Indianapolis
Chairman Inter-racial
Storer, Horace E., Indianapolis
English; Sigma Chi; Skulls; Pi Epsilon Delta;
President Tau Kappa Alpha '24; President Forensic
Club ; Associate Editor Collegian '25 ; Chemistry and
Dramatic Clubs.
Strole, Gerald, Kentland
History; Lambda Chi Alpha; Skulls; B. U. S. T. A.;
Football '22,
'2Z, '24, '25; Basketball '24, '25, "26;
Baseball '25, '26.
Tacoma, Marie, Indianapolis
French and Spanish; Zeta Tau Alpha; President
W A A. '25; B. U. S. T. A.; Spanish and French
Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
Thomas, Edna Mae, Indianapolis
History and Latin; Phi Kappa Phi; Magna Cum
Laude.
TnOMi'SON, Mary Iuanita, Indianapolis
English and Spanish; B. U. S. T. A.: Pen and Pen-
cil, Expression, and Spanish Ckibs ; Y. VV. C. A.
'iioRMAN, Jui.iANNA, IndiauapoUs
German; President German Club ; Assistant Instruc-
tor German: B. U. S. T. A.: Spanish and Biology
Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
TrioRr. AvANELi.E, Indianapolis
English; Kappa Alpha Theta : Drift Staff '25; Vice-
President Spanish Club '24 ; Home Arts Club ; Y. W.
C. A.
Todd, Edna Rachel,
Spanish; B. U. S. T. A.: Spanish Club.
Indianapolis
Troy, Edward A.,
Chemistry; Tau Kappa Tau
'24, '25 ; Dramatic Club.
Indianapolis
President Math Club
'R()^ER, Jolix C.
English; Delta Tau Delta; Skulls.
Indianapolis
TuLLY, WiLM.v E.. Indianapolis
English; Alpha Delta Theta: Phi Delta Phi.
Ulrich, Irm.\ E., Indianapolis
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma; Scarlet Quill; President
Chimes "25; Phi Kappa Phi; Pi Epsilon Delia; Scribblers;
Secretary Senior Class '36: Associate Editor Drift *25;
Chairman May Day '26: Society Editor Collegian '23, '24;
Editorials •26; German Club.
\V.\LES, J.xcKSON W., Indianapolis
History; Lambda Chi Alpha; Track '23, '25; B. U.
S. T. A. ; Philokurian ; Dramatic Club.
Waters, Margaret R..
Spanish; Delta Delta Delt;
-
• " Epsilon Delta
Spanish, Ope
Somebody *~
Volleyball;
Dramatic,
e;" "The
W. C. A
Indianapolis
1; \V. a. a.; Pan-Hellenic; Vice-
; Vice-President B. U. S. T. A.;
Poetry, and Press Clubs; ''Miss
Piper;" "Icebound;" Intramural
\Vhith.\m, Lorene W.. Indianapolis
English : Kappa Alpha Theta : Vice-President Senior
Class '26; Y. W. C. .'\. Cabinet: Program Chairman
'25; Social Chairman '26; Scarf, Opera, Home -Arts,
and Dramatic Clubs.
Wii.MAXNS. Alice, Indianapolis
English; Scarf Club; B. U. S. T. A.; V. W. C. A.
LVI
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WiLSON, Elizabeth J., Indianapolis
Mathematics; Delta Gamma ; Scarf, Dramatic, and
German Clubs; Student Budget Committee ; Y. W.
C. A.
Wilson, Irene E., Shelhyville
English; Alpha Delta Theta ; Pan-Hellenic; W. A.
A.; B. U. S. T. A.; Student Council; Poetry,
French and Biology Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
Wilson, Lewis, Indianapolis
History; Delta Tau Delta ; President Tau Kappa Al-
pha '26 ; Philokurian ; Forensic Club ; Commerce
Club; Winner of Argumentation Contest '24; Win-
ner of Extemporaneous Contest '25 ; Winner of Or-
atorical Contest '26.
Winter, Mary Lester, Indianapolis
English and History; Delta Delta Delta; Vice-Pres-
ident Philokurian '25 ; President Classical Club '25
;
B. U. S. T. A. ; Chemistry Club ; Y. W. C. A. Cab-
inet; Y. W. C. A.
Wolfe, Dorothea, Wolcott
English; Zeta Tau Alpha; Student Council '25:
B. U. S. T. A.; Math, Classical, and Opera Clubs:
"Pirates of Penzance ;" Y. W. C. A.
Wolfe, Robert, Indianapolis
Economics ; Y. M. C. A. ; Butler Band.
Wood, Jabez Hall, Indianapolis
English; Sigma Chi; Editor-in-Chief Collegian '24,
'25; Associate Editor '23, '24; Drift Staff '26; Sports
Editor Drift '24; Treasurer Senior Class '26; Butler
correspondent for Indianapolis News.
WooDLiNG, Homer, Logansport
Economics; Delta Tau Delta ; Skulls ; B. U. S. T. A.
;
Interfraternity Council ; Football '23, '24, '25 ; Bas-
ketball '23, '24, '25 ; Baseball '24, '25 ; Math and Span-
ish Clubs.
York, Joe William, Indianapolis
Economics; Sigma Chi ; Commerce Club.
Young, Alice. Indianapolis
English ; Delta Gamma ; Vice-President Scarlet
Quill '26 ; Secretary Woman's League '25 ; Chairman
Program Committee Y. W. C. A. ; Director Opera
Stunt ; Scarf, Biology, French, and Dramatic Clubs.
Dux, Esther,
English.
Indianapolis
Rogers, Thojias D., Bloomington
Chemistry and Zoology; Phi Chi Medical Fraternity;
Chemistry, French, and Biology Clubs ; Indiana Uni-
versity School of Medicine '26.
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TEP by step the class of 1927 has progressed and will
continue to progress until it reaches its ultimate goal,
the senior door. This class has been unusually active in
all the phases of college life, and has been led by
capable officers.
The junior class has done much to make the Colle-
gian what it is today. Albert Bloemker has the position of an associate
editor, and many of the important positions are filled by juniors.
Dorothy Knisely wrote the May Day pageant. Helen Pascoe
was elected president of the Y. W. C. A. ; Billie Mae Krieder. vice-
president; Norma DeLuse, secretary; and Katherine Bowlby, under-
graduate representative.
It was up to the juniors to give the 1927 Junior Prom and edit
the Drift. The prom was a big success, and you can judge the Drift
for yourself.
In debating the juniors have been outstanding. Marifrances
Ogle and Billie Mae Kreider are the junior debaters on the coed team,
and Robert Hutchinson. Lester Budd and Rudolph Baker compose
the junior men of the team.
Albert Bloemker,
President
Edith Robinson,
Vice-President
Dorothy Kemp,
Sccrctarx
Merle Miller,
Treasurer
LX
Agnew, Ione H., Indianapolis
Scarf Club '24, Treasurer '25 ; Classical, Biology,
Philosophy, and Opera Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
Allison, Ruth L., Indianapolis
Alpha Kappa Alpha ; President Inter-racial Group
;
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet.
Andrews, Cecil, Greenfield
Butler Association ; Biology, Chemistry, and Catalytic
Clubs ; Assistant in Zoology Department.
AsHjiAN, Lucy, Indianapolis
Delta Gamma; Associate Editor 1926 Drift; Chimes; Phi
Delta Phi, Treasurer '25; Pan-Hellenic Council; Varsity
Debating Team '24; Collegian Staff '24: Collegian Society
Editor '25; Geneva Stunt Day Chairman; Y. W. C. A.
AspiNALL, William S.,
Tau Kappa Tau; Press Club.
Indianapolis
AvELS, Dorothy C, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta; Varsity Volleyball '25; Vice-President
Chimes '25; Vice-President Scarf Club '24; Glee Club 'zi,
'24; Biology and Dramatic Clubs; W. A. A. Vice-President
'26; Student Industrial Committee; Y. W. C. A. Member-
ship Committee '25.
Ballard, Ella, Indianapolis
Butler University Student Teachers' Association.
Barney, Marian. Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta ; Home Arts, Chemistry, Spanish,
and Liberi Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
Bebinger, Martha L., Indianapolis
German and Zoology Clubs ; Student Teachers' Asso-
ciation; W. A. A.; Y. W. C. A.
Beck, Violet K.,
German and Zoology Clubs.
Beerman, Ethel D.,
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Bernstein, Elizabeth, Indianapolis
Chemistry, Catalytic, and Biology Clubs.
LXl
BiDDiNGER, Earl, Lotts
Eloemker, Albert W., Indianapolis
Lambda Chi Alpha; Junior President 'jfi; Collegian Sport
ICditor '24; Assignment Editor '25; Sphinx; Tau Kappa
Alpha; Varsity Debating '24, '25; Inter-Fraternity Council;
Fourth Estate Club; Drift Staff '25.
BousLOG, Jean, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi ; President Scarf Club '25 ; President
Chimes '26; Treasurer Y. W. C. A. '26.
BowLBY, Katiiryn, IndianapoUs
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Phi Delta Phi; Chimes; Philo, Opera,
and Dramatic Clubs; "The Whole Town Is Talking";
\'arsity Debating Team '24: Vice-President Woman's
League: Student Industrial Committee Cabinet: Butler
Representative State Oratorical Contest '24; Y. W. C. A.
Brewer, Neva N.. Indianapolis
Dramatic Club; Student Teachers' Association.
1')R().mert, Rich.^rd,
Alpha Rho Delta.
Indianapolis
Brooks. Eugenia, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi; Phi Delta Phi; Biology Club;
Y. VV. C. A.
Bros.-^man, Emily D.. Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma ; Y. \V. C. A. ; John Hcrron
Art School.
Brown, Bertha, Indianapolis
Brow N, Dorothy L., Indianapolis
-Mpha Chi Omega; Phi Delta Phi, Secretary '26;
Chemistry and Opera Clubs ; Vice-President of Clas-
sical Club '26; Student Teachers' Association;
W. A. A. ; Y. W. C. A.
BuDD, E. Lester, Indianapolis
Business Staff 1925 Drift; Secretary Tau Kappa
Alpha; Spanish and Forensic Clubs.
IUrkhart, Glydon, Indianapolis
LXII
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Campbell, James G., Indianapolis
Sigma Chi, Wabash College; Indiana Law School.
Carroll, Dorothy F., Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi; Chimes; Scribblers Treasurer '25, Vice-Presi-
dent '26; Press, French, and Dramatic Clubs; Chairman of
Piano Committee; Y. W. C. A.; Collegian Staff '24, '25,
'26; 1926 Drift Staff.
Chambers, Lois, Indianapolis
Miami University '24, '25.
Charpie, Elizabeth, Indianapolis
Clark, Irma Mae, Indianapolis
Sophomore Varsity Basketball Team '25 ; Math-
ematics Club.
Clark, Ruth Ann, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma ; Home Arts Club ; Y. W. C. A.
Clifford. Eugene, Anderson
Lambda Chi Alpha ; Sphinx Club ; Sigma Delta Chi
;
Collegian Staff '23; President Press Club '24; As-
sociate Editor Collegian '24 ; Vice-President Fourth
Estate.
Conley. John,
Delta Tau Delta.
Cooney, Edna Margaret,
Alpha Delta Pi.
Craft, Anita,
Custer, Maud,
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Indianapolis
Madison
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Daily, Wilson S., Indianapolis
Sigma Chi ; Editor-in-chief 1926 Drift ; Skulls ; Press
Club.
LXIIl
Dalton, Mezzie, Indianapolis
Scarf Club ; President French Club '26 ; Classical,
Biology, and Dramatic Clubs ; Student Industrial
Committee ; W. A. A.
Daubenspeck, Homer, Indianapolis
Sigma Nu; Football '25; Basketball '24, '25, '26;
Baseball '24: Y. M. C. A.
Davidson, Ellen,
Davidson, Mary E.,
Lebanon
Indianapolis
Davis, Charles M., Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta ; Sphinx Club ; Interfraternity
Council ; 1926 Junior Prom Committee ; Opera and
Dramatic, and Spanish Clubs '24, '25.
Dawson, James M., Gillespie, Illinois
Deal, Emma Elliott. Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta ; 1926 Junior Prom Committee.
DeGrief, Elizabeth A., Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta : Chairman Poster Publicity
Committee.
Denny, Nell, Indianapolis
Metropolitan School of Music ; Opera Club.
Dingle. Louise, A>w Castle
Campus Club Secretary; Student Teachers' Associa-
tion; Biology and Expression Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
Driftmeyer, Grace M.,
Classical Club; Y. W. C. A.
Indianapolis
Dudeniioeffer, Rosa, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta ; Expression, French and Biology
Clubs; Student Teachers' Association; Y. VV. C. A.
Dunn, Eleanor, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta ; Secretary-Treasurer Pan-Hel-
lenic '26; 1926 Drift Staff; Y. W. C. A.
Dye, Thelma H.,
Campus and Biology Clubs
;
Association.
Fortvillc
Student Teachers'
Elmore, Gladys J., Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Theta ; Scarf, French, and Mathematics
Clubs ; Student Teachers' Association ; • W. A. A.
:
Y. W. C. A.
Ensminger, Dorothy,
Alpha Chi Omega ; Y. W. C. A.
Shelbyvillc
Everroad, Dorothy N., Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Theta; French Club; Collegian Staff
'24, '25 ; W. A. A. ; Student Teachers' Association
;
Y.
-W. C. A.
EwiNG, Carlyle J., Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta ; Captain Baseball Team '26 ; Base-
ball Letters '23, '24, '25.
Ferguson, Jeanne, Tipton
Delta Delta Delta ; Oxford College '23, '25 ; Student
Teachers' Association ; Home Arts Club ; Y. W. C. A.
Fisher, G. Lavon, Indianapolis
Vice-President Sandwich Club '26 ; Vice-President
Y. M. C. A.
Fletcher, Francis L., Shelbyvillc
Lambda Chi Alpha; Football Letters '24, '25; Basket-
ball Varsity '25, '26.
Fletcher, Mamie, Forest
Student Teachers' Association; Y. W. C. A.
Floyd, Walter, Indianapolis
Forsyth, James, Indianapolis
Alpha Rho Delta ; Pi Epsilon Delta ; Varsity Debat-
ing Team '26; Chemistry Club; Y. M. C. A.
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FoxwoRTiiY, Virginia R., Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta; Secretary Freshman Class '24; Dramatic
Club; Vice-President of Opera and Spanish Clubs '^6;
Chairman Hospitality Committee '-•5; Y. W. C. A.
German, Paul M., Indianapolis
Lambda Chi Alpha; President lulerfraternity Coun-
cil '26-
GiLTNER. Bernice, IndianapoUs
Alpha Delta Theta ; Spanish Club.
Goodrich, ]\Iildred E.,
Y. W. C. A.
Shelbyville
Gremelspacher, Joseph, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta; President Opera Club '24; Secretary-
Treasurer Sphinx '26: Sigma Delta Chi: Business Manager
Collegian; Business Manager Tunior Prom '25: Men's Glee
Club '26.
Hall, jMargerv, Indianapolis
Mathematics Club : Student Teachers' Association.
Harmeson, Emil.
Phi Delta Theta.
Indianapolis
Hauss, Dorothy L., Indianapolis
Spanish Club ; Student Teachers' Association.
Headrick, Cathryn, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta ; French. Chemistry, and Home
Arts Clubs; Secretary Math Club; Y. W. C. A.;
Freshman Cabinet '24..
Heath, Dorothy J.,
Biology Club.
Indianapolis
Hefferkan, Elizahetii G.. Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta; Dramatics; "Miss Somebody Else; 1 he
Piper;" Collegian Staff; 1926 Drift Staff; Inter-Sorority
Debate '2^; Press Club Vice-President; French, Math, and
Spanish Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
Hitch, Rai.i'ii, LaFayette
Phi Delta Theta; Football '24, '25; Skulls; Corre-
sponding Secretary of Sigma Delta Chi; Press Club;
.Assistant Sport F.ditnr Collegian "24, '25; UJ26 Drift
Business Manager.
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Holmes, Elizabeth, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi ; Spanish and Dramatic Clubs ; Y. W.
C. A.
Hopper, Frank M., Indianapolis
Butler Association; Chemistry Club.
Horner, John H. Indianapolis
Hubbard, Edythe, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta ; Vice-President Sophomore Class
'25 ; Spanish and Classical Clubs ; Philo ; Press Club
:
W. A. A. ; Y. W. C. A. ; 1926 Prom Queen.
Heutter. Dorothy,
HuGGiNS, Mary Ann,
Kappa Alpha Theta
;
Mathematics Club.
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Phi Delta Phi President '26:
Hutchinson, David R., Beaver. Penua.
Sigma Chi ; Varsity Debating '24, '25, '26 ; Treasurer
Freshman Class '24; Tau Kappa Alpha Vice-Pres-
ident '26 ; Philo ; Business Manager "Tweedles."
Innes, Iris V., Indianapolis
Mathematics, Chemistry, and Opera Clubs ; Student
Teachers' Association ; W. A. A.
Jenkins, R.wmond T., Indianapolis
Karch, Paula D., Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Theta; Intramural Basketball and Vol-
leyball '24, '25 ; Biology Club ; Student Teachers' As-
sociation; Y. W. C. A.
Keach, James Robert, Seymour
Sigma Chi ; Skulls ; Football Letters '23, '24, '25
;
Basketball Letters '24, '25, '26; Baseball Letters '21,
'24, '25.
Kemp, Dorothy J., Anderson
Zeta Tau Alpha; Captain Sophomore Basketball Team '24;
Yarsity Basketball; Volleyball '25; \V. A. A. Treasurer '-'4;
Secretary Junior Class *26; Chimes Secretary-Treasurer '25;
German and Press Clubs; Mathematics Club Treasurer '24:
Student Teachers Association; Debating '23, '24; Y. W. C. A.
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Ke.nnon. James, Indianapolis
Alpha Rho Delta; Sphinx Club.
Kearst, Pearl, Indianapolis
KrNNEMAN, Mary Ann, Martinsz'ille
Kappa Kappa Gamma
;
Varsity Basketball '24
;
Scarf, Mathematics, and Chemistry Clubs; Y. W.
C. A.
Kinsley, Mary A.,
Delta Zeta ; Y. W. C. A.
Indianapolis
KiTSOx, Mary Alice, Syracuse
Basketball '25, '26 ; Volleyball '25 ; Mathematics,
Chemistry, and Spanish Clubs
;
Student Teachers'
Association ; Y. W. C. A.
KxiSELY, Dorothy, Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega ; Scribblers Club ; Collegian Re-
porter ; Wellesley, '24, '25.
Klaiber, Kathleen, Indianapolis
Kreider, Billie Mae, Plainficld
Pi Beta Phi; Editor of Extra-Curricular Division of 19^6
Drift; Business Staff 1925 Drift; Collegian Staff '24, *2s;
Chimes; Dramatic Club; Property Manager for "The Whole
Town Is Talking:" "Tweedles;" Forensic Club; Varsity
Debating '25, "26; Chairman Woman's Building Committee;
Y. W. C. A.
I.Aix, Percy,
Chi Rho Zeta ; Band.
Indianapolis
Larmore, Agnes, Anderson
Kappa Alpha Theta; Latin, Home Arts '24; Biology
and Dramatic Clubs ; "The Piper ;'' Chairman Usher
Committee; Y. .\V. C. A.
r.ESHER, Florence H., Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Pi ; Pan-Hellenic Council ; Biolog>',
Classical, French, and Glee Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
LiBKiNc, Helen R.. Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha ; DePauw University '22, '23 ; Clas-
sical and Biology Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
1..WITI
LocHMULLER, LoDossiA, IndiatiapoHs
LooKABiLL, Naomi, Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega; Y. W. C. A.
LovETT, Ruth R., Indianapolis
Biology Club '24.
Lucas, Virginia S., Indianapolis
Delta Gamma ; Phi Delta Phi ; Opera Club.
McCracken, Martin, Indianapolis
Lambda Chi Alpha ; Chemistry Club ; Band '22.
McFarland, Mary A., Indianapolis
French, Expression, and Press Clubs ; Collegian
Staff ; Student Teachers' Association ; Y. W. C. A.
Mander, Jean, Indianapolis
Delta Gamma ; Scarf Club ; Student Teachers' As-
sociation.
Martin, Nina E., Indianapolis
Mathematics and French Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
Mehrlick, Ferdinand P., Indianapolis
Tau Kappa Alpha; Botany Assistant; Botany Jour-
nal, Chemistry, and German Clubs ; Varsity Debat-
ing '25.
Meunier, Francis, Indianapolis
Varsity Debating '24, '25, '26.
Miller, Glenna, Indianapolis
Miller, Jack, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta; Biology Club.
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AIiLLER, Merle, Indianapolis
Sigma Nu: Football Frosh Team '23: Football Varsity '24,
Letter '25: Junior Class Treasurer '26; Skulls; Pen and
Pencil Club; Collegian Staff: Advertising Manager for "The
Whole Town Is Talking;" Y. M. C. A.
Million, Josephine O.. MonticcUo
Mathematics Club ; Student Teachers' Association
;
V. W, C. A.
^[iLLS, Richard. Iiidianapolis
Phi Delta Theta ; Captain Baseball
'2s : Letters '23,
'24, '25.
JMoNEV, Wayne. Indianapolis
Lambda Chi Alpha ; History, Chemistry, and Clas-
sical Clubs.
]\IoNTAGUE, Wallace, Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega : Phi Delta Phi : Y. W. C. A.
MooRE. Beatrice L., Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta ; Home Arts and American Lit-
erature Clubs; V. W. C. A.
Moore, John M., Indianapolis
President Philokurian Literary Society ; Botany
Journal, Chemistry, and Liberi Clubs ; Botany As-
sistant ; Y. M. C. A. ; Men's Union.
Moss Anna L. Indianapolis
MuGG, Cranston, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta: Sphinx; Treasurer Dramatic Club
'24; Opera, Spanish, Press, and Biology Clubs; 192C
Junior Prom Committee.
Newman, Myrtle E., Indianapolis
Collegian Staff Librarian; French, Press, and Dra-
matic Clubs.
XussBAUM, Mary R., Marion
Alpha Delta Pi ; French and Spanish Clubs.
0"CoNNER, j\L\rgaret, huHanapoUs
Biology and Philogy Clubs ; Y. W. C. A.
smBSBsmm^!Mms^mmimmm!:^::^!:tf!i^mm
Pascoe, Helen JNI.,
Delta Gamma; Editc
French, Chemistry, ;
"Cappy Ricks;" "Tw
Calumet, Michigan
r Student Directory; Collegian Staff;
nd Dramatic Clubs; Pi Epsilon Delta;
eedles;" Y. W. C. A, Cabinet.
Patton, Julia, Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega: Pi Epsilon Delta; Home Arts,
Spanish, and Dramatic Clubs ; Freshman Endow-
ment Committee '23 ; "The Piper ;" Y. W. C. A.
Payne, John H., Indianapolis
Chi Rho Zeta ; Chemistry and Catalytic Clubs ; Band.
Pearce, Ruby, TcUsonburg, Ontario, Canada
Scarf Club; Mathematics, and French Clubs; Stu-
dent Teachers' Association.
Pectol, Ruth,
Pi Beta Phi ; Home Arts Club.
Spencer
Pierce, Pauline F., Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi ; W. A. A. ; Student Teachers' Associa-
tion; Y. W. C. A.
Poland, Lloyd O., Indianapolis
Chemistr}', General, and Catalytic Clubs.
Reissner, Charlotte, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta : Dramatic Club '23, '24 ; Lead in
"Miss Somebody Else ;'' German Club Vice-Pres-
ident '25 ; Home Economics and Glee Clubs
;
Y. W. C. A.
Richards, Wallace, Indianapolis
Sigma Chi; Art Editor 1926 Drift; Tennis Team;
Fourth Estate.
Richardson, Jean, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta : American Literature Club ; Stu-
dent Teachers' Association; V. W. C. A.
R0BIN.SON, Edith, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta ; Girls' Basketball and ^"olley-
ball
;
Junior Vice-President ; French Club ; Dramatic
Club; W. A. A.; Y. W. C. A.
Rogers, Mary, Ladoga
Zeta. Tau Alpha; Scarf, Classical, and Biology
Clubs; Student Teachers' Association; Y. W. C. A.
RUNDELL, LOUTSE,
Delta Zeta ; Pan-Hellenic.
Indianapolis
Sanders, Frederick B., Indianapolis
Sigma Chi ; Sphinx ; Pi Epsilon Delta ; "The
Piper ;" Leadihg Character in "Tweedles ;' Opera,
Dramatic, and Spanish Clubs.
Searcv. Maude Ann. Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta ; Varsity Basketball '25 ; \^arsity
Volleyball '25; 1926 Drift Staff; Home Arts, Dra-
matic, Spanish, Press, and Biology Clubs; W. A. A.;
Y. W. C. A.
Shade, Helen,
Delta Gamma.
Shera, Elizabeth M.,
Shipman, Leila Belle.
Alpha Chi Omega
;
Y. W. C. A.
Kokomo
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Scarf Club ; "The Piper ;"
SiELOFF, Helena R., Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi ; American Literature, Spanish, Dra-
matic, and Biology Clubs ; Y. W. C. A. ; Winner of
All-University Popularity Contest '25 ; May Queen
Slutzky, E. Esther, Indianapolis
Smith, Eva Margaret, Indianapolis
Student Teachers' Association ; Classical and Span-
ish Clubs.
Smith, Katherine, Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega; Spanish Club; Y. W. C. A.
Smith, Lawson F., Indianapolis
Chi Rho Zeta ; Varsity Football ; Chemistry and
Catalytic Clubs.
S.MiTH, Miij)red, Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Theta; Chemistry and Catalytic Clubs;
Y. W. C. A.
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Smith, Rowena E., Indianapolis
Phi Delta Phi; Press Club; Collegian Staff; W. A.
A.; Y. W. C. A.
Smith, Ruth L., Indianapolis
President Student Volunteers '26 : Biology and Pen
and Pencil Clubs ; Student Teachers' Association
;
W. A. A. ; Y. W. C. A. ; Inter-Racial Group.
Stamper, Juanita N.,
Kappa Alpha Theta
;
Y. W. C. A.
Indianapolis
Dramatic Club '24, '25
Staples, Paul S., Indianapolis
Butler Association; Biology and Philosophy Clubs.
Steinmetz, Louis J., Indianapolis
Lambda Chi Alpha ; Biology and Press Clubs ; Art
Staff 1925 Drift; John Herron Art School.
Stevenson, Pearl V., Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta; German, Biology, Home Arts,
and Dramatic Clubs ; Y. W. C. A. '24, '25.
Stewart, Marian Lomax,
Dramatic Club '20, '25.
Strauss, Stewart,
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Suter, Anna Katherine, Indianapolis
Mathematics and Classical Clubs ; Student Teachers'
Association; Y. W. C. A.
Teague, Frank, Indianapolis
Sigma Nu ; Football '23 ; Skulls ; Chemistry and
Spanish Clubs.
Thalman, Catherine, Indianapolis
Home Arts and Spanish Clubs
;
Student Teachers"
Association; Y. W. C. A.
Thomas, Dorothy Lou, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi ; Spanish and Biology Clubs
;
Y. W. C. A.
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Thomas, Robert, Indianapolis
Thornton, Robert, Indianapolis
Sigma Nil ; Freshman Basketball ; Press Club.
ToRR. Eleanor,
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Indianapolis
Tvner. Bernice M., Indianapolis
Dramatic and Biology Clubs ; Student Teachers' As-
sociation ; V. W. C. A.
Vandivier, William K.,
Alpha Rho Delta.
Indianapolis
VoLLRATH, Lawrence, Indianapolis
Chi Rho Zeta ; Tau Kappa Alpha ; German Club
;
Commerce Club.
W.vkefield, Robert, Ben Daz'is
Lambda Chi Alpha ; Football "25 ; Basketball '24, '25,
'26 ; Letters '25, '26 ; Baseball Freshman Numerals
'24; President Sophomore Class '25.
Walker, George, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta ; Chemistry Club ; Band.
Walsh, Marjorie Dorris, Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha ; French, Philosophv, and Poetry
Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
\\'ells, Charles M., Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta; Commerce Club; Y. M. C. A.
Wilkinson, David, Indianapolis
Butler Association ; Biology Club.
\\'iLLiAMS, H.NRKiET, IndianapoUs
Wii.soN, Wesley Thomas,
Varsity Debating Team '24, '25.
Indianapolis
WiSHARD, Mary Alice, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta; Biology, Forensic, and Phil-
osophy Clubs; Y. W. C. A.
Witt, George, Indianapolis
Philo ; Classical and Chemistry Clubs: Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet.
WooLERY, Frances B., Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta ; French and Scribblers Clubs
:
W. A. A. ; Student Industrial
;
Student Council :
Collegian Staff.
WooLGAR, Robert,
Phi Delta Theta;
Basketball '25.
Football
Indianapolis
24; Baseball '24, '25;
Worth, Leefe M., Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Theta; Basketball Class Team '24; Volleyball
Varsity '25; Chairman Swimming '2s, '26: Scarf, Botany
Journal, and Liberi Clubs; Math Club Vice-President '24,
"President '25; W. A. A.; Y. W. C. A.
Wright, Mary^ Lew,
Classical Club; Y. W. C. A.
Indianapolis
ZoERCHER, Martha M., Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta; Editor of Personnel Division of 1926
Drift; Business Staff 1926 Drift; Scarf Club, Secretary '25,
Advisory Board '26; May Day Breakfast, Ticket Chairman
'25; Dramatic Club '24, '25, "Miss Somebody ?;ise" and
"The Piper;" Y. W. C. A.; American Literature Club.
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T the end of its freshman year the class of 1928 re-
entered school recognized in many branches of the
school life.
Harrison Collier, Margaret Elrod, Jane Ogborn
and George Cottrell were chosen as class officers.
Harold IMagee and Josephine Kennedy helped in the
Student Budget drive conducted at the beginning of the term. Jane
Ogborn was presented with a silver cup awarded by Woman's League
to the freshman girl having the highest scholastic average.
Although the class lost the annual soph-frosh scrap when fresh-
men it decisively defeated the present first year men last fall.
The class sponsored the Sophomore Cotillion, February 12, an all
school affair.
Scribblers accepted Mildred Kelley and Louise Eleanor Ross and
Sigma Delta Chi initiated James Carvin and Joe Scheleen. Bertha
Green was president of Scarf Club. In the debating circles Frank
Furstenberg was made a member of Tau Kappa Alpha and Louise
Frisbie became one of Delta Phi. Collegian staff members who
belong to the sophomore class are Louise Eleanor Ross, Don Gearhart,
Joe Scheleen, Mildred Kelley, Alberta Holmes, Margaret Elrod and
Paulwirth Waldo.
Harrison Collier, Margaret Elrod,
President Vice-President
Jane Ogborn,
Secretarv
George Cottrell,
Treasurer
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Adams, Naomi
Adolay, Helen Marie
Allee, Flossie
Allee, Kenneth
Anderson, Clifford
Armstrong. Dan
Arnold, Mary Jo
Arnold, Pauline
Baker, Martha
Baker, Rudolph
Ball, Gertrude
Barlett, Margaret
Barnes, Virginia
Barrett, Dan
Bauchert, Guy
Beard, Martha
Beecher, Brazier
Bercher, Fred
Beem, Richard
Berger, Dorotha
Bodkin, Herman
BoLTE, John
Bosma, Theodora
BosvvoRTH, Isaac W.
Bowerman, Augusta
Boyd, Ona
Brennan, Harold
Brennan, Helen
Bretzman, Julia
Brewer, Clair
Brown, Helen
Brown, Horace
Brown, Wendell
Buell, Anna
Gallon, Curtis
Campbell, Mildred
Canfield, Dorothea
Garvin, James
Case, Deryle
Casey, Mildred
Ghadd, Archie
Chalfont, LaVonne
Clapp, Marcia
Clark, Elizabeth
Clark, George
Coble, Almon
CoBURN, Alberta
Collier, Harrison
CoLLYER, George
Conrad, Bernice
Conway, Anna
Cook, Norman
CoTTRELL, George
Courtney, Cltfford
Crowe, Irma
Cryan, Katherine
Cunningham, Ann
Cunningham, Helen
Currie, Elizabeth
Darnell, Ruth
Davis, Courtland
Davis, Turpin
Dean, Clair
Dean, Martha
Deem, Dorothy
DkGrief, Helen
Deluse, Norma
DeVaney, Ray
DiETZ, Martha
Dorman, Kent
DowNiE, Ekic
Drake, Dorothy
DuGDALE, Dorothy
Duesenberg, Dorothy
Dunn, Lila
Durbin, David
DuVal, Pollie
Easton, Frieda
Echstein, Frederich
Egan, Irwin
Elrod, Margaret
Emhardt, Ruth
Emigholz, Ruth
EnYart, Hugh
Fay, Miriam
Finney, Robert
FiRESTiNE, Albert
Fischer, Barbara
Fish, Francis
Fletcher, Elizabeth
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FURSTENBKRG, FrANK
Frisbie, Louise
Frey, Paul
FoxwoRTHY, Clara
Forsyth, Evelyn
GiLLMAN, Charlotte
Gilbert, Catherine
Gibson, Eleanor
Gearheart, Don
Gandall, Dorothy
Green, Paul
Green, Bertha
Graham, Margaret
Gorman, Helen
Click, Mildred
Hampton, Calvin
Hammond, Kenneth
Haggard, Doris
Haehl, Juanita
Hackleman, Margaret
Helmer. Dorothy
Harris, Edward
Harding, Olphus
Hampton, Wells
Hampton, Volney
Hitchcock, Gareth
Hill, Robert
Higgins, Ocie
Hendrickson, Walter
Helms, Joseph
Holmes, Alberta
Hollingsworth, Harold
hollingsworth, alice
Holdaway, Margaret
HoHL, Margaret
Huff, Walt
Howard, Helen
HoTTEL, Kathleen
Hooker, Gladys
Holz, Harold
Jackson, June
Jackman, Willis
Huston, Margaret
Hunt, Lois
Hungerford, Howard
J AoriTH. Fraxcis
Jdhnsox, AUSTIN-
JOHNSOX. CoNSTAXCE
Kamiskv. Jack
Kkach. Charles
Keevil. Robert
Keller, Elizabeth
Kellev, Mildred
Kekxedy, Josephine
Kennedy, Marianna
Kerr. Helen
Kerr. John
KiBBE. Grace
Kimberlaix, Pai-l
King, Dox.\lii
KiTzixcER, Elizabeth
Klixe, Alva
KoixLixG, Lester
Kramer, Mary
KuNTZ, Opal
L \i LI K, Julienne (Mrs.)
Li I Betty
LiiLLis. Edward
LdXDox, Jack
Long, Arthur
Love. Elizabeth
McLean, Ellen
McCaxn. Mary
McCoMB, LoRENA
McCoRMiCK, Mary
AIcIlwain, Ira
McKlTTRICK, O. K.
Madden, Mary
ALvrtindale, Grace
Mauzy, Emily
AtEEK. Harold
Miller. Edna
Miller, Elizabeth
MoRGE, Harry
Moore, David
Morris. Glenn
MoRRMAX. Helen
\aier. MartHA
XoRDMAN, .-\mOS
(Ir.iiORX. Jane
Esss?2^?;':3S3ag|g^:TK«|
Patrick, Mary M.
Parsons, Kenneth
Owens, Helen
Orloff, Mary Lee
Oliver, Dora Marie
Phillips, Hermon
Peters, Frances
Perkins. Florence Elean'
Peacock, Olive
Payne, John
Puett, Melvin
Price, Waide
Powell, DeVera
PiNNELL, FrEDRICA
PiERSON, Margaret
Reagan, Katherine
Rarick, Alden
Ragsdale, Sarah
Rabb, Harry
Queisser, Carl
Rout. Bellah
Ross. Louise Eleanor
Ross, Eleanor
Roller, Irma
Roe, Mary
Ryan, John
Rust, Mary
Rusher. Bernard
Rubush, Katherine
Rubush, Ada
Sheehe, Jeanette
Sherer, Robert
Shadley. Mildred
Schmitz, Helen
Scheleen, Joseph
Silvey, Morris
Seigmund, Albert
Shipley, Harold
Shick, Frederick
Shelborn, Mary
Smith, Mabel
Smith. Lucinda
Smith, Helen
Smith, Fay
Small, Virginia
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Smith, Rosemary
Smitson. Harrison
Southern, John
Springer, Stewart
StOI'T, Rl'EV
Straw MEYER. Helen
Strickland, Lawrence
Si'MMERS, Thera
SrMPTER, Joseph
Swain, Mary
Swan, Jennie
SWARTZ, WiLMA
Sweet, Katherine
Swift, Dorothy
Tavlok, James
Thaung, Gunnar
Thiele. Anna
Thomas, Dorothy Lou
Thomas, Martha
Thompson, Robert
Thorxe, Lorene
TiLFORD, Esther
Tomlinson, Helen
Trotter, Elizabeth
TuiiOR, Cyril
Tliior, Horace
TuRPiN, Carl
\'estal, Gretchen
\\"ai;oner. Mary
Waliio, Paulwirth
Walker, Gayle
Walker, William
Wallace, Eleanor
W ampner, Herbert
Warren, Sue
Watsox, Jeanetta
WKMiiLii, John
\\ iLLiAMS. Helen
W'ilmetii, loEL
Wilson. Helen
\\ (lEssNEu. ^L\i«;aret
Wood. Everett
\\ki(;ut. Lelah
\\ vsoNC, Gertrude
\\ ysong. Reese
VoUNi;, .\ndrkw
ZuiCKEL. Lee
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E class of 1926 gained first prominence on the campus
n the annual sophomore-freshman scrap. In spite of
he fact that the sophomores kidnapped several of the
irst year men to prevent them from taking part in the
l^attle the frosh put up a strong opposition, only to be
defeated.
The wearers of the green staged a comeback later in the year and
won the interclass basketball tourney.
A bargain dance, at ninety-eight cents a couple, was a popular
social event of the year that the class offered for the entire student
body.
Freshmen athletic teams were unusually successful dtiring the
1925-26 seasons and when the varsity starts practice next year many
of the rhinies will undoubtedly be headlined among the topnotchers
of Bulldog sport life. Since the redeal in the coaching staff the
freshmen will be carried through to their varsity training under Coach
Hinkle, who coached them during the present season and who will be
in charge of the varsity next year.
Freshmen leaders bid well to carry on the class spirit into their
upperclass organizations.
Robert Armer,
President
Joan Wall,
Vice-President
Mary Eiler,
Secrctarv
Robert Orbison,
Treasurer
EIrsJ^B^
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Abbett, Edwin
AdamSj Harriet
Agnew, Ruth
Alborn, Jane
Alger, Gene
Alles, Margaret
Ameter, Russell
AnderegGj Edwin
Applegate, Ralph
Applegate, Lurana
Armer, Robert
Armstrong, Martha
Armstrong, Mary
Arnold, Thomas
Ashcroft, Hallie
A SPY, Hal
Auble, Mildred
Auger, Margaret
Babcock, Beatrice
Baker, Kenneth
Saldauf, Anna
Baldwin, Edna Marie
Ball, Alice
Banta, Arnold
Barclay, Frances
Barnard, Janice
Bartley, Pearl
Bartholomew, Dorothy
Bass, Russell
Batty, Beatrice
Becker, Robert
Beldon, Francis
Bell, James
Benham, Mary
Benning, Lotys
Berry, Alvena
Bing, Lois
Bingham, Mary
Bishop, Estella
Black, Mary E.
Blackledge, Eleanor
Blackman, Ruth
Blakely, Leone
Blass, Louise
Blass, Stella
>^
» i^' ^^ ^
I'.i.nnMKR, Delorks
lioAZ. Carlos
r.dLiN, LoiiSK
BnLiN, Meki.f.
BoNKK, Oi.r.A Marie
PiOOTH, Mildred -
BoTTKE. Karl
Bowers. Lawrence
BdWMAX, EjiNEST
BOVII, IxlCHARD
Brandt, Lenore
Bratton, Opal
Bredell, Harold
Brknnan, Earl
BuOCKWAY, CaNIS
Brown, Emmett
Bruce, Albert
Buchanan, Russell
Burns, LA^'oNNE
BuRRiN, James
ii.i:r, Grace
'alms, Lee
Cam mack. Mary Georgia
Campiiell, Eugene
Campbell, Marcena
Campiiell, Marion
Campbell, Mary Jean
Campbell, Mary Catherine
Carey, Charles
Carpenter, Elizabeth
Carr, Janett
Carter, Alice
Carter, Frances
Casev, Mike
Caulkins, Thomas
Cii \niilkr, Dana
CiiRisTENA, Kenneth
Clarke, Hamilton
Clemens, Joseph
Clerkin, Mary
Cmneiiens, La\'erne
Close, Robert
Cochran, A. Evans
Cochrane, Marvin
Comer, Rkva
esse^zsi^s^^s^^^s^^^ms^^sc
Connor, James
Conn, Minor
Conn, Lova
Conn, Alma
CoNEWAY, Mary
Corey, Leroy
Cope, Arthur
CooNus, Albert
Cooke, Mildred
Cook, Junya
Daily, Robert
Daily, Mary
Daily, John
Custard, Mary
Cross, Helen
Davis, Margaret
Davis, Frances
Davis, Dorothy
Davis, Jean
Dauner, Louise
Douglass, John
Dirnberger, Marcy
Dinnin, Robert
DeVelling, Helen
Deal, Mae
Dyer, Rosemary
Durbin, Esther
Dunne, John
Dunkle, Wilma
Downs, Marilia
Ellengwood, Ellen
Eiler, Mary
Efroymson, John
Eberhart, Harriet
Eaton, Lyman
Ervin, Elizabeth
Epler, Mary Alice
Emrick, Rosalind
Emrick, Kathryn
Ely, George
Eytcheson, Esther
Ewing, Orpha
Evans, Kenneth
EULER, Delores
Ervin, Gladys
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["alvev, Mary
Fife, Dorothy
FiLLINGHA.M, JrniTH
Fitch, Josephine
Fleming, Rvssell
Foster, Dorothy
Frazeur, Jeanette
Fredenbercer, George
Free, Mary Alice
fullenwidek, elizabeth
Gable, Edwin
Gallagher. Elizabeth
Gardner, Charles
Garrard, Ruth
Garrison, Charles
Garwood, Edna
Geisert, Herman
Geisler, Walter
George, Norma
Gibson, Ruby
Givan, Edward
Goddard, John
GooDwiNE, Robert
Grappeehaus, Frederick
Gray, Harky
Green, Everett
Griffy, Mary
Gustin, Claude
Haggard, Gordon
Haines, Mary
Hale, Albert
Hale, LaRue
Hammond, Rosalind
Hancock, Elsie
Hanley, Fred
Hanna, Robert
Hardge, Elias
Hargrove, Ralph
Harmon, Mary K.
Harrod, Kathryn
Hastings, Mary
Havens, Mary
Hawekotte, Jane
Hawkins, Ursula
Hayes, Myrtle
Hebert, Henry
Healy, Harry
Hays, Robert
Haynes, Helen
Hayes, William
Heiss, Charles
Herdrick, Louis
Henderson, George
Hedrick, Sara
Hedden, Frank
HiNES, Gertrude
Hill, Helen
Hill, Dorothy
HicGJNs, Donald
HiATT, Susan
Holloway, John
Holland, Agnes
Hohl, Albert
Hoberg, Richard
Hinkle, Hamet
HuFFARD, Marvin
Huber, Marie
Howard, Helen
Houseman, Edwin
Hosier, Maurice
Ingersoll, Charles
Ingalls, Pauline
Ice, Margaret
Hussey, Genevieve
Hurst, Thelma
Jenkins, Catherine
Jardin^ Norman
Jackson, June
Irwin, Mary
Irwin, Marie
Johnston, Tirzah
Johnson, Theodosia
Johnson, Helen
JohnSj Dale
Jewell, James
Joyce, Mary Elizabeth
Jones, Rebecca
Jones, Eleanor
Jones, Edmund
Jones, Bernice
I
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IvAur.KS, Margaret
Kkkvil, Robert
Kei.lev, Martha
Kenneuv, Mildred
Kepner, Alice
Kkrcheval, LaWREN'CE
Kerz, Virginia
KiLEY, William
Kilgore, Frederick
King. Clyde
Kixr,, Harriet
King, Thelma
Kingham, Helen
KiNSEY, Wayne
KiRBY, James
Kistner, Harriet
Kline, Ruby
Krause, Franklin
Krieger, Hattie
KURZROCK, BeRNICE
[,A\vpnN, Dorothy
Layman. Isabelle
Lee, Mordecai
Lennox, Marcella
Lesher, Helen
Lkvings, Francis
Lewis. Archie
Lichtenberg, Nancy
Lieber, Frederic
Life, Cecil
LiNDKNBURG. RuTH
Lindsay, Virginia
LiTTELL, EloISE
LoERTZ. William
LORINCER, ISADORE
L(i\E. John
Li'PEAR, George
Lyons, Frances
MacLEAN, John
McBride, Carl
McCalip, Edward
McCalla, Harvey
McCl'llough, Margery
McDaniel, Wallace
McDowell, Richard
XC'II
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McQuiLLiN, Alice
McPherson, J. R.
McPhee, John
McMuRTY, Leonard
McGaugheYj John
Martin, Margaret
Martin, Louise
Marshall, Marian
Wanges, Edith
WALLOC K, Ethel
May, Mary
Mauzy, Emily
Matthews, Philip
Massey, Dean
Mason, Hugh
Miller, J. Harold
Miller, Glenn
Miller, Donald
Meyer, Grace
Messick^ Jane
Mitchelltree, Iris
Mitchell, Frederick
MiNTZOLA, Mary
Minor, Flossie
Mills, Arthur
Moore, John A.
Moore, Beulah
Moor. Robert
Montgomery, Robert
Mode, Dorothy
Murdoch, Harry
MosiEK, Merle
moschenross, elizabeth
Morse, Mary
MoRGA, Dorothy
Nichols, Bernard
Newell, Cecile
Negley, Glenn
Myers, Helen
Murphy, Mildred
Parker, Frances
Orr, Henrietta
Orbison, Robert
Omelvena, Ruth
Ohler, Burford
SI ''^^ ^'m^ ^^^
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Parker. Rl'SSEL
Partlovv, Elzie
Patten, Margaret
Paul, Judson
Paulissen, George
Pkkkine. Joe
Phipps, John-
Pi rr, Dorothy
Pierce, Adrian-
Pierce, William
iKRcv. George
PixxELL, Joseph
Pittexger, Priscili.a
Pitts, Robert
Poor, Robert
Postan, Estella
PosTON, Imogene
Pritchard, Harmon
PuRCELL, Fayette
PuRVES, Mary
Qi-EissER, Ralph
Ql-inn, Maxine
Raxk. Kathryn-
Raxson. Ethel
Record, Earl
\\i:v.{\ Elizabeth
Rked. Herschel
Reed, Thaddeus
Reeves, Emma L.
Reish, Mildred
Kexick, Margaret
Reynolds, Ferris
Reynolds, Hazel
Rilling, Helen
Rimstidt, Joseph
ii'PKV, James
KoBD. Gracie
Robertson, Geneva
RoBixsox, Zklda
Rogers, Nina
Ul IIY. Reva
krsH, Wallace
Kl'TLEDGE, T helm A
Ryan, Glen
Sargent, .\i.ice
Z^'^uiC
ScHUEE, Frances
ScHMEDEL, Frank
SCHLESINGER, DoROTHY
ScHEY, Virginia
Sayce, William
Shaffer, Dorothy
Seward, Evelyn
Scott, Robert
ScHwiER, Mary L.
Schuler, Thelma
SiBEL, Laura
Shimer, Allan
Shippard, Joseph
Shaw. Mary A.
Shaw, Geraldine
Smith, Dortha
Slutzky, Francis
Sloan, Laura
Sliger, Florinf.
Skelton, Monzelle
Silver, Edna
South, Helen
Sohl, Mary V.
Smith, Roxana
Smith. Mary
Smith. Laura
Smith, Harry
Stahl, Urbon
Springer, Virginia
.Speaker, Doris
Spooner. Dorothy
Sparks, Donald
Spanagel, Elizabeth
Symmes, Frank
Summers, A. Louise
Stephenson. Mildred
Stephenson, Lois
Stanton, Oral
Stamm, Eldena
Thomas, Thelma
Thomas, Faye
Temple, Robert
Teeters, Wilbur
Tanselle, John
Tacoma, Thelma
Todd, Wesley
Thorpe, Frances
Thorn, Lorene
Thorne, Bernice
Thornburgh, Kenneth
Thompson, Margaret
•ssm
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Trottkr, Gekaldine
Trlemper, Annamay
Ticker, Bess
Undkrwood, Eugene
Unger, Jean
X'an'ce, Helen
X'axDevenuer, Fred
^^\ND1VIER, Kenneth
Vestal, Jean
Vielhaber, Elizabeth
\'"LLMi;r, Martha
N'dllrath, Paul
Von Schebr
VonStadex, Nellie
Wagnon, Marie
Walden, Marjorie
Waldon, Marion
Wall, Joan
Warmoth, Helen L.
Way, Margaret
Weaver, Dorothy
Weaver, Marion
Weiser, George
Weyant, Ruth
Whitaker, Lester
X\'hite, Frank
Whitinger, Ruby
WiEsiKE, Charlotte
Wilcox. Eugene
Wilding. Lucile
Williams, Robert
WiLMOTH, Marks
Wilsox, J axe
Wilson. Li'Cille
Wilson, Mary K.
Wilson, Norman
Wilson, Thomas
Winders, Elmer
Winn, Dorothy
I.E. I'.I.EANOR
i OOll, Iri-xk
Wood. Lvxn
WiMiii, Mar.iorie
\\ kk^ht, eulalie
Wysong, Alberta
N'ouNG, Carl
Young. Russel
Yule, Allen
Zell. Edgar
XoKDciiER, Mary M.
ZiinK, Carrie


ESS^S^ry^i'ISKT'F
Coach P,>
Jutur^ AtljlrttrB
BSOLUTE confidence in the ability of Coach Paul D.
Hinkle to carry on the work so ably begun and promoted
by former coach, Harlan O. Page, is expressed by the
student body, athletic personnel and the friends of Butler
university. Achievements of the past are the indicators
upon which Butler supporters base their hopes for a
continuation of the sensational rise of the institution in midwest ath-
letic circles. Paul Hinkle has collaborated with Page in making
athletic history for Butler in the past and now that he has been vested
with leadership we can hold only the brightest outlook for the future.
XCVII
Haklan O. (Pat) Page
HE resignation of Coach Page from the athletic direc-
torship of Butler university occasioned many expres-
sions of regret from all who had been closely connected
with the great work which he had been carrying" on
since he took over the reins of athletic leadership in the
spring of 1920. Our best wishes for continued success
go with Pat Page to his new position.
Coach Hinkle will be ably supported and aided by the services of
these men who have labored in the interests of Butler. Assistant
Coach Walden Middlesworth became a member of the coaching staff
following his graduation from Butler last spring; Assistant Coach
Otto Strohmeier came to us from the University of Chicago
; Justus
Paul has managed Butler athletic teams for several years, and Fred
Fellows, as trainer, has contributed to the fitness of our athletes.
MlUW-l-S\VfiRTH StKOHiMEIER Fellows
XC\III

Captain Reichel
^rnr^H for 1925
Butler 28.
Butler o,
Illinois 16,
Butler 23,
Butler o,
Butler 38,
Minnesota . . . 33,
Butler 10,
Butler 9,
Earlham ... .0
DePauw o
Butler 13
Franklin o
Wabash o
Rose Poly . . . . o
Butler 7
Dayton 7
Centenary . . .0
Nipper Hits the Line
Et^SS^SSTi'i^r"
Captain-Elect Black
1020 SrIjpJwb
September 25 Earlham at Irwin Field
October 2 Hanover at Irwin Field
October 9 . . . University of Illinois at Urbana
October 16 Franklin at Irwin Field (Homecoming)
October 23 DePauw at Irwin Field
October 30 Lombard at Irwin Field
November 6 Wabash at Irwin Field
November 13 University of Minnesota at Minneapolis
November 20 Dayton at Dayton
Jerky Put His Foot In It
Jrankltn
T was the worst of times, from the standpoint of the
player and spectator alike, in which to stage a football
panorama encompassing any degree of skill and bril-
liancy. Playing conditions were bad due to the inclem-
j ency of the weather prevailing throughout most of the
season. Butler's style of play was hampered in no small
way by slow fields and slippery balls, but notwithstanding natural
handicaps, the Bulldogs worked with a consistency of form from which
victory could not often be denied. Contests were replete with thrills
and individual exhibitions of prowess were ever in evidence. The pic-
ture below was taken during the Franklin game.
Over thk Line With Perfect Interference
ClXIL Paul
JUtn0t0
"MINIMUM of opposition was afforded the Bulldogs in
their contests with Earlham, Franklin and Rose Poly,
although the teams representing these schools fought
gamely and well. The games were played on muddy
fields and a driving form of play resorted to by Butler
enabled it to run roughshod over its lighter opponents.
In a magnificent memorial stadium at Champaign-Urbana, the Illini
emerged victors from a hard and desperately fought struggle, score
16 to 13. Sterling defensive tactics and a brilliant although belated
offensive by Collier, Nipper and Paul nearly undid work of the flashy
"Red" Grange earlier in the contest. A well timed place kick by Brit-
ton of Illinois saved the day for the Zupke men and gave the Bulldogs
their first taste of defeat.
Stopping Grange .
cm
Helton WOODLINC MULHOLLAND
i^faum
—'PLASHING through to a 6 to 6 tie with the DePauw
eleven over a mud covered gridiron was the next accom-
pHshment of the Page men. The game was played on
Irwin field in a downpour of rain and was featured by
the stubborn resistance of a preconsidered weaker op-
ponent. The visitors flashed a brilliant offense in the
first quarter which put them in a position to score their first touch-
down at the opening of the second period, and then were on the
defense for the remainder of the contest. On the other hand, it took
a concentrated attack on the part of the Bulldogs in the final period
to stave off defeat and to knot the score. DePauw had made her best
showing against Butler since the 1922 season.
This One Was Too Slippery to Hold
CIV
BPBflfS!
Black
LAYING in a sea of mud, Butler fought its ancient
1 rival, Wabash, to a scoreless tie, after three desperate
attempts to score had been tried in vain by the Cavemen
from within the Bulldog's one-yard line. The contest
was featured by terrific onslaughts made on the Butler
E line by Rush, the Wabash fullback, and by the stone wall
resistance offered by the Butler line when their goal line was threat-
ened. Three times during the battle, the Little Giants had victory
within their grasp with the ball inside of the one-yard line, first down
and goal to gain, and three times the Blue made courageous stands to
gain possession of the pigskin and to boot it out of danger.
"They Shall Not Pass
Hitch
mtnn^snta
LASTING the Butler defense with hammer-Hke thrusts
deHvered at will, the heavy Minnesota eleven smothered
its lighter opponent with the score of t,t, to 7. The Bull-
dog's lone tally was made when Northam crossed the
Gopher goal line after smashing off tackle for a fifty-
four yard run. Perfect interference tactics employed
by the victors and good use of the forward pass in registering their
first touchdown kept things to their advantage and they were never
threatened by the Bulldogs throughout the contest. The defeat was
the second and the last of the season for the Blue. Bitter cold weather
prevailed throughout the contest and had much to do with the reversal
of form exhibited by the Bulldogs.
"He's Off"
•
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N a game featured by dazzling exhibitions of open play,
spectacular forward passing and flashes of broken field
running, the Blue with the timely aid of Bobby Nipper's
field goal from placement, handed a lo to 7 defeat to the
strong Dayton university team. The Bulldogs started
with a rush, crossing the Dayton goal line in the first
period but the visitors tightened their defense and unleashed a series
of passes, one of which was carried across the Butler line after having
traveled forty-five yards. Collier, Nipper and Northam thrilled the
crowd time after time with long runs, while Achiu, Dayton halfback,
threatened Butler's goal again when he threw off five Bulldog tacklers
before being downed by the Blue safety man.
Collier Circlinc; thk Left Wing
Collier Southern
Ol^nt^narg Olnlbg^
LOSING its season with a 9 to o defeat over Centenary
College of Shreveport, the Butler eleven handed the
southerners their first loss of the season and at the
same time avenged the 9 to 7 beating administered to
them by the "Gentlemen" in Indianapolis in 1924. Cen-
tenary was completely baffled by a line shift employed
by the Bulldogs throughout the battle and long gains were madCj
through its line by Nipper and Northam. Use of the forward pass
placed the Page men in advantageous positions to score time after time,
but the stubborn resistance offered by the southerners kept them from
crossing the line. Northam's recovery of a fumble behind the Centen-
ary line and Nipper's accurate field goal from placement accounted
Tm; Captmx Mauk This Taiklk
'-:f:f£^i 't'x:^:i:y^r^^^;iSu^i^Jii'»Aei£''£^^^J)^ii^--'.
ARSITY triumphs upon the gridiron were bolstered
and upheld by the strongest freshmen team in the his-
tory of Butler football. Two games were scheduled for
the first year men and two games were won. Victories
over the strong Culver eleven and the University of
Kentucky frosh showed that the Pups had plenty of
reserve strength and an expert knowledge of football tactics. The
great showing made by the freshmen and the outstanding perform-
ances made by some of the players increase expectations for a powerful
varsity team next fall. The work of the frosh backfield was spec-
tacular, while the performance of the linemen showed fully that they
could be depended upon against the keenest of competition. Royce,
Fromuth, Meeker, Cochrane, and Woods featured in the play of the
backfield, and Geisert, end, Bugg, tackle, Hedden, guard, and Hol-
comb, center, were the outstanding players in the line.
These men will have the advantage of continuing under the tutor-
ship of Coach Hinkle when the varsity lines up for practice next fall.
The men have sufficient weight to bolster the line and sufficient speed
to give impetus to the backfield attack.
Top Roiv—Newell, Ely, Kilgore, Heidenreich
Second Row—Meeker, Chamness, Hedden, Fatley, Aiussman, Cochrane, Coach Hinkle
Third Roiv—King, Anderson, Malone, Fromuth, captain ; Royce, Bugg, McGaughey
Fourth Rotv—Paul, Geisert, Woods, Jones, Maney, Hanna
^" ^ m
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'Efiercat tl)c blacfe fiair tjat Ijung obfc tl)e face of t^c epiticc
partEU to left anl) rtg^t. ant" fl)f Spiticr frotoncti, but
bcfocr Heotijnc roulD react) Ijiin ID^ citmbcti atooap toitlg
f)iG ftanlis, Boing up bp one of ftis ropcjS to a loftp
rafter, aiib tijrrc sJat, grotoling.
Hotti SDunSanp—"tIEfjf JFoctrcSS CUnbanquiSljablc,
feiabr for &acnotl&."
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Captain Nipper
g^rnr^sfnr 1925-26
Butler 41,
Manchester.
.32,
Illinois 23,
Iowa U 26,
St. Louis .... 30,
Butler 34,
Butler
^j,
Butler 31,
Butler 61,
Butler 43,
Muncie Xor
Butler . . .
Butler. . .
Butler . . .
Butler . . .
Lombard
Missouri
Franklin.
Earlham
.
DePauw
^4
20
-'3
15
17
18
^3
The First Toss-Up at Urbana
CXII
Captain-Ei.ect Wakefield
%0r^0 for 1925-20
Butler 44,
Butler 31,
Butler 36,
Butler 28,
Butler 20,
Wisconsin
.31,
Butler 42,
Butler ly,
Butler 28,
Butler 30,
Butler 25,
Dayton 12
Earlham 15
Detroit 25
Michigan State. 21
Chicago 18
Butler 24
Marquette ... .20
Wabash 29
DePauw 27
Franklin 26
Wabash 23
Thi Pill IKK s bT \( I U \ BkII LI \\ r R\LLY
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1Chadd Keach Harker
®If? 1925-20 §>msan
SELDOM broken line of success followed in the wake
of the Bulldog basketeers as they fought their way
through one of the stiffest schedules in the history of
Butler basketball. Ill fortune early in the season was
'quickly eradicated with a quality of playing so perfect
that the Pagemen were checked only once after they had
really gotten under way. Nine out of ten games in Indiana were won
by the Bulldogs, every contest being featured by matchless passing,
smooth teamwork and consistent shooting. Five out of twenty-one
games were lost by the Blue and White, all but one of these being
played on the road against teams of reputation.
The Game at Iowa Was Rough
CXI\'
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HOLZ Strole Wakefield
®If^ Bamty
Inexperienced members of the squad, gaining
confidence by hard practice, quickly became veterans in
their play, and fired by previous defeats the Bulldogs
i swept through a succession of opponents with a vigor
that could not be downed. Missouri, DePauw, Franklin,
Dayton, Detroit, Chicago, Marquette, and Earlham, all
fell before the climbing Irvingtonians, Wisconsin alone broke Butler's
winning streak by defeating the Pagemen in a hard fought battle at
Madison. It was the last defeat for the Blue and the White basketeers
and they finished their season foremost among those who claimed state
championship honors.
Rear—Middlesworth, Assistant Coach ; Summers, Holz, Strole, Jackman, Page, Coach
Front—Wakefield, Captain-elect; Harker, Nipper, Captain; Keach, Chadd
Jackman Nipper Summers
®lf^ Jaslfttt^n
IPPER, Strole, Keach and Marker had played their
last game for Butler when the final whistle of the Wa-
bash contest was blown. The loss of these men will be
keenly felt and their going will create a vacancy which
will be hard for Coach Hinkle to fill. However, with
men like Captain-elect Wakefield, Harold Holz, Archie
Chadd, Willis Jackman and Thera Summers forming a nucleus there
can be no thought of relinquishing Butler's place at the pinnacle of
hardwood activity gained by her past achievements. Upon the fresh-
men, sophomore and junior members of the squad rests the task and
they will not fail.
Top Roiv—Hazlett, Hinkle, McGaughey
Top Rnw—Hortoii, Bugg, Ely, Stahl
Third Rnzv—Xewell, Fromuth, Poor. Keach. Captain; Kinsey, White, Chandler
CXVI
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Captain Mills
BtanB for 1925
Butler 7—Indiana Cen,
Butler 13—Cumbe'd Col
Cumberland. 13—Butler ..
Vanderbilt . . 7—Butler . .
Butler 10—Louisville
Butler 1 1—Muncie Nor
Ohio State.. 1 1—Butler ..
Butler 7—Dayton .
Butler I r—Indiana Cen
Butler 4—Hanover . . ,
3 Butler 8—Franklin
6 Butler 3—Wabash .
5 Butler 10—State Nor
2 Chicago .... 5—Butler .
7 Butler 13—DePauw
2 Butler 9—State Nor
2 Butler 5—DePauw.
6 Dayton 10—Butler . .
9 Wabash .... 5—Butler .
.
Top Roiv—Phillips, Morris, Cecil, Woodling, Coach Hinkle
Second Row—Strole, Ewing, A. Queisser, Keach
Third Row—Reichel, Griggs, Captain Mills, Nipper, Woolgar
Esasssaa^tt WiiiBiiiiirftaa
Captain Ewing
1926 irtjpiiub
Ohio State 7—Butler 2
Illinois 21—Butler o
Butler 4—Ind. Central.
2
DePauw 9—Butler 8
April 30, Earlham here
May 4, Wabash at Crawfordsville
May 7, Kalamazoo at Kalamazoo
May 8, Mich. Aggies at Lansing
May II, State Nor. at T. Haute
May 14, DePauw at Greencastle
May 15, Dayton Univ. at Dayton
May 18, Franklin at Franklin
May 22, State Normal here
May 25, Franklin here
May 28, Wabash here
Top Roiv—Coach Hinkle, Caskey, Green, A. Queisser, Floyd, Freshman Coach Middlesworth
Second Row—Strole, Reichel, Woodling, Captain Ewing, Mills, Nipper, Cecil, Morris
Third Roiv—Chadd, Collyer, R. Queisser, Cottrell, Woolgar
r.V^ >faS3KKXSBM
Nipper Reich EI,
®If^ 1920 i'^aaan
HAT history repeats itself is proverbial but early indi-
cators of the 1926 season pointed to the fact that Bulldog
supremacy upon the diamond would not be established
to such a sterling degree as in former seasons. The loss
of veterans and the task of filling the vacancies with new
men caused considerable worry, as did unsettled weather
conditions which made pre-season outdoor practice impossible. These
handicaps were reflected in early season contests which were played
against experienced teams in the middle west. One of the stiffest
baseball schedules in the history of Butler kept the Blue and White
CoLLYER Beats Out a Hit Off First, Green Coaching
cxx
Strole QUEISSER Griggs
luU&nga Mtn
RADUALLY strenuous opposition served to polish the
defects of the Bulldog team, and they swung- into the
stride of which they were capable. The unison of team
work, the brilliancy of individuals and the guiding hand
of Coach Hinkle were portrayed in cleverly executed
Oplays and timely rallies in the pinches, resulting in vic-
tory. The line-up used in most of the games by Coach Hinkle was as
follows: Mills, short-stop; R. Queisser, second base; Woolgar, third
base; Woodling, left field; A. Queisser, catcher; Strole, first base;
Reichel, right field; Nipper, center field; Ewing, Chadd, or Floyd,
pitchers.
Ralph Queisser Bunts Safely
CXXI
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Habaslf ^tUuUh
TONTESTS with old rivals, throughout the state, were
witnessed by large crowds on Irwin Field and timely
victories more than recompensed both players and spec-
tators for early misfortunes. Some heavy stick work
was exhibited by Strole, Woodling and Reichel. These
men showed some classy fielding to their opponents,
pulling plays which turned defeats into victories at critical moments.
If the total results of the season were not up to standard from the
viewpoint of the spectator it cannot be denied that it was a most suc-
cessful one in which to build the foundations for future success upon
the diamond for the Bulldogs. In spite of inexperience, Floyd and
Chadd exhibited some clever mound work and these two hurlers may
be depended upon next season.
EWING ON THE MoUND
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Captain Gray
Earlg Bmmn
Universal success marked the endeavors of Butler
track and field athletes during the spring season of 1925.
The indoor relay meet at the University of Illinois was
the scene of the first triumphs engaged by the Bulldog
thinly clads, at which they placed first in the mile run.
Among their opponents were listed representatives from
the strongest schools of the middle west. From this success, the
Bulldogs next journeyed to Chicago, where Phillips bested the fleetest
runners in the country in winning the 440 yard event in the National
Intercollegiate Track and Field Meet. The sensational finish of this
race won Phillips recognition from many authorities who predicted a
brilliant future for the Butler flash.
Gray Crosses First in 440 Rklay at Texas Games
Oklahoma (Second), Texas A. and M. (Third)
CXXIV
Captatn Phillips
S^kg S^r0ri0
HE Bulldog relay team, composed of Phillips, Gray,
Carraway and Ham, with Kilgore as alternate, hit its
stride at the Drake Relays at Des Moines, Iowa, scoring
several brilliant successes. First places were taken by
the fleet Butler runners: in the medley relay, i% miles,
in which they set a new national record with a time of
7:43.9; in the mile relay, setting a new collegiate record, time 3:18.2;
in the i/4-mile relay, time i :27.8 ; in the %-mile relay, time .42.6. The
medley race was spectacular. Kilgore, Butler, and Sweeney, Wabash,
raced even in the 220; Gray gained five yards in the quarter; and
Caraway held the lead in the half; Phillips ran a great mile to beat
Johnson, Olympic champion, two yards at the finish. The old Ameri-
can record, time 7.442-5 had stood since 1909.
Phillips First to Cross Tape Half Mile Relay at Texas Games
Texas A. and M. (Second), Oklahoma (Third)
CXXV
Graham Caraway
(§n% Soab
|] ONTINUING their dash for track supremacy the Bull-
j
dog thinly clads soon established themselves at the head
I of their competitors in the relay events at the Rice Re-
I
lays, held at Rice Institute, Houston, Texas. A tie with
'the University of Illinois in the 1-2 -mile relay, time
1 :3i.4, was the first event in a winning streak which
included a first place in the mile relay, time 3:23.2, and a fourth place
in the J4-mile relay, time 3.23.2. Not to be outdone by the trackmen,
Gerald Woods set a new pace in the broad jump for the Penn Track
and Field Meet at Pennsylvania State College, when he jumped 24 feet,
I inch. Noted athletes from all sections of this country and from
England competed in this meet.
Woods Leaps 24 Feet, J4 Inch for New Penn Record
Pennsylvania State College
CXXVI
KiLGORE Wales Woods
pijtUtpa Again %
APTAIN PHILLIPS added more laurels to his long
string of victories in the Indiana-Kentucky A. A. U.
indoor track meet at Louisville, Ky., early in the 1926
season, when he won the 440 yard dash and the half
mile run. His time for the dash was 53^^ seconds and
for the half mile 2.02. Although not placing in the
National A. A. U. meet at Chicago, Phillips ran a beautiful race for
fourth place. Five track men were entered in the Ohio relay carnival,
which was held at Ohio State University at Columbus, Ohio, April 17:
Phillips, Lee, Kilgore, Hitchcock and Collyer. These men ran in the
quarter, half and mile team events. At the Drake Relays at Des
Moines, Iowa, Butler came from behind to win the medley relay.
Phillips Wins at Chicago in 440
I. Johnson, California, Second ; T. Miller, Stanford, Third
CXXVII
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Paul IPtrlainc 1844=1896.
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Sagalowsky KCRZROCK
B^rlf^M^ Ut 192fi
April 23 Earlham at Earlham
May 3 Michigan at Butler
May 6 DePauw at Butler
May 14 State Normal at Terre Haute
May 26 DePauw at DePauw
Sag's Forehand Drive Featured the Play at Chica
cxxx
McLeay
i'tat? Mth
AY 23, 1925, was a letter day for Butler tennis, when
Julius Sagalowsky and Leo Kurzrock smashed their way
through the Western Conference Tennis Match at Chi-
cago to win the doubles championship. A few hours
later, Kurzrock vanquished Sagalowsky for the singles
^'' championship, thus scoring a clean sweep of all honors in
midwestern tennis circles. At the state match held at Muncie, Ind., the
Butler raquetmen again were supreme, Sagalowsky winning the states
singles championship from Kurzrock and the pair taking the doubles
match. Richards, McLeay and Dixon also performed ably upon the
court. Dixon and Richards were runners up in the state match, suf-
fering defeat only at the hands of their teammates, Sagalowsky and
Kurzrock.
Sag and Leo Took Everything at Culver
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^ AURELS betokening victory and plaudits of fair coeds
who shrieked their favorites onward and upward in the
struggle for supremacy in the various sports conducted
under the auspices of the Inter-Fraternity Council, were
evenly divided among the leading fraternities on the
campus. Silver cups were awarded the champion of
each league composed of organizations who were members of the
Council.
Lambda Chi Alpha slugged its way through a hotly contested
series of games, emerging with the baseball championship in its grasp.
Ability to hit the ball in the pinches and superior field work enabled
the Lambda Chi team to vanquish its opponents handily, although the
race was closely contested at the last.
Track supremacy was also awarded to the Lambda Chis, who
garnered the highest number of points in the meet held under the direc-
tion of the Council. Although no record times were recorded in this
contest, the winners and their opponents showed real speed and endur-
ance in the various events. Not a few of the men who took part in
this meet are now members of the varsity track squad.
Phi Delta Theta reigned supreme upon the gridiron in the fall
football league. Lighter opponents failed to gain through the heavy
Phi Delt line, while the stellar backfield of the victors scored touch-
downs at will. The season was featured by several hard fought and
brilliant exhibitions.
Delta Tau Delta, after crashing through a strenuous series of
games with a clean slate, was awarded the cup denoting the basketball
championship. The team work and individual prowess of the victors
was spectacular and their uncanny ability to hit the basket caused all
opponents to bow in defeat. Their lead was threatened only once in a
hotly contested game with the Sigma Chi quintet, and the champions
overcame this momentary opposition with a driving rally from which
victory could not be denied.
Intramural sports have done much in creating an interfraternity
spirit. Baseball and track were the features of the spring sport activ-
ity. Baseliall is probably the most hotly contested sport since all the
games are played simultaneously on four separate diamonds.
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Unm^n's Atlflrttra
Coach Schulmeyer
0m^n'B S'pnrte
OMEN'S athletics at Butler College have always been
conducted on an efficient basis and the activities for the
1925-26 term offer no exception. Under the able direc-
j tion of Coach Schulmeyer several teams of unusual
' calibre were produced and examples of individual
prowess were frequent. Volleyball and tennis were en-
gaged in during the spring of 1925, the contestants showing unusual
vigor in the contests leading up to the finals. The intersorority volley-
ball championship was won by the strong Delta Delta Delta team,
which team won the cup in 1924. This aggregation is a serious con-
tender for the championship this spring and bids fair to retain the
cup permanently. Below is the Varsity Basketball Squad.
Rear, left to right—Dodson, Baldauf, Seward, Foxworthy
Front, left to right—Kemp, Worth, Kirk, Fay
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Marie Tacoma.
Pres. W. A. A.
Qlks0 Ol0nt^0t0
^OROTHY STEPHENSON was accorded the honor of
woman tennis champion and Catherine Dodson was
runner up in the spring of 1925. The start of the inter-
class basketball season found several formidable
aggregations in line for a future championship and as a
consequence most of the struggles were hard fought
affairs. The tournament was won by the junior class after a close
game to decide the championship. The volleyball season was again
in full swing and several games had been played when this book went
to press. An unusual quantity of good material is in evidence for a
women's tennis team and there is little doubt but that this sport will
be given a great deal of attention by the women this spring.
The Volleyball Games Were Closely Contested
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1ENI0RS who receive Phi Kappa Phi honors, scholastic
'fraternity, are selected from the upper fourth of the
graduating class. The initiation is customarily held on
Honor Day. The officers for Phi Kappa Phi are Pro-
fessor WiUiam Leeds Richardson, president; Professor
H. M. Gelston, vice-president; Professor Thor G.
Wesenberg, secretary, and Professor Juna Lutz, treasurer.
The members of Phi Kappa Phi elected this year are Edna Mae
Thomas, Shailer Bass, J. Douglas Perry, Irma Ulrich, Rebecca Pitts,
Thomas Jaleski, Mary Pihl, Paul Ross, Florence Hooper, Paul Fink,
Virginia Curtis, Mary Winter, Lewis Wilson, Florence Fritts, Helen
Chandler, Marjorie Chiles, Evelyn Carpenter, Dorothy Wolfe, James
J. Bailey, Marie Tacoma, Wanda Haverkamp, Margaret Waters, Dor-
othy Carey, William Brewer Graham, Lucile Stokes and Edna R.
Codd.
Those who are not in the group below were announced too late
to appear in the Drift.
Top Rozi'—Bass, Fink, Hooper, Jaleski, Perry
Second Row—Pihl, Pitts, Ross, Thomas, Ulrich
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ORGANIZED in 1920, Phi Delta Phi. women's national
honorary organization, has just completed its sixth year
of successful work. The membership is composed of
two representatives from each of the women's Greek
letter fraternities with four from the non-fraternity
group, selected at the close of the second year, thus
insuring junior and senior representation at all times.
Phi Delta Phi cooperates in the development of an "esprit d'corps"
among Butler women, uniting with bonds of mutual interest the organ-
ized and unorganized elements. Each spring it presents the Kid Kaper,
juvenile party for all women, an agency that has aided materially in
the democratic purpose of the fraternity.
Phi Delta Phi is, in a word, the women's counterpart of the men's
honoraries, and has fulfilled as worthy a place in the institutional work
as will those organizations.
The organization was sponsor for a series of discussions on cam-
pus problems during the recent spring semester. A good deal of inter-
est was aroused and the formation of a student council may result, it
is thought by the officers.
Top Row—Coburn, Batty, Brooks, Brown, Carter, Clapp, Dean
Second Row—Duesenburg, Fay, Fletcher, Gilbert, Halliday, Hill, Hooker
Third Row—Ogborn, Peters, Schmitz, L. Smith, R. Smith, Stout, Thomas, Tomlinson
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j AINING of the privilege to wear the black felt hat with
I
a yellow skull and cross bones on it is a signal honor. For
the Skulls Club stands for not only athletic prowess and
campus activities, but also for academic attainments plus
I personality. It is a worthy honorary for any freshman
ito make his goal.
Only those who have shown themselves loyal Butlerites can hope
for membership into Skulls, for the group was organized to promote
fellowship among the "B" men to inspire school spirit. It is the aim
of the members to encourage scholarship among the athletes,
especially among the freshmen, and to form a capable body of men to
officiate at Butler festivities. The organization has also stood sponsor
for many festive social affairs during the year.
Skulls was founded for the purpose of furthering interest in
school activities and for honoring those who have distinguished them-
selves by that method. Most of its membership is made up of promi-
nent athletes, but its membership is not limited in any way.
Top Row—Nipper, Black, Keach, Kilgore, Konokl, Paul, Reichel
Second Row—Storer, Tcague, Mulholland, Woodling, Cecil, Courtney, Daily
Third Roiv—Harkcr, Hitch, Miller, Nipp, Perry, Phillips, Strole, Troycr
r
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iRGANIZED in 1920 by members of national Greek
letter fraternities at Butler, and receiving its ritual from
a sister chapter at Wabash, which had in turn received
its charter from the Indiana chapter, Sphinx made its
appearance on the Butler campus to foster inter-frater-
nity relationships and promote cooperation in all matters
affecting their interests and those of the school.
Election to membership is an honor accorded only those who have
distinguished themselves in some form of undergraduate endeavor and
merit the high honor accorded them.
Sphinx annually awards a trophy to the member of the football
squad adjudged most valuable, selections for this honor being decided
by the faculty, and announcement of the award coming at the end of
the school year.
The badge of the organization is a golden sphinx head and the
pledge insignia a black and white ribbon.
Tol> Row—Smith, Bloemker, Bull, Clifford, Davis, Dale, Finney
Second Row—German, Gremelspacher, Graham, Hayes, Helton, Henry, Johnson
Third Rozv—Kennon, Long, McCleay, Muggs, Robey, Sanders, Smitson, Walker
t^ rsf% '• -^ *-
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NE of the coveted distinctions which an upperclass
i^ woman can attain is membership of Scarlet Quill. Its
requirements are scholarship, service to Alma Mater,
and personality.
It is upon the striving to attain these ideals that ten
junior women each year are bid to wear the scarlet quill
on the distinctive black hat.
One of the noteworthy projects upholding the ideal of studentry
is the conferring of a sophomore scholarship upon a coed who has
maintained a high scholastic standing during her freshman year.
Scarlet Quill's contribution in the work for a "greater Butler" is
that of supporting all college projects and participating in all worthy
activities. Scarlet Quill's final contribution and goal is that of bring-
ing Mortar Board to Butler. It intends to enter its petition to this
organization in the near future.
The spirit of the organization has influenced its members to more
democratic demeanor and has also given women of different organiza-
tions opportunities to become better acquainted.
Top Row—Brown Chiles, Curtis, Downs, Godley
Second Roiv—Pitts, Rioch, Stephenson, Ulrich, Young
Qltftmi^s
iHIMES, junior women's honorary society, founded
April 14, 1924, this year, has made great strides in its
work, that of helping freshman girls in their first year
of college life. Throughout the year Chimes has been a
"big sister" to the new girls and has entertained with
many lovely and delightful parties in order that they
might become better acquainted with each other. Jeanne Bouslog, as
president of the organization, has shown admirable foresight and
thoughtfulness in her work.
The annual Chimes gridiron banquet was given April 5 at the
Columbia Club. At this time eight sophomore girls were "spiked" on
the merits of their activities, personality, and democracy.
Miss Evelyn Butler, dean of women, has stood sponsor for the
club's many activities, and a considerable degree of success in its work
has been due to her interest.
Chimes has aided in furthering democracy on the campus in that
it allows women of different organizations opportunities to make close
friendships.
Top Row—Chiles, Curtis, Downs, Godley, McMeans, Pitts, Stephenson, Ulrich
Second Row—Ashjian, Avels, Bowlby, Bouslog, Bretzman, Carrol, Kemp, Kreider
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ITH equal representation assured by the selection of ten
unorganized women and of one from each of the Greek
letter groups on the campus. Scarf Club, instituted in
1 921 as a local organization has enjoyed a prosperous
existence this year in promoting good fellowship among
Butler coeds.
Each Monday noon in the administration building, meetings are
held and once a month at the homes of the various members in turn,
a dinner is held. During the holidays the club prepares and distributes
to indigent families in the city baskets of food and toys. Twice a
year entertainments are given for new arriving freshman girls, helping
to acclimate them to their new environment.
Misses Nellie Hester, secretary to the president, and Mary S.
McBride of the faculty English department, stand sponsor for the
organization's activities.
The organization forms a medium of acquaintance for women
who would not otherwise have opportunities of making acquaintances.
Top Roiv—Wyant, M. M. Zoercher, Armstrong, M. Zoercher, Avels, Purves. Bowernian
Second Rozv—Gilbert, Blakely, Barnes, Owen, Hale, Pier, Vestal, Spanagel
Third Rozi'—Forsyth, FuUenwider, Fike, Fife. Lennox, Stamm, Montague, Clineliens
Fourth Roii.'—Kitzinger, Beard, L. Smith, Green, H. Wilson, MacLean, K. Wilson, F'ree
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|RGANIZED in 1905 for the purpose of preparing its
members for Christian activity and strengthening the
bonds between Butler men and ministerial students, the
Sandwich Club affiliated in April, 1925, with the Ox-
ford Clubs of America, a national movement with
closely akin purposes.
This year under the presidency of Bruce Moore, a College of
Religion student, the club held bi-weekly luncheons and get-togethers
at the College, and last fall sponsored a social gathering that aided
definitely in promoting a closer fellowship among the students of the
two institutions.
The Oxford Club has provided the ministerial and educational
field with two very prominent men in H. H. Harmon, of the Board of
Education of the Disciples of Christ, and Cloyd Goodnight, president
of Bethany College. Many alumni are serving the mission field all
over the world. Its significance will be augmented since the institution
of the College of Religion as a separate unit of the University.
Top Row—Huber, Lanman, Love, London, Thorne
Second Row—Poe, Ogden, Leet, Aiken, Boaz
Third Row—Fisher, Reed. Mills, Rivers, Moore, Keevil
CLIII
1lUTLER claims the honor of being the home of Tau
•; Kappa Alpha, the national debating fraternity for men,
[for it was here in 1908 that the mother chapter was
' instituted. At present there are sixty-eight chapters in
various higher educational institutions throughout the
country.
Tau Kappa Alpha was organized for the avowed purpose of
attaining a higher standard of oratory and greater efficiency of public
speaking among its members. Only those who have participated in
two inter-collegiate debates are eligible to wear the watch charm of
key and scroll.
The annual banquet and initiation ceremonies are held in the late
spring of each year. Its election is considered the highest possible
honor a debater can win.
Many prominent alumni are scattered throughout the middle west.
It has been significant that those who have been members of this fra-
ternity have been prominent in city and state politics. Professor
Claude Sif ritt was initiated into the mysteries this late spring.
Top Row—Bloemker, Budd, Egan, Finney, Graham, Hutchinson
Second Koxv—Long, Mehrlich, Storer, VoUrath, Wilson
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»!.ELTA PHI closed its debating season with an even
number of debates won and lost. With the subject of
the abolishment of capital punishment in the United
II
States the teams met Miami, Wittenberg and Albion.
If Alice Kepner, Elizabeth Moschenross, Louise Fris-
": bie composed the affirmative team with Dorothy June
Jackson alternate. The negative trio was Billie Mae Kreider, Mari-
franees Ogle and Alice Reynolds. The alternate was Betty Keller.
Both teams lost to Miami by a score of 2 to i. The negative won
from Wittenberg at Springfield by a 3 to o decision. Because of a
mistake on Albion's part of sending the wrong team here this debate
was unable to be held.
Women's debating is, for the first time, this year under the super-
vision of Professor Claude Sifritt, head of the public speaking depart-
ment. It is planned that a more extensive schedule be acquired for
next year's team which will have almost all of this year's talent at its
disposal.
Delta Phi honors those who have been prominent in this activity.
Top Row—Bowlby, Curtis, Frisbie, Kepner
Second Row—Kreider, Moschenross, Ogle, Reynolds
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IGMA DELTA CHI, professional journalistic frater-
nity, has its purpose in perpetuating the spirit of idealism
in a field that is necessarily one of bustling reality.
This organization, established for and controlled by
men engaged in journalistic pursuits, is dedicated to the
proposition that a newspaper may be both conscientious
and successful. Truth, fairness, and constructive presentation of the
news of the day are the laws of Sigma Delta Chi. A high code of
ethics is as essential to journalism, it believes, as it is to law, medicine,
or any other honorable profession.
The local chapter of Sigma Delta Chi was established by vote of
the national convention meeting last fall at Boulder, Colorado.
The granting of the charter was also a compliment to the success-
ful work done during the last two years by the department of
journalism at Butler.
The charter was granted to the Fourth Estate Club, a local peti-
toning body which was in existence for three years.
To/' Rmi'—Smith, Xipp, Perry, Johnson, Hitch. Bull
Second Rozv—Carvin, Clifford, Gremelspacher, Scheleen, H. U. Brown, Herbert Hill
Third Rozv—DeForest, O'Dell, John Heiney, tSenjamin Lawrence, William Herschell
Giddeon Seymour, Robert Batman, Professor H. E. Birdsong
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IRGANIZED with the purpose of obtaining a charter of
Theta Sigma Phi, national woman's journalistic soror-
ity. Scribblers' Club has made great progress toward its
goal in the three years of its existence. Miss Katherine
Simmonds, national inspector of Theta Sigma Phi,
inspected the club March 14 and 15. She was enter-
tained with a luncheon and a formal dinner at the Columbia Club
during her visit.
Membership in Scribblers' Club is one of the most coveted honors
which can be conferred upon junior and senior women interested in
journalism.
Among the activities which have made the club prominent on the
campus is the publication of the Christmas Stocking, a humorous
magazine, which makes its appearance each year at Yuletide. Caroline
Godley was editor of the 1925 edition.
Scribblers' fulfills the same purpose that Sigma Delta Chi does
for men interested in the study of journalism.
Top Rozv—Carrol, Gilman, Godley, Pitts
Second Row—Pritchard, Ross, Stephenson, Ulrich, Woolery
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I EPSILON DELTA, national honorary dramatic
fraternity, established a chapter locally on May 14, 1925,
succeeding the Butler Dramatic Club which had enjoyed
a successful existence of many years. Both before and
since the granting of the local charter, the fraternity
has presented Butler with a high quality of dramatic
productions, culminating in the presentation of Booth Tarkington's
"Tweedles" at the Irvington School Auditorium, the nights of
March 17 and 18.
The fraternity seeks to perpetuate an interest in drama and theat-
ricals, and each fall holds a try-out competition for those interested,
drawing its casts from the successful candidates. Those adjudged
eligible, and who have taken part in at least one play, are eligible for
election into the fraternity. Membership is limited to juniors and
seniors. The badge of the fraternity is a golden key with the masks
of comedy and tragedy.
Its founding was effected largely through the efforts of Profes-
sor Rollo A. Tallcott, formerly head of dramatic arts department.
Top Row—Harker, Waters, Okes, Bretzman, Chiles, Forsyth
Second Row—Ogle, Pascoe, Patton, McColloum, Storer, Ulrich
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NDER the competent direction of James Vandaworker,
the band has developed into a spirited organization. The
bright blue uniforms of its fifty-odd members are in
evidence on every occasion where Butler colors fly.
Creditable chapel programs are also a feature of its
work.
Members have been faithful in the work of this department which
has been placed on the basis of a one hour elective credit arrangement.
Members of the Butler Men's Club donated sufficiently to com-
pletely outfit the band in appropriate uniforms. George Cornelius and
Walter Smith were influential in this connection. The first appear-
ance in blue array was made early in the football season.
Butler songs were broadcast over the radio from station WFBM
in early spring.
The band leaders hope to have a roster of one hundred next year.
Top Roiv
—
Jardine, Mulholland, Pa>'ne, Geisler, Piercy, Meister, Abbett
Second Kozv—Barrett, Whisenand, Leet, Lanman, Pierce, Billard, Schaeffer
Third Row—Waldon, Givan, Magee, Johnson. Worth, Huf ford, Sumpter, Stevenson
Fourth Rozv—B. Beecher, Richey, Alger, Partlow, G. Walker, Lain, Miller, W. Walker,
Hebert, Moore
Fifth Row—Klinger, Maier, K. Beecher, J. B. Vandaworker, Rimstidt, Nichols, Carter
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HE Biology Club has done much to stimulate a lasting
interest in the biological sciences, not only from a fra-
ternal standpoint but also from a genuine knowledge-
seeking point of view.
Each year the club awards a scholarship to a mem-
ber of the club for excellency of work in biology which
carries with it an assistantship in the zoology laboratory the next year.
Also as a further incentive the club sends a student to the Marme
Biological laboratory at Woods Hole, Massachusetts.
Monthly evening meetings are held for which speakers who are
eno-aged in some line of biological work are obtained. Monthly sec-
tionat meetings are also held. Every zoology section holds a meetmg
at the regular class hour, when student papers are given which deal
with some phase of class work.
The large membership and regular attendance at the meetings is
significant enough of the value to the student and its popularity. Pro-
fessor Henry L. Bruner, head of zoology department, has been respon-
sible for the most of the organization's success.
Professor Bruner is at the extreme left of the third row in the
picture below.
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|^:HE Catalytic Club was formed in 1923 by a group of
advanced students in chemistry for the purpose of
deeper insight into the problems of chemistry than the
:
classroom work afforded. The club was primarily a dis-
cussion group to which only those advanced students
with a grade of B in chemistry were admitted.
In 1925, the membership was extended to all advanced students
willing to take part and those beginning students with an average of
B+. The club was merged with the General Chemistry Club and
functions as a department of it. The officers are the same, with the
exception of Miriam Fay, recording secretary.
Papers selected from current chemical literature are read before
the club and discussion is held afterwards. The club keeps a perma-
nent file of all subjects given and their sources.
The insignia of the club is a gold retort with the words Butler
Chemistry Catalytic Club on it.
Top Row—Herdrich, Healey
Second Roiv—Payne, Hammond, Enyart, McMurtry, Jones, Siegmund, H. E. Smith
Third Row—McKittrick, Andrews, Jaleski, Beecher, Connoy, Lawson Smith
Fourth Roiu—Qark, Poland, Bass, Ravenscroft, Price, Arbuckle, Wampner
Fifth Row—Professor Guy H. Shadinger, Hooper, Gibson, Fay, Duncan, Gilbert,
Mildred Smith, Rioch, Burnstein
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HHE Chemistry Club owes its existence to a popular
interest of the student body in the study of chemistry.
Monthly meetings are held for the purpose of satisfying
,
and furthering this interest.
Inspection trips are made at frequent intervals
l^H^ throughout the year to various industries of the city
which are of particular interest from the chemist's point of view.
One feature of the club's usefulness is that for the past few years
it has been able to send Professor Guy Shadinger, head of the depart-
ment, to meetings in the east. On his return from these meetings he
reports a resume of the papers before a meeting of the club. In this
manner the students are brought in contact indirectly with modern
chemical developments.
The organization enjoys one of the largest memberships of any
departmental club. Trips are taken to various industrial plants in the
city at intervals during the year in order to acquaint the members with
the practical aspects of the science. In this way the club serves as a
means around which the academic, the practical factor of study of
chemistry revolve. Professor Shadinger is shown fifth from the left
in the front row in the picture below.
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*: O preserve College Residence traditions, unite the
|| student residents of the women's dormitory, promote
'scholarship and further student friendship, the Campus
Club was organized in 1922. During the past four years
it has amply exemplified the purposes for which it was
established and vmder Dean Butler's guidance has come
to be considered a force among the coed organizations of the uni-
versity. Membership is elective and deemed a distinction in view of
the requirements, which stipulate that a candidate for membership
rank both high scholastically and in regard to campus activities.
The club does not neglect the social phase of Butler life and has
given many attractive affairs, both for the members and for other
Butler women. Hildreth Hall is president of the Campus Club this
year.
Meetings are held each Wednesday night. The rulings of the
organization are recognized by the entire group in the residence and
upon the approval of Dean Butler are put into effect.
Top Row
—
Jones, Pickrell, Cooney, Roe, Bolin, Hall, Dingle
Second Row—Appleget, Kuntz, Arnold, Augur, Reish, Fillingham, Bloomer
Third Rotv—Gerrard, Wilson, Melchior, Madden, Bratton, Mitcheltree, Ellenwood
fflkaatml OIlub
?S^S the name suggests, the Classical Club, founded in
1920, affords students the opportunity of acquiring a
,, wider knowledge of the culture of the classical era. The
I
object of the club is to revive interest in an earlier age.
In the meetings, which are held monthly, a study of
the Roman and Greek literatures, drama, art, archaeol-
ogy, and law, political events as well as public and domestic life is
interestingly portrayed by student programs. Many of the programs
include Latin plays and songs with an occasional Greek play.
The faculty members of the Latin and Greek departments who
sponsor this organization are brought together socially through their
meetings, and intellectually through the Latin initiation services, with
the students of the respective departments who comprise the personnel
of the club. Membership is limited to those who maintain exceptional
averages in classroom work.
Tol' Row—Bass, Boaz, Murch, Hawkins, Witt
Second Row—Roe, Kiintz, Weyant, Seward, Smith, Driftmeyer, Hubbard
Third Roiv—Booth, Summers, Wright, Litchtenberg, Littell, Ensminger, Krueger, Sargent
Fourth Row—Hall, Campbell, Rust, Burrin, Whittinger, Chalfant, Libking
Fifth Roiv—H. Lesher, Jones, Dalton, Hines, Hesler, Agnew, Dirnberger
Sixth Roxv—Manges, Adams, Fink, Consul : Brown, Pro-Consul ; Helmer, Treasurer
;
Howard, F. Lesher.
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~''EN order to form a medium between Indianapolis busi-
ness men and students of the department of business
administration the Commerce Club was formed by a
group of economics majors during the fall of 1924.
Since that time the club has prospered in its purpose and
now a downtown office is maintained in one of the
business buildings for meetings and for filings on business research
which forms the club's chief enterprise.
Robert Axtell, of the Eli Lilly chemical plant, has been influential
among the business men in aiding the club in its purposes. Other
prominent business men have been meeting regularly with the students
and speaking concerning modern business problems.
It is planned that when the department of business administration
is founded as a school of commerce that the club will function in the
capacity of maintaining a research department of nation-wide scope.
The club has also aided graduates in obtaining positions in Indian-
apolis business houses.
Top Roiv—Barnes, Beecher, Dorman, Parsons
Second Roiv—Graham, White, Wolfe, Davis, Harris
Third Row—Prof. Bridenstine, Robert J. Axtell, Earl Beck, Davis, Lewis
CLXVI
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ROFESSOR RATTI, head of the Romance Language
Department, in organizing the club in 1921 had as an
objective the famiharizing of the student with the cus-
toms and manners of the people of France. For this
purpose meetings are held the second Monday of each
month at the homes of the members or at fraternity
houses, at which time various programs and plays fittingly adapted
for study are presented.
Requirements for eligibility are rigid, demanding that the pros-
pective member shall have completed one year of French with a "B"
average grade. Successful candidates for participation in the work
of the club are obligated to take part in the programs. The faculty
of the French branch of the department of Romance languages is in
charge of the club's activities.
Besides its academic value the organization forms a medium for
social intercourse among the students of the department. It also
furthers scholarship by forming a stimulus for maintaining grades
sufficiently high to permit membership.
Top Rozv—Heffernan, Fletcher, Turner, Kittzinger, Peters
Second Rozv—Arnold, Kennedy, Eberhart, Rundell, Everroad.
Third Roiv—Fillmore, Walsh, Relander, Elmore, Pascoe
First Row—Bell, MacFarland, Pierce, Secy. ; Dalton, Pres. ; Canfield, Vice-Pres. Ogborn
HP^^HV^
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~;^^- ERMAN CLUB has attained a position of importance
among the departmental organizations on the campus.
EHgibiHty is determined by scholastic standing in that
department and the recommendation of German
instructors.
At the monthly meetings, which are held at the
homes of members, all business proceedings, programs, and conversa-
tion are conducted in German, thus availing the members practice in
speaking as well as in comprehending the langxiage.
Notable among the activities of the club is the production of two
plays. With high standards of membership, an acquaintance with
current German literature, and abounding enthusiasm, the German
club is rapidly achieving popularity.
Professor Milton D. Baumgartner, head of the German depart-
ment, is sponsor. Although the organization is popularly known as
the German Club its official name is Der Deutsche Verein. Its chief
value is the instruction of the student in conversational German.
Top Row—Professor M. D. Baumgartner, Scheleen, Bass, Wampner, Jaleski
Second Roiv—Rioch, Moorman, Beck, Mrs. Baumgartner, Vollrath, Furstenberg
Third Roiv—Thornman, Pres. ; Reisner, Vice-Pres. ; Ulrich, Secy.-Treas. ; Wilson,
Bebinger, Kemp
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Immediately after the summer holidays, the
women of the home economics department organized a
club to supplement the class work with social gatherings
where subjects related to the home could be informally
'discussed.
Dorothy Drake was elected president of the club;
Ruth Emhardt, vice-president; and Mildred Hasely, secretary-treas-
urer. There is also a council composed of the officers and two
council-members, Julia Patton and Lorene Whitham.
Meetings are held once a month in the form of a spread, usually
at one of the sorority houses. Only those women are eligible to mem-
bership who are taking at least five hours work in the home economics
department.
The programs consists of talks by outside speakers who are
authorities on the particular subject which the club is taking up.
Top Rozv—Gallager, Wright, Thalman, Spanagel, Clhiens, Wilson, Haynes, Wartnoth,
Barclay, Wilding, Wilson, Shelhorn
Second Roiv—Hasely, Baldauf, Drake, Collins, Greatbatch, Parker, Fitch, Patton, Roller,
Fife, Forsyth, Reagan
Third Row—Emhardt, Carr, Wood, Chalfant, Smith, Omelvena, Bruner, Barney, Porter,
Benham, Thorpe, Whitham, Searcy
•*i
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HE Interfraternity Council grew out of the need for
cooperation among the men's fraternities, and at present
is composed of two representatives from each fraternity
j enrolled in the council. Its paramount aim is to serve
'Butler through the fraternities. It regulates rushing,
and encourages high scholarship records for men. A
much desired spirit of fellowship and cooperation among the fraterni-
ties has been manifested since its establishment.
Interfraternity athletics is also sponsored by the group. Football,
basketball, baseball, track and horseshoe pitching receive much atten-
tion and interest.
Meetings are held weekly at the various chapter houses. Frater-
nities in the council at present include Phi Delta Theta, Delta Tau
Delta. Lambda Chi Alpha, Tau Kappa Tau, Delta Phi Sigma, Sigma
Chi and Alpha Rho Delta.
The organization sponsors an all-Greek dance each year, consid-
ered one of the festive social events.
Top Row—German, Bloemker, Davis, Hayes, Harker
Second Row—Walker, Woodling, Carvin, McLeay, Ryan
Third Row—Kennon, I>eVaney, Teague, Stembel, Smith
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OMPOSED of the sons and daughters of Butler
alumni, Liber i, the youngest club on the campus, was
3!organized at a meeting at the home of Miss Katharine
M. Graydon, on November 12, 1925. Response to the
idea was instantaneous, and the club roll now numbers
I': nearly a score. At the meetings, held monthly at the
various women's fraternity houses in turn, literary exercises are given,
followed by a social period. One of the many, and perhaps the
fundamental phase of the club's activities, is that of uniting the
members in a common loyalty to Butler, a loyalty strengthened by
family tradition and heritage. This primary purpose, that dictated
the organization of the club, has been amply realized, and Liberi has
before it a long period of prosperous activity, its perpetuity assured
by the stipulations of membership.
Miss Graydon is especially fitted for the position as club advisor
because of her long connection with the college and its traditions. It
was largely through her efforts that the club was born and she will
undoubtedly be responsible for its existence from year to year.
Top Row—Beecher, Armstrong, Pres. ; Hollingsworth, Pritchard, Dorman
Second Rozv—Underwood, Dalton, Carpenter, Smith, Ross, Worth, Sparks
Third Row—Bell, K. Dyer, R. Dyer, Miss Graydon, Reagan, Tilford
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NYONE who is interested enough in mathematics to
enroll in the department is eligible for membership into
the Math Club, and the added impetus has done much to
create a deeper interest in this much overlooked subject
on the college curriculum.
At the regular meetings of the club which are held
the first Thursday of each month papers are given by students enrolled
in the History of Mathematics Class which gives the many aspiring
Pythagorases a keener appreciation of this basic science. Not only are
programs given by the students but by members of the faculty and
students from the mathematics departments of other institutions.
The club is sponsored by Professor Elijah Johnson, head of the
mathematics department, and under his guidance the club has expanded
with great rapidity.
Professor Johnson is seen at the extreme left of the front row in
the picture below.
Top Roiv—Montgomery, Wood, Allee, Kimberlain, Parsons
Second Row—Vestal, Innes, Suter, Hall, Barnes, Maurer
Third Rozv—Wilson, Montague, Kerst, Million, Carey, Bosma, Banes
Fourth Rozv—Kitson, Thiele, Martin, May, Hardy, Conway, Miss Juna Lutz
Fifth Roiv—Prof. Elijah N. Johnson, Miller, Worth, Pres. ; Foxworthy, Treas. ; Minor,
B. Minor, Tacoma
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^plEORGANIZED at the beginning of the present semes-
' ter after a suspension of activities for several years, and
vi^ith some modifications in its plan of government, the
Men's Union, an all-Butler men's organization, designed
to foster fellowship among unorganized as well as
organized men, is rapidly developing into an organiza-
tion whose power will soon be felt in every phase of university life. It is
growing into an institution which will control all men's activities on
the campus, and become the medium through which the men will be
brought into closer touch with the ideals and varied interests of the
school.
The Union is a property evening corporation, governed by a board
of directors, insuring continuity of policy and administration. One of
the objectives on the program is the erection of a Union Building at
Fairview which will enable the Union to render genuine service. The
institution of a Men's Glee Club was effected during the last few
months of the present semester.
Mixers are held at intervals during the school year.
Jaleski,
President
Parsons,
Vice-President
Perry,
Secretary
SCHELEEN,
Treasurer
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pHE Girls' Glee Club and the Butler Men's Glee Club
;!
combined in 1921 to form the Butler Opera Club, for
;the purpose of furthering musical activities at Butler;
of promoting the individual musical ability of its mem-
bers ; of encouraging in every way possible the depart-
ment of music which now exists here through the
affiliation of Butler with the Metropolitan School of Music, and of
presenting at least one opera each year, along with the musical
productions.
The organization was not in existence in the year 1924-25, but was
revived last fall. This year the club presented the Butler "Follies" on
November 4, 1925, under the direction of Alice Young. The choral
work was under the direction of Edward Nell, head of the voice
department of the Metropolitan.
The Men's Glee Club was organized by the Butler Union during
the immediate spring and will undoubtedly work in coordination with
the Opera Club in furthering the expression of the musical talent of
the students.
Top Row—Sanders, Haggard, Schultz
Second Roiv—MacLean, Stephenson, Agnew, Batty, Higgins, Pres.
Third Rozv—Epler, Stevenson, Green, Rinehart, Walker, Kerst
Fourth Rozv—Lesher, Dyer, Gorman, Bolin, DuVal, Young, Parker
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HE Pan-Hellenic Association, organized in 1914, is a
cooperative organization of the women's fraternities on
the campus. At present, each of the women's Greek
letter organizations has a senior, a junior, and an
!jalumna representative in the association. The Pan-
\ Hellenic is a very potent factor in the life of college, and
does much to unify school spirit, uphold faculty regulations for schol-
astic and social activities, regulate rush conditions, and in general, to
create a spirit of fellowship among these college organizations.
Meetings are held at the various chapter houses the first Monday
of each month.
Offices rotate among representatives of the various fraternities
in the order of the dates of establishment of the respective chapters at
Butler. The order of founding is as follows: Kappa Alpha Theta,
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Pi Beta Phi, Delta Delta Delta, Zeta Tau
Alpha, Alpha Delta Theta, Delta Zeta, Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Delta
Pi and Delta Gamma.
Top Row—Pi Beta Phi, Chiles, Ogle ; Kappa Alpha Theta, Downs, Dunn
;
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Ballweg, Owings
Second Row—Delta Delta Delta, Waters, Headrich; Delta Gamma, Young, Ashjian;
Alpha Chi Omega, Patterson, Berger ; Delta Zeta, Rundell
Third Row—Kerr; Alpha Delta Pi, Smith, Lesher; Alpha Delta Theta, Wilson, Collins;
Zeta Tau Alpha, Fischer, Burgan
CLXXV
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EN and Pencil Club, with the aid of its sponsor. Dean
Evelyn Butler, is working with the hope of bringing
Quill, national honorary writers' society, to the Butler
Ijcampus.
This club is composed of the members of Miss
Butler's short story class. At the weekly meetings
which are held during the class hour the students provide the program
by reading and discussing original short stories. As often as possible,
speakers of literary prominence are procured to address the club on
short story writing.
Membership in the organization in the future will include only
those who have had stories printed.
It is thought that by affording a mutual opportunity of criticism
the student comes to recognize his talents and to strengthen his weak-
ness in literary expression.
Classroom credit is given in the department of English for partici-
pation in the requirements of the organization. Academic grades are
issued as in other English courses.
Top Roil.'—Garrison, Case, Pres. ; Armstrong
Second Row—Mrs. Harriet Williams, Oilman, Vice-Pres. ; Dean Evelyn Butler,
Wallace, Secy. ; Ross
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^HILO, true to the motives of its origin in 1869, stands
for the promotion of high literary ideals. It is synon-
ymous with all that is best in literary lines in Butler,
and fosters this by weekly meetings devoted to literary
study, debate and open discussion.
Philo has had a somewhat interesting history in so
far as it was founded at Northwestern Christian University in 1869
to promote the interest of ministerial students. In the days of '69
literary societies held sway over all extra-curricular activities, and
the school had no less than five of them, but with the decreasing inter-
est all have passed except the one on the campus today. Meetings were
first held in a professor's lecture room or in a private home, then
private quarters were secured for which the members collected
libraries. Meetings are now held in the Administration Building.
The club still holds to the ancient tradition of membership by invi-
tation only. Regular initiatory rites are administered before a
neophyte is allowed into the holy sanctum of the inner circle. Tradi-
tion is ripe with Philo activity and its future seems as bright as its past.
CLXXVII
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TUDENTS of the department of journalism two years
ago organized the Press Chib, probably Butler's largest
organization, to add an extra-curricular interest to
their work. Meeting each Monday night the club hears
addresses by local newspaper men. discusses practical
problems connected with the press, and does experimen-
tal work along practical newspaper lines. Herbert R. Hill, telegraph
editor of the News, conducts the meetings and is assisted by regularly
elected officers of the club, newly installed each semester.
One hour of credit toward graduation is given for attendance and
participation in the club's programs and it has proved its worth as an
aid in the study of journalism. Membership is open to any student
of the journalism department.
Many of the prominent 3'oung journalists of Indianapolis have
been members of the club during their college training. Because of
this the organization forms a link between those actually engaged in
the profession and those training for it.
Top Rozv—Kline, Bottke, Cochran, Lockhart, Miller, Montgomery, Campbell
Second Row—Swift, Appleget, Earnest, Mauzy, Thomas, Hill, Jenkins, Stout, Reynolds, Sweet
Third Row—Hastings, Moschenross, Kepner, Thorn, Renick, Eiler, MacFarland, Purves, Free
Fourth Row—McLeay, Heffernan, Carvin, Kennedy, Peters, Searcy, Cammack, Tacoma, Rogers
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T the request of a number of students interested in
dramatics a new club was organized at Butler on Feb-
ruary II this year. The new members chose the name
Rido to represent the purpose of the organization to
develop talent in reading, interpretation, dramatics, and
oratory.
The officers elected to help put the new club on a firm foundation
were: Harold Magee, president; Elizabeth Moschenross, vice-presi-
dent ; Wilma Swartz, secretary ; Dana Chandler, treasurer.
Any person taking or having taken work in the dramatic depart-
ment of the college is eligible to membership. Meetings are held twice
a month. Programs which stimulate interest in the histrionic art and
give the members an opportunity to develop and display their talent
are given at the meetings.
Mrs. Eugene Fife and Professor Claude Sifritt sponsor the work
of the club.
Top Roiv—Hampton, Copple, Love, I>urbin, Clark, Parker, McBride, Armer,
Moschelle, Stonehill
Second Row—Hedrick, Wilson, Thomas, Wysong, Euler, Dirnberger, Schmitz, Vennard,
McFarland, Kistner, Waldon, Melchior, Thompson, Minor
Third Row—Benham, Smith, Moschenross, Kepner, Fife, Magee, Pascoe, Mrs. Swartz,
Eberhart, Auble, Diidenhoeffer, Rinehart
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gs^lNOTHER strong departmental club is the Spanish
Club, known to its members as "Sociedad Hispanica,"
which was organized October 9, 1923, by Professor
Joseph Fucilla of the romance language department, for
the purpose of promoting a more fluent use of the
tongue among the students, a more common knowledge
of the customs of old Spain, and of recent South America in relation
to widening commercial connections there.
Membership is open to those who have had one year of Spanish,
either in high school or in college. Meetings are held the second Tues-
day night of each month at the various sorority houses in turn, at
which time interesting talks are given by people familiar with Spanish
customs, songs are sung, and spelling and definition contests are held.
All business and other discovirse is held in the Spanish tongue.
During the past year the organization has given several Spanish
plays and papers at its meetings in which the students have used noth-
ing but the Spanish tongue. This also serves as a social medium for
members of the department.
Tof< Rozi'—(jearhart, Brown, Walker, Scherb, Frey, Cook
Second Row—Heffernan, Todd, King, Barnes, Emigholz, Perkins, Hill
Third Row—Lindsay, Giltner, Searc\', Hubbard, Lamb, Tacoma, Burgan
ri.xxx
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HE Butler Student Teachers' Association, an organiza-
tion composed of students majoring in the department
of education and who expect to adopt teaching as a
profession, was organized in 1923. The concrete results
of this organization are to be seen in the growth of
fellowship and interest among the members, a widened
scope for their activities, promotion of Butler's name in state school
circles, and the creation of a point of contact with educational directors
and leaders. Each of the club members has had some practical experi-
ence in practise teaching in the city schools, and consequently each is
fitted to bring to the club a wider range of experience than that offered
in many of the extra-curricular groups. Under the presidency of
J. Douglas Perry the frequent announcements of the presence at the
club programs of recognized powers in the scholastic world attest the
measure of the club's influence. Programs relating to pedagogy are
given at the monthly meetings.
The club hopes to serve in placing Butler graduates in positions as
teachers in Indiana public schools, thereby aiding the department of
education.
Top Row—Kitson, McColloum, Brown, I. Smith, Bennett, Ballard
Second Row—Young, Burgan, Wolf, Worth, Lamb, Todd, Million
Third Row—Ferguson, Hall, Bailey, Wilson, Frey, Elmore, Fletcher, Neal
Fourth Row—Bell, MacFarland, Greatbatch, Perry, Pres. ; Swan, Tacoma, Rogers, Billman
tac
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pOMEN'S athletics at Butler is sponsored by the
W. A. A., division of the A. C. A. C. W., organized by
Miss Louise Schulmeyer, women's physical culture
director, in 1923. Membership is limited to those girls
who have made one hundred points in this work during
^their college life. There are three awards made for
proficiency; the first a W. A. A. pin for 400 points, a monogram for
700 and for 1,000 points a sweater is given.
Because of the rulings of the national organization prohibiting
inter-collegiate contests, this year, during the presidency of Marie
Tacoma, W. A. A. has sponsored an inter-sorority basket tournament,
and a women's inter-class tournament. At the close of the regular
season a mythical varsity is chosen by Miss Schulmeyer, membership
on which is deemed an honor. W. A. A. has done much to foster
women's sports and maintain a high standard of sportsmanship as
well as furnish a stimulus for participation in varsity women's
athletics.
Top Row—Bosma, Fay, Brown, Avels, Innes, Suter
Second Row—R. Smith, Stephenson, Bowerman, Lamb, Worth, Pierce, Charpie
Third Row—Bell, Smith, Elmore, Everroad, Burnell, Wilson, Greatbatch
Fourth Row—MacLean, Forsyth, Tacoma, Burgan, Dodson, Searcy, Green
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HE Women's League is one of the largest in numbers
in the university, since every woman in school is a mem-
ber. It strives to create a unified spirit among the
women, to promote a higher moral standard on the
campus, and to imbue students with an enthusiasm for
all worthy activities.
The league, it is felt, has done much to improve campus conditions
this year. Highly interesting matinee talks have been provided for the
students fortnightly. Other projects include: class parties, an all But-
ler Melting Pot Bazaar, sponsored to add money to the women's
building fund, the activity point system. Besides these the biggest
May Day in the history of the school was put on, featured by the
usual May Day breakfast, the annual pageant, and followed by a May
Day dance in the evening. Dean Evelyn Butler is sponsor.
The organization hopes to establish itself in permanent quarters
on the new Fairview site. It fulfills the same purpose as the Men's
Union and has been more successful thus far among the women than
the Union among the men.
OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
Top Row—Curtis, Bowlby, Young, Downs, Anderson, Ashjian, Halliday, Carrol
Second Row—DeGrief, Green, Kreider, Larmore, Melchior, Okes, Patterson, Ulrich
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~^MONG Butler's older organizations, the Young Men's
Christian Association, functioning through the cabinet,
and meeting each Tuesday noon in the "Y" room, has
been a decided force in preserving the religious thought
of the growing university.
In the days when Butler was a college of five hun-
dred to eight hundred students the problems that it was called upon
to face were quite different from those confronting the university of
fifteen hundred. And the "Y" by its challenging messages has pre-
pared the school better to cope with those problems.
During the past year under the presidency of Myron Hopper, and
the inspirational guidance of J. H. Ehlers, the organization has held
monthly banquets, heard talks by faculty representatives, cooperated
on registration day, sent delegates to Northwestern and DePauw con-
ferences and is now bending all efforts toward preparations for the
annual Geneva Stunt Day.
Paul Kimberlin was elected president of the cabinet April 8.
CABINET MEMBERS
Top Row—Hopper, Fisher, Kimberlin
Second Roiv—Downey, Waldo, Witt
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|ORMING an integral unit of the national Young
ijWomen's Christian Association, the Butler Y. W. C. A.
j
extends to all university coeds the privileges of member-
ilship and the advantages of the city Y. W. C. A. The
governing body comprises a Cabinet, installed in May,
1924, consisting of four officers, the undergraduate
representative, and eight committee chairmen. Any member is liable
for duty on any of these committees, and the cooperative spirit shown
accounts for no inconsiderable degree of the Y. W.'s success in promot-
ing the Christian interests of Butler womanhood.
The activities of the organization take the form of social service
work in the city, supporting the national organization, sending dele-
gates to the many conferences and conventions, and sponsoring the
annual Geneva Stunt Day, an all-women's fraternity production, the
proceeds of which make possible representation at the Lake Geneva
conference.
Among its local activities the organization maintains a book ex-
change for the convenience of the entire student body.
CABINET MEMBERS
Top Row—Pitts, Fritts, Kitzinger, Bouslog, Allison, Ashjian
Second Kow—Bowlby, Pascoe, Rinehart, Schuiz, Whitham, Winter
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"I EPSILON DELTA, national dramatic fraternity,
sponsored its first play, "Tweedles," a Booth Tarking-
ton play on March 17 and 18 in the auditorium of the
Irvington public school.
This play was strictly a comedy, centering its
humor around the activities of young Julian Castlebury,
played by Fred Sanders, the action of which takes place in an antiquity
tea room. The play as a whole was a creditable affair. It was coached
by Professor Claude Sifritt, head of the public speaking department.
Following the custom of former years, the play was a strictly
student production. The staging was handled by Cranston Mugg,
properties by Billie Mae Kreider and Betty Heffernan. The business
end was well taken care of by Robert Hutchinson. The prize of a
silver loving cup was won by Alpha Chi Omega, which sold three
hundred and forty tickets. It was estimated that nearly a thousand
people witnessed the play.
It was the only production attempted by the organization during
the past year.
Prow Left to Riuht—Magee, Hampton, Pascoe, Baker, Storer, Ogle, Sanders,
Myers, Dirnberger
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RYOUTS for parts under the direction of Professor
,
Claude Sifritt resulted in the selection of nine for the
i parts of Tweedles. Mary Frances Ogle played the role
I of Mrs. Ricketts with poise. Mary Dirnberger presented
'the characterization of Mrs. Albergone with the proper
amount of acidity, while Mrs. Grace Myers, the coy
maiden, played to Fred Sanders, the bashful blue-blood, with almost
professional mannerisms. Sander's ease was greatly responsible for
the enthusiastic applause when the final curtain descended.
Helen Pascoe, a familiar figure behind local footlights, was cast
in a difficult role of the astute mater, while Horace Storer, the father,
attempted a proper dignity for a rather severe governor. Rudolph
Baker was on the stage during most of the action and did most of the
talking against the young Castlebury. Harold Magee as Ambrose,
and Volney Hampton as Philemon, carried the weight of the comedy
lines. Robert Hutchinson was business manager.
The staging of the entire production from the actual laying the
scenes to handling the lighting effects were the results of student
efforts.
Top Row—Ogle, Dirnberger, Mrs. Myers, Sanders, Pascoe
Second Row—Storer, Baker, Magee, Hampton, Hutchinson
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^nlEN'S debating experienced a successful season under
the direction of Professor Claude Sifritt. Out of seven
debates the teams lost only one debate and that to Earl-
ham College in a triangular contest with Earlham and
Wabash. The Butler affirmative effectively won from
Wabash, so that the affair was judged a tie.
Defeats were administered to Manchester College, Heidelberg
College (Ohio), Purdue University, Iowa State College and Taylor
University. The teams were manned by some of the best material
that has been at the disposal of a Butler coach for some years. Horace
Storer, Lewis Wilson and Rudolph Baker composed the negative
squad, while Lester Budd, Frank Furstenberg, Robert Hutchinson and
Lawrence VoUrath, alternate, were the members of the affirmative
team.
During the past five years Butler debating has not been on a par
with the other intercollegiate activities. Strenuous efforts on the part
of both the faculty and students to bring this phase of the school life
to the foreground promise success.
Top Row—Hutchinson, Furstenberg, Budd
Second Row—Wilson, Baker, Storer
cxc
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IOMEN'S debating resulted in the defeating of Witten-
berg College (Ohio) and in engaging with Albion Col-
lege and Wittenberg College in a triangular affair.
. 'These were the only contests on the debate schedule this
I
'year. In the triangle debate Albion was confused in
sending the wrong teams, so that the arguments resolved
themselves into a discussion contest. Because of this no decision was
given by the judges.
Intramural contests were abandoned this year. Competitive try-
outs were held in order to choose the varsity squad members. Meet-
ings were held semi-weekly throughout the year for practice and for
discussion of the question. The question of debate was: Resolved,
That Capital Punishment Should be Abolished.
Plans are in hand for the expansion of the women's debate depart-
ment. This is the first year recently that an inter-collegiate schedule
was carried. Next year it is intended that at least five well-known
colleges and universities throughout the middle west will be scheduled.
Top Row—Kreider, Ogle, Reynolds, Keller
Second Row—Moschenross, Frisbie, Kepner, Jackson
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'HE "Drift," Butler annual publication of the Junior
class, was first published by the graduating class of
1895. Reference to copies of that and succeeding books,
including last year's prize-winner, preserved in the Bona
Thompson Library, indicates the remarkable advance
made in year-book publication. In addition to winning
the Art Crafts Guild Contest, the 1925 Drift was awarded a cup by
the Central Interscholastic Press Association meeting at Madison,
Wisconsin, last fall.
This year's Drift has attempted to faithfully portray the many
and varied phases of Butler University life ; to interpret her ideals and
work to the general public, and to preserve for its own graduate and
undergraduate students a vivid remembrance of their own careers in
college. The degree of success attained in this, our endeavor, remains
to be attested by the reception accorded the finished product by you,
the students of Butler. The book is attempting to strike a new note in
yearbook publication—that of emphasizing academics.
Top Row—Daily, editor; Hitch, business manager; Wood, Academics; Ashjian, associate;
Helms, Sports ; Lockhart, Advertising.
Second Row—Zoercher, Personnel ; Kreider, Extra-curricular ; Searcy, Organizations
;
Ross, Dunn, Peters
Third Row—Carrol, Frisbie, Heffernan, Springer, business; Walker, business;
Wilkinson, business.
CXCTV
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51HE art work of the 1926 Drift is the work of the ad-
vanced students of the John Herron Art School, which
was recently affiliated with the university. The staff
members entered whole-heartedly into the spirit in which
the book was conceived and the manner in which they
have accomplished their contributions does credit both
to their spirit of helpfulness and their ability as artists.
Many of them are already recognized in the world of art. Their
work has been hung in representative exhibitions and their efforts in
behalf of this annual are not those of amateurs but of recognized
craftsmen. The illustrations and drawings are the first published
work along a commercial line, that the majority of them have indulged
in, and in all probability, it will be the last for those who do not intend
to enter that field of work.
The Drift has endeavored to reveal its purpose through its art.
The members of this staff have been responsible for the interpretation
of this ideal through their originality and talent.
Top Row—Richards, Art editor, Selfridge, Petty, Applegate
Second Row—Worman, Stowers, Mauck, Henninger, HoUingsworth
Third Row—Fisher, Williams, Clemans, Coburn, Richards
CXCV
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aJHE success of the Collegian as a daily has been largely
due to the division of labor and the cooperation between
the various department heads. Eugene R. Clifford,
editor during the first semester, was assisted by four
associate editors, each of whom had charge of one edi-
tion of the paper each week. These were Dorothy
Stephenson, Caroline Godley, J. Douglas Perry, and Al Bloemker.
At the end of the first semester. Perry succeeded Clifford as editor.
A staff of editorial writers, consisting of Jabez Wood, Irma Ulrich
and Austin Johnson was created at this time. Sport news was pre-
pared under the direction of Austin Johnson and Joe Scheleen, who
served as sports editors during the first and second semesters,
respectively. Others who filled major staff positions during the year
were: Grace Pritchard and Louise Eleanor Ross, assignment editors;
Mildred Kelly, staff secretary ; Myrtle Newman, librarian.
Experience in actual making up the page is afforded the editors
since each associate attends to placing the type in the forms in his par-
ticular issue.
Top Ro'W—Clifford, Perry, Stephenson, Smith, Godley, Bloemker
Second Row—Wood, Ulrich, Johnson, Scheleen, Ross, Kelley, Newman
Ql0lbgmn §toff
^T has been the purpose of the Collegian organization
to imitate as closely as possible the departments of a
metropolitan daily so that when the students enter the
actual journalistic field they will be familiar with the
organization of a newspaper. When a student "tries
out" for the staff he is given many and sundry assign-
ments, from carrying copy to chasing stories. In this way he is
acquainted with the manner in which the editorial department handles
the news. When a student is accepted on the staff list he is given a
beat which he must comb carefully each day.
Each issue maintains a day editor and a night editor. The day
editor handles the reporters much as a city editor of a metropolitan
daily and the night editor handles all news that breaks from six o'clock
at night until seven the next morning.
Since the establishment of the department of journalism the Colle-
gian is becoming more and more a laboratory for the students of that
department. The actual publishing of the paper, however, is in charge
of the students.
Top Row—Finney, Waldo, Scheleen, Gearhart, Carvin, Miller, Hitch
Second i?oiy—Woolery, R. Smith, Colglazier. Ulrich, Ross, MacFarland
Third Row—Oilman, Newman, Kelley, Heffernan, Pascoe, Carrol, T. Smith
Fourth Roiv—Pritchard, Perry, Godley, Clifford, Stephenson, Bloemker
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Founded at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, Deceml)er 26. 1848
Ninety-three Chapters
Indiana Gamma Chapter established October 22. 1859
First Rozv—
David Konold, '26 (Pres.), Winona Lake
Robert Bill, '26, Chicago, Illinois
Carl Cech., '26, Indianapolis
RoLLiN Davis, '26, North Salem
Carlyle Ewing, '26, Indianapolis
Brice Matlock. '26. Denver. Colorado
Fourth Row—
William Haves, '2S, Indianapolis
Loi'is Herdrick, '28, Brownsburg
George Frehenberger, Indianapolis
DoNALn King. '28, Indianapolis
O. K. McKiTTRiCK. '28. Indianapolis
Harrison- Smitson, '28, Tipton
Second Ron—
Richard Mills, '26, Indianapolis
Louis Reichel, '26, Indianapolis
Virgil Roby. '26, Wabash
Clifford Courtney. '27. Linton
Douglas Dale. '27, Indianapolis
Hugh Knvaut. '27, Indianapolis
Fifth Ron—
Haroi.ii Aspy, '29, Muncie
Herman Geisert, '29, Marshall, Illinois
Edward Green, '29, Indianapolis
Edmund Jones, '29, Ehvood
Clyde King, '29. Elwood
Archie Lewis, '20, \\'arren, Ohio
Thin! Roic—
l''.Mii. Harmkson, '2/, Indianapolis
Aliiekt Skigmund. '27, Wabash
konicKT W'ooi.GAR, '27, Indianapolis
EiiwiN Andere<;g, '28, Indianapolis
Gkorgk Coi.i.ver. '28. Indianapolis
Tiui'i.v Davis, 2S, Indianapolis
.Si.17/1 Ron—
Philip Matthews, '29, Tipton
l^nnERT Pitts, '29, Indianapolis
William Sayce, '29, Indianapolis
I'"i<ANK Symmes. '29, Indianapolis
.Arthur Schumacher, '29, Indianapolis
koiiERT Temple, 'jo. Wabash
CCLXVI
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^tgma Qllft
Founded at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1855
Eighty-four Chapters
Rho Chapter estabHshed, April 10, 1865
First Row—
Robert Xipper, '26 (Pres.), Indianapolis
Frank Atkins, '26, Indianapolis
Arthur Black, '27, Indianapolis
William Canada, '27, Indianapolis
Brewer Graham, '26, Indianapolis
Albert Marker, '26, Frankfort
Robert Keach, '26, Seymour
Fourth Rozv—
Wells Hampton, '28, Indianapolis
Harold Holtz, '28, Frankfort
Paul Kimberlin, '28, Wanamaker
Harold Meek, '28, Greensburg
Edward T. Summers, '28, Indianapolis
William Walker, '28, Indianapolis
Horace Brown, '28, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Wallace Richards, '26, Indianapolis
Horace Storer, '26, Indianapolis
Howard Underwood, '25, Indianapolis
Jabez Wood, '26, Indianapolis
Joe York, '26, Indianapolis
John Bolte, '27, Indianapolis
Wilson Daily, '27, Indianapolis
Fifth Row—
Norman Cook, '28, Indianapolis
Harold Hollingsworth, '28, Indianapolis
Robert Armer, '29, Indianapolis
Hampton Callis, '29, Martinsville
Dana Chandler, '29, Indianapolis
Marvin Cochran, '29, Indianapolis
John Daily. '29, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Joseph Helms, '27, Indianapolis
Robert Hutchinson, '27, Pittsburgh, Penna.
Arthur Long, '27, Indianapolis
Frederick Sanders, '27, Indianapolis
Frederick Shick, '27, Indianapolis
Richard Beem, '28, Indianapolis
Almon Coble, '28, Indianapolis
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Sixth Row—
George Ely, '29, Greensburg
Edward Gable, '29, Indianapolis
Gordon Haggard, '29, Indianapolis
James Jewel, '29, Columbus
Charles Keach, '29, Seymour
James Kirby, '29, Martinsville
Robert Orbison, '29, Indianapolis
CCXIX
S^lta ®au i^lta
Founded at Bethany College, West Virginia, 1859
Seventy-one Chapters
Beta Zeta Chapter established, February 11, 1878
first Roic—
Carter Hemox, '26 (Pres.), Indianapolis
Arnold Davis, '26, Indianapolis
Hiram Hensel, '26, Logansport
David Kilcore, '26, Indianapolis
Lester Nicewander. '26, Indianapolis
Gordon Paul, '26, Selkirk. New York
John Trover, '26. Indianapolis
Fflurlli Roii'—
George Walker, '27, Indianapolis
James Carvin, '28, Southport
Archie Chadd, '28, Bainbridge
Harrison Collier, '28, Wilkinson
Eric Downie, '28, Indianapolis
Donald Gearheart, '28, Logansport
Gareth Hitchcock, '28, Indianapolis
Second Rom—
Lewis Wilson, '26, Indianapolis
Homer Woodlino, '26, Indianapolis
Dan Armstrong, '27, Kokomo
Harold Brennen, '27, Indianapolis
Dervl Case, '27, Rushville
John Conlev, '27. Indianapolis
George Clark, '2/, Indianapolis
Fiflh Ro-u—
Wilms Jackman, '2?, Broad Ripple
Joe PiXNELL, '28, Oaklandon
Waide Price, '28, Indianapolis
Joe Scheleen, '28, LaPorte
Joe Strickland, '28, Indianapolis
GuNNAR Thaung, '28, St. Paul. Minnesota
Charles Gardner, '2), Indianapolis
Third Roiv—
C. Morrison Davis, '27, Indianapolis
Joe Gremelspacher, '27. Indianapolis
Jack Miller, '27, Indianapolis
Cranston Mrccs, '27, Indianapolis
Melvin Puett, '27, Logansport
Hermon Phillips, '27, Rnslivillc
Marion Wei.i.s, '27, Indianapolis
Sixlli Row—
Roiii;rt Hanxa, 'jy. Ft. Wayne
John Hollowav, "29, Indianapolis
I'ked Kilcore, '2q, Indianapolis
JriisoN Paul, '29, Selkirk, .\"e\v N'ork
Gi.ENN Ryan, '29, Indianapolis
P'kank Schmadel, '29, Indianapolis
Thomas Wilson, "29, Indianapolis
ccxx
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Founded at Boston University, Boston, Mass., November 2, 1909
Sixty-seven Chapters
Alpha Alpha Chapter established, December 17, 1915
First Roll'—
Martin McCracken, '26 ( Pres.) , Indianapolis
Damien J. Lyman, '26, Indianapolis
George E. Mulholland, '26, Indianapolis
Allen Sells, '26, Indianapolis
Thomas F. Smith, '26, Indianapolis
Louis Steinmetz, '26, Indianapolis
Gerald Strole, '26, Kentland
Fourth Rozi'—
Neal Firestine, '28, Indianapolis
Frank Furstenberg, '28, Indianapolis
Paul E. Green, '28, Shelbyville
Marvin Hufford. '28, Frankfort
Mordecai Lee, '28, Indianapolis
Francis Levings, '28, Indianapolis
Carl McBride, '28, Waldron
Second Rozv—
Jackson White Wales, '26, Indianapolis
Albert Bloemker, '27, Indianapolis
Ernest A. Copple, '27, Rushville
Eugene R. Clifford, '27, Anderson
Francis L. Fletcher, '27, Shelbyville
Paul German, '27, Indianapolis
Austin Johnson, '27, Indianapolis
Fifth Rozv—
Everett Mildner, '28, Indianapolis
Stewart Springer, '28, Indianapolis
Ralph Applegate, '29, Indianapolis
Canis E. Brockway, '29, Hartford City
Robert Goodwine, '29, Indianapolis
Frank Hedden, '29, Worthington
Maurice Hosier, '29. Spiceland
Ralph Hargrove, '29, Knightstown
Third Row—
Wayne Money, '27, Indianapolis
Amos Nordman, '27, Indianapolis
Robert Wakefield. '27, Ben Davis
Kenneth O. Allee, '28, Richmond
James Guv Burrin. '28, Advance
Clair Dean, '28, Advance
Robert Finney, '28, Indianapolis
Sixth Roiv—
Edwin Houseman, '29, Indianapolis
Charles Ingersoll. '29, Indianapolis
Glenn Millfj;, '29, Indianapolis
Robert Montgomery, '29, Waldron
BuRFOKD Ohler, '21}, Argos
Urbon Stahl, '29, Indianapolis
Frank White, '29, Mooreland
Lynn Woods, "29, Knightstown
sg^BSf?ss53? vTB?; 'I'^yiisyffy-^a . > • ? ; ss .
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TMtln A000riatt0n
Founded at Butler, December, 1919
First Rozi'— Third Ro2i-—
MvROX Hopper, 26 (Prcs.), Indianapolis
Joy Bailf.v, '^6, Southport
Shailer Bass, 26, Broad Ripple
Frank Hopper, '26, Indianapolis
T. C. Jaleski, '26, Indianapolis
Lloyd Poland, '27. Akron. Ohio
Eldrin Smith. '27, Dayton, Ohio
Paul Staples, 27, Indianapolis
Kenneth Thorne, '2/, Indianapolis
David Wilkinson, '2-, Indianapolis
Second Roiv— Fourth Ro'cC—
Ivan Smith. '26, Dayton. (Jhio
Cecil Andrews, '27, Greenfield
Jack London. '27, Hamburg, Iowa
Ferdinand Mehrlkk. '27, Indianapolis
Bruce Moore, "27, Indianapolis
Warren Boswokth. '28, Ren Davis
Paul Harding, '28, Shadeland
Georoe Henderson. '28, Union City
Ferris Reynolds, '29, Atlanta
Herrkrt Wampnkr, '28, hrlianapolis
1-iflh Rmi—
I'tl'SSEI.I. 1!.\S.S, '21),
Carlos Boaz. '29,
Harold Breuell, '.
John Dovolas. .'c
Harold Mmj.kr, '2
KrssELL Parkkk,
Indianapolis
ndianapolis
5, Indianapolis
, Anderson
), I.aG range
29, Inihanapolis
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Founded at Butler, January 8, 1919
Petitioninp- Beta Theta Pi
First Roiv—
George Cottrell, '28, Pendleton
Joe Bruns, '26, Indianapolis
Vallorous McLeay, '26, Indianapolis
William Neukome, '26, Indianapolis
Edward Troy, '26, Indianapolis
Third Roiv—
Lowell McPherson, '28, Indianapolis
John Ryan, '28, Lafayette
Harold Shipley, '28, Indianapolis
Russell Ameter, '29, Indianapolis
Carl Bottke. '29, Indianapolis
Second Row—
William Aspinall, '27, Indianapolis
J. David Christie, '28, Indianapolis
Russell Flemming, '28, Noblesville
Alva Kline, '28, Indianapolis
Harry McCalla, '28, Indianapolis
Fourth Rozv—
Evans Cochran, '29, Indianapolis
Robert Dinnin, '29, Indianapolis
John Dunne. '29, Indianapolis
Leon Fish, '29, Indianapolis
Walter Geisler, '29, Indianapolis
Fifth Rozi—
Cecil Life, '29, Muncie
Edward McCalip, '29, Indianapolis
Richard McDowell, '29, Indianapolis
Georcie Paulisseau, '29, Indianapolis
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Founded at Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia,
January i, i86g
Ninety-one Chapters
Epsilon Mu Chapter estabHshed May 6, 1926
First Row—
John Rohm, '26 (Pres.), Indianapolis
Harry Ice. '26, Indianapolis
Glen Morris. '26, Wilkinson
Carrol Xipp. '26, Indianapolis
Clarence Stembel, '26, Thorntown
Homer Dauhenspeck, '27, Indianapolis
Fniirlh Ro-a'—
Cyril Tudor. '2S, Monrovia
Horace Tudor, '28, Monrovia
John Wenrick, '28, Bradford, Ohio
Francis Beldon, '29, Indianapolis
Thomas Caulkins, "29, Indianapolis
Hamilton Clarke. '29, Indianapolis
Kenneth Evans, '29, Mt. Comfort
Second Row—
Walter Hendrickson, '27, Indianapolis
Lester Koellino, '2/, Indianapolis
Merle Miller. '27, Indianapolis
Frank Teague, '27, Indianapolis
Robert Becker. "28, Indianapolis
Wendell Brown, '28, Indianapolis
Curtis Callon, '28, Indianapolis
Fifth 7?oii—
Donald Higgins, '29, Indianapolis
Charles Huess, '29, Indianapolis
Dall Johns. '29, Wilkinson
Donald Miller, '29, Indianapolis
Frederick Mitchell, '29, Indianapolis
Harry Murdock, '29, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Coi'RTLAMi Davis. "28, P.en Da\is
Claude Gustin, '28, Indianapolis
Howard Huxgerford, '28, Rnslivilk
Harold Maciee, '28, Indianapolis
Ira McIlwain, '28, Rushville
Morris Silvkv, '2><. Mt. Comfort
Robert Thornton, '28, Indianapolis
Sixth Row—
(ii.EN XE(iLEV. '29, Indianapolis
Earl Record. "29, Willow Branch
Joseph Rimstidt, '29, Rockport
Robert Scott. '29, Indianapolis
George Weiskr. '29, Indianapolis
RoiiKRT Williams. '29, Indianapolis
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Alpl?a Iljn iflta
Founded October 4, 1924
Petitionins: Phi Gamma Delta
First Row—
James Kennon, '27 (Pres.), Indianapolis
Clifford Anderson, '27, Mooresville
Richard Bromert, '27, Indianapolis
Minor Conn, '29, Indianapolis
Ray DeVaney, '27, Sheridan
,
James Forsyth, '27, Indianapolis
Third Rozt'—
Pavl Johnson. '20, LaPorte
Thomas Abbott, '29, Indianapolis
Earl Brennan, '29, Indianapolis
Albert Bruce, '28, Plainfield
Calvin Hampton, '28, Des Moines, Iowa
Fred Hanley, '29, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Adrian Pierce, '28, Indianapolis
Kenneth Vandivier, '27, Indianapolis
Robert Sheker, '27, Indianapolis
Carl Turpin, '28, Indianapolis
Reese Wysong, "28, Indianapolis
Joel Wilmoth, '27, Indianapolis
•^''Fourth Kozv—
Henry Hebert, '29, Indianapolis
Albert Hohl, '29, Indianapolis
Lawrence Kercheval, '29, Sheridan
John McGal-ghey, "29, Indianapolis
John McPhee, '29, Muncie
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Fifth Roii.—
James Rippey, '29, Warsaw
Harmon Pritchard, '29, Indianapolis
Marks Wilmoth, '29, Indianapolis
Elmer Winders, '29, Indianapolis
Norman Wilson, '29, Indianapolis
SIK3®S3iiKS6SS*as«3!ftd^
(Hilt iSljn Zrta
Chapter Founded February 5, 1925 1
Petitioning Alpha Tau Omega
First Rozv— Third Ron—
Maurice Davis, '
Robert Keevil, ':
Percy Lain, '27,
John Payne, '27
EteYi.K Reynolds,
27. Brownsburg
7, Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
•28, Bluffton
Paul Frey, '28, Jennings, Louisiana
Haiif.t HiNKLE, '29, \'incennes
Richard Hoberg, '28, Indianapolis
Leonard McMurtry, '27, Indianapolis
John Kerr, '27. Indianapolis
Second Roiv— Fourth Roic—
Bernard Rusher
Lawson Smith,
Lawrence Vollr
Kenneth Baker
Chari.es Carkv, '
'28, Elmore
27, Indianapolis
\TH, '27, Indianapolis
'28, Indianapolis
28, Indianapolis
Harry Smith, '27 (Pres.), Indianapolis
John Tanselle, '28, Indianapolis
Andrew Younh, '28, Lebanon
Edcar Zell, '29, Russiaville
Lawrence Connor, '28. Indianapolis
Fifth A',.«—
Ai.kert Halk. '29, Mooresville
RoiiERT Havks. '29, Wilkinson
Clifford Lanman, 'j). Birdseye
GiiORHE LuPEAR, '2(j, Indianapolis
Fred VanDevender, '29, Lebanon
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SCappa Alplja Sljrta
Founded at DePauw University, Greencastle, Indiana
January 2y , 1870
Fifty-three Chapters
Gamma Chapter established, February 2"], 1874
First Roiv—
Martha Zoercher, '27 (Pres.), Indianapolis
Julia Brown, '26, Indianapolis
Sarah Frances Downs. '26, Indianapolis
Sarah Rodeckes, '26, Indianapolis
Glf.n Schwenk, '26, Indianapolis
Helen Stevens, '26, Indianapolis
Fifth Ron'—
Florence Eleanor Perkins. '28, Lebanon
Frances Peters. '28, Indianapolis
Rosemary Smith, '28, Indianapolis
Gayle Walker, '28, Lebanon
Helen Wilson. '28, Indianapolis
Alice Ball. '29, Indianapolis
Lenore Braxpt. '29. Indianapolis
Second Roiv—
Avonelle Thorp, '26, Indianapolis
LoRENE Whitham. '26, Indianapolis
Marian Barney, '27, Indianapolis
Emma Deal, '27, Indianapolis
Elizabeth DeGrief, '27, Indianapolis
Eleanor Dunn, '27, Indianapolis
Mary Ann Huggins, '27, Indianapolis
Sixth Rozv—
Alice Carter. '29, Indianapolis
Mildred Cooke, '29, Indianapolis
Jean Davis. '29, Indianapolis
Rosemary Dyer, "29, Indianapolis
Mary Filer, '29, Indianapolis
Mary Katherine Harmon, '21, Gary
Margaret Ice, '29, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Acnes Larmore, 'ly, Anderson
Beatrice Moore, '27, Indianapolis
Edith Robinson, '27, Indianapolis
Charlotte Reissnkr. '27, Indianapolis
JuANiTA X. Stamper, '27, Indianapolis
Vivian Stevenson. '27, Indianapolis
Mary Alice Wisharu, '27, Indianapolis
Seventh Rou^
June Jackson, '29, Greenfield
Rerkcca J(ini:s, '29, Indianapolis
IsAiiK], Layman, '29, Indianapolis
Marian Marshall, '29, Indianapolis
Jane Messick, '29. Indianapolis
Fayette Pircell, '29, Vincennes
Fourth Rmi'—
Helen DeGrikf, '27, Indianapolis
OciK HiGGiNS, '28, Lebanon
Margaret Holdawav, '28, Indianapoli
Beitv Lee, '28, Indianapolis
Mary McCann, '28, Lebanon
Jane Ogbokn, '28, Indianapolis
Mary Lee Orloff, '28, Indianapolis
CCXXXVI
F.if/hlh Riizc—
Evelyn Sew aru, "29, Columbus
Dorothea Smith, "29, Indianapolis
Frances Thorpe, '29, Indianapolis
Marie Wagnon. '29, Indianapolis
Charlotte Wiesike, '29, Indianapolis
Marv Makgari.t ZoiauHi-R. '21), Tell City
-A_.iK!«B!«UE!«9t-.
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Kappa 1!
Founded at Monmouth College , Monmouth, Illinois, October 13, 1870
Fifty-four Chapters
Mu Chapter established, January 2, 1878 1
First Row— Fifth Row—
Irma Ulrich, '26 (Pres.), Indianapol s Bernice Conrad, '28, Anderson
Mary Bigcerstaff, '26, Wabash Martha Dean, '28, Indianapolis
Dorothea Duncan, '26, Greenfield Margaret Elrod, '28, Indianapolis
Caroline Godley, '26, Indianapolis Dorothy Gandall, '28, Indianapolis
Mary Coate, '26, Indianapolis Margaret Hackleman, '28, Indianapolis
Pauline Ballweg, '26, Indianapolis Joyce Jackson, '28, Indianapolis
Mary Margaret Patrick, '28, Indianapolis
Second Row— Sixth Row—
Justine Hallway, '26, Indianapolis Margaret Woessner. '28, Indianapolis
Mildred Johns, '26, Indianapolis Helen Williams, '28, Indianapolis
Ruth Johnson, '26, Indianapolis Jane Alborn, '29, Indianapolis
Alice McGinnis, '26, Martinsville Jeanne Campbell, '29, Indianapolis
Helen Payne, '26, Indianapolis Louise Frisbie, '28, Indianapolis
Dorothy Rinehart, '26, Indianapolis Elsie Hancock, '29, Indianapolis
Kathryn Bowlby, '27, Indianapolis Mary Ha\t;ns, '27, Kokonio
Third Roiv— Scz'ciith Rozt.'—
Emily Brossman, '27, Indianapolis Tirzah Johnston, '29, Indianapolis
Ruth Clarke, '27, Indianapolis Margaret Karges, '29, Evansville
Ann Cunningham, '27, Indianapolis ^'IRGINIA Kerz, '29, Indianapolis
Maude Custer, '27, Indianapolis Marcelle Lennox, '29, Indianapolis
Charlotte Gilman, '2j, Indianapolis Priscilla Pittenger, '29, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Keller, '27, Indianapolis Thelma Rutledge, '29, Muncie
Mary Kinneman, '27, Martinsville
Pourlli Roiv— Eighth Ron.'—
Lf)RENA McCoMB, '27, Indianapolis Laura Smith, '29, Indianapolis
Eloise Owings, '27, Indianapolis Helen Strawmeyer, '29, Indianapolis
Fredrica Pinnell, '27, Indianapolis Bernice Thorne, '29, Indianapolis
Grace Thomas, '27, Indianapolis Eleanor Torr, '29, Indianapolis
Mary Wagoner, '27, Indianapolis Elizabeth Tucker, '29, Indianapolis
Martha Beard, '28, Indianapolis Dorothy May Winn, '29, Greenfield
Ona Boyd, '28, Indianapolis
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Founded at Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois , April 2j, 1867
Sixty-eight Chapters
Indiana Gamma Chapter established August
-'/. ^^97
First Row— Fourth Row—
Marjorie Chiles, 26 (Pres.), Indianapol s Beatrice Batty, '29 Indianapolis
Madeline Bvrket '26, Indianapolis Evelyn Forsythe, ' 29, Indianapolis
Marjorie Okes, '. 6, Indianapolis Dorothy Foster, '28 , Youngstown, Ohio
Marifrances Ogle , '27, Indianapolis Margaret Graham, '28, Indianapolis
Ruth Pectol, '27, Spencer Frances Jaquith, '28, Indianapolis |
Helena Sieloff, '.17, Indianapolis Josephine Kennedy '28, Indianapolis
Second Rov.'— Fifth Row—
Jeanne Bousloc. ' 27, Indianapolis Elizabeth Love, '28 Piqua, Ohio
Eugenia Brooks, 27, Indianapolis Katherine Reagan '28, Indianapolis
Dorothy Carroll, '27, Indianapolis Jeannette Sheehe, "28, Bloomfield
Irma Ckovve, '27, E reckenridge, Texas Martha Thomas, '2 3, Indianapolis
Dorothy Deem, '27, Greensburg Esther Tilford. "28 Martinsville
Dorothy Drake. ' 27, Indianapolis Hallie Ashcroft, '. 9, Bloomfield
Third /?ojt— Sixth Row—
Betty Holmes, '27 Indianapolis Janice Baknakd, '2g , Indianapolis
Kathleen Hottel '28, Indianapolis Janet Carr. '29, Indianapolis |
BiLLiE Mae Krieder. '27, Plainfield Mary Clerkin, '29, Greensburg 1
Pauline Pierce. ': 7, Indianapolis Billy Dunkle, '29, Indianapolis I
Dorothy Lou Thomas, '27, Indianapolis Kathrvn Hedrick. 29, Indianapolis I
Mary Jo Arnold, '28, Delphi Elizabeth Moschenross, '29, Indianapolis 1
Sc'criith 7?07t—
Ruth Omelvena, '29, Indianapolis
Dorothy Pier. '29 Indianapolis
Emma Louise Reeves. '20, Indianapolis
Monzelle Skelton, '2(j, Indianapolis
Dorothy Spooner '29, Indianapolis
Margaret Thompson, '2(), Indianapolis
Dortha Weaver, 29, Indianapolis
CCXL

itlta i^lta iflta
Founded at Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts
November 24, 1888
Sixty-eight Chapters
Delta Lambda Chapter established. May 14, 1914
First Rozi'—
Dorothy Stephenson. '^6 (Pres).,
Indianapolis
Margaret Haldy, '26, Indianapolis
Sarah Hall, '26, New Castle
Mildred Hasely, '26, Indianapolis
Margaret Waters, '26, Indianapolis
Mary Winter. '26, Indianapolis
Dorothy Avels, '27. Indianapolis
Fourth Rozi'—
Clara Foxworthy, '28, Indianapolis
Ele.anor Gibson. '28, Indianapolis
Mildred Click. '28. Xew Castle
Bertha Green. '28, Indianapolis
Gladys Hooker, '28, Indianapolis
Mildred Kellev, '28, Frankfort
Makianna Kennedy, '28, Indianapolis
Second Ron'—
Rosa Dudenhoeffer.
Jeanne Ferguson. '27,
Virginia Foxworthy.
Cathryn Headrick. ':
Elizabeth Heffernan
Edythe Hubbard. '2-,
Jean Richardson, '27,
Fifth Ron—
27. Indianapolis Martha Xai'ER. '28, Vernon
Tipton Florine Sliger. '28. Milroy
27, Indianapolis Elizabeth Trotter. '28, Indianapolis
7, Indianapolis Sue Warren. '28, Marshall
'27. Indianapolis Mildred Auble. '29. Forest
Indianapolis LaVonne Burns. '29. Shelbyville
Indianapolis Mary Georgia Cammack. '29, Xoblesville
Third Ron—
Maude Ann Searcy, '27, liulianapoli;
Frances Wooleky, '27, Indianapolis
Martha Baker, '28, Indianapolis
Mildred Booth, '28, Milroy
Dorothea Canfif.ld, '28, Indianapolis
Okpha Ewing, '28, Indianapolis
Miriam I".\y. '28. Indianapolis
xlh Ron—
Katherine Emuu k, '29. Indinnapolis
Delores Euler. '29, Crawfordsville
Dorothy Fife, "29, Indianapolis
.Alice Kepner. '29. Cicero
Joan Wall. '29. Indianapolis
Lrcii.E Wii.DiNr,, '21. Indianapolis
CCXLII
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CCXLIII
Zrta ®
Founded at Virginia State Normal. Farmville, Va., October 25, 1898
Forty-nine Chapters
Alpha Delta Chapter established, June 5, 1920
First Row— fourth Rozc—
Marie Tacoma. '26 (Pres. ). Indianapoli s Ruth Darnell. "28. Indianapolis
Bernice BiLL>rAN, '26, Fairland Elizabeth Fletcher. '28. Indianapolis
Katherine Bi'KGAN, '26, Indianapolis Helen Gorjian, '28, Indianapolis
Pauline Ingalls, '26, Indianapolis Dorothy Hill. '28, Indianapolis
Grace Pritchard. '26, Indianapolis Mary Elizabeth Joyce, '28, Indianapolis
Edna Schulz, "26, Indianapolis Edna May Miller. "28, Fountaintown
Elizabeth Ann Miller. "28, Indianapolis
Secnnd Ro7V— Fifth Rozt—
Dorthea Woi.fe, '26, Walcott XiNA Rogers. '28, Ladoga
Barbara Fischer. "27, Indianapolis Ruth Agnew, '28, Indianapolis
Lois Hunt, '27, Crawfordsville Makcy Dirnbercer. '29. Indianapolis
Dorothy Kemp, '27, Anderson Mary Griffey, '29, Indianapolis
Helen Libkinc, '27, Indianapolis Elizabeth Fullenwiher. "20. Indianapolis
Margaret Hohl, '27, Indianapolis Mary Hastings, '29, Indianapolis
Third A'oii— .Vi.17/1 Kozv—
Mary Roceks, "27, Ladopa Frances Lyons, "29, Indianapolis
Wilma Swartz, '27, Indianapolis Margaret P.\tton, '29, Morristown
Doris Walsh, '27, Indianapolis Mildred Stevenson, "29, Indianapolis
Anna Baldauf. '28, Indianapolis Thei.ma Tacoma. '29, Indianapolis
Naomi Adams, '28, Indianapolis Jean \'kstai.. '20, Indianapolis
Augusta Bowerman, "28, Lebanon EiLAi.iE Wkight. '21). l-"ranklin
Olca Bonke, '28, Indianapolis
CCXLIV
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Alplfa i^lta ®lf^ta
iU^BBk
Founded at Transylvania College. Lexington, Kentucky,
January i, 1919
Eleven Chapters
Epsilon Chapter established October 13, 1923
First Rozv—
Gladys Collins, '26, Knightstown
Catherine Dodson, '26, Indianapolis
Raye Greatbatch, '26, Indianapolis
Mary Leslie, '26, Fairland
Mae McIntire, '26, Cambridge
Fowth Roiv—
LovA Conn, '28, Rushville, Indiana
Juanita Haehl, '28, Shelbyville, Indiana
Susan Hiatt, '28, Indianapolis
Louise Martin, '28, Indianapolis
Helen Schmitz, '28, Indianapolis
Second Row—
WiLMA TuLLY, '26, Indianapolis
Irene Wilson, '26, Shelbyville
Gladys Elmore, '27, Indianapolis
Dorothy Everroad, '27, Indianapolis
Bernice Giltner, '27, Indianapolis
Fifth Roii.<—
Dorothy Shaffer, '28, Indianapolis
Helen Tomlinson, '28, Indianapolis
Ruth Blackman, '29, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Gallacer, '29, Indianapolis
LaRue Hale, '29, Indianapolis
Gladys Erwin, '29, Xoblesville
Third Row—
Paula Karch, '27, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Kerk, '27, Memphis, Tennessee
Mildred Smith, '27, Indianapolis
Leefe Worth, '27, Indianapolis
ViRr.iMA Bahnes, '28, Indianapolis
.S'i'.r//i Rati—
Geneve Hussy, '29, Indianapolis
Harriet Kinc, '29, Indianapolis
Mildred Murphy, '20. Indianapolis
Virginia Sohl, '29, Indianapolis
Mariam Weaver, '29, Indianapolis
Marjorie Wood, '29, Indianapolis
CCXLVI
CCXLVII
Sflta Hrta
Founded at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, Octol)er 24, 1902
Forty-four Chapters
Alpha Nu Chapter estabHshed June 17, 1924
First Rozi'—
Alberta Cdblrx
Margaret Ann Bell, '26, Rushville
Kathleen Dyer, '26, Indianapolis
Katharine Fillmore. '26, Indianapolis
LoilSE Rl'NDELL. '26, Indianapolis
fourth Roi^'—
(Pres. ), Indianapolis Edna Baldwin 8, Indianapolis
Dorothy Bartholomew, '29, Indianapolis
Pearl Bartley, '29, Jacksonville, Florida
Mary Jayne Benham, '29, Salem
LiLA Burchard, '29, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Lois Binc, '28, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Dorothy Dl'esenberg, '28. Indianapolis
Ruth Emigholz, '28, Indianapolis
Ri'BY Gibson, '28, Indianapolis
Helkx Howaui), '2S, Indianapolis
I'iftli Rozi'—
Mary Catherine Campbkll, '29, Indianapolis
Margaret Davis. '29, South Bend
Marii.ea Downs, '29, \'inccnnes
Helen Kingham. '29, Indianapolis
Harriet Kistxkr, '2u, Indianarolis
Third Row—
Mary Kinsley, '2cS, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Kitzinger, '28, Columbus
Ada Rl'bi'sh, '28, Indianapolis
Katherine Rnu'Sii. '28, Indianapolis
l.KE ZwiiKKl.. '28, .Anderson
Sixth Roii^-
V'lRGi.viA LlNllSA^. '29, Louisville. KentueU;
M.vxiNE QriNN, '29, Indianapolis
Kathrvn Rank, '29, Indianapolis
Virginia Springer, '29, Indianapolis
Eldona Stamm, '29, Indianapolis
Irene Wood. '29, Greenfield
CCXLVIIl
CCXLIX
Alplja (dlfi ©m^ga
Founded at DePauw University, Greencastle, Indiana
October 15, 1885
Forty-five Chapters
Alpha Chi Chapter estaWished February 28, 1925
rst Rniv—
Virginia Curtis. '26 (Pres.), Indianapolis
Helex Erber, "26, Indianapolis
LaDonxa Lamb, '26, Indianapolis
Dorothy Patterson, '26, Indianapolis
Georgiana Rockwell, '26, Indianapolis
Bernice Abbott, '2~, Whiteland
Elizabeth Anderson, '2y. Indianapolis
-)iirth Ro-a^-
Bettv Currie, '28, New Albany
Katherine Harrod, '28, Indianapolis
Alice Hollingsworth. '28, Indianapolis
Grace Martindale, '28, Indianapolis
Irma Roller, '28, Indianapolis
LuciNDA Smith, '28, Indianapolis
Mary E. .Swain, '28, Indianapolis
Second Roiv—
DoROTHA Berger, '27, Indianapolis
JvLiA Bretzman, '2y, Indianapolis
Dorothy Brown, '27, Indianapolis
Dorothy Ensminger, '27, Shelbjville
Dorothy Knisely, '27, Indianapolis
Xaomi Lookabill, '27, Indianapolis
Wallace Montagi'e, '27, Indianapolis
Fifth Ron—
Gertrude Wysong, '28, Indianapolis
Betty Barclay, '29, Indianapolis
Marcena Campbell, '29, Indianapolis
Marcia Clapp, '29, Beech Grove
Dorothy Davis, '29, Indianapolis
Jane Hawekotte, '29, Indianapolis
Helen Havnes, '29, Pittsboro
Third A'oit—
Julia Patton, '27, Indianapolis
Leila Belle Shipman, '27, Indianapnlis
Katherine Smith, '27, Indianapolis
Fay Smith, '27, Indianapolis
Jeanetta Watson, '27, Indianapolis
Margaret Barlet, '28, Indianapolis
Catherine Cryan, '28, Indianapolis
Sixth A'oic'
—
Jane Hurst, '29, Fortville
I'.EULAH Moore, '29, Rossville
l-'STELLE POSTON, '29, Rushvillc
Helen Louise VVarmoth, '29, Indianapolis
Mary C. Wilson, '29, Cambridge City
Imogene Poston. '29, Indianapolis
CCL
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Alplja irila ft
Founded at Wesleyan Colleoe, ]\Iac(in, Georgia. May 13, 1S51
P'orty-six Chapters
Alpha Phi Chapter estalilished April 4, 1925
First Rozf—
LiLLiE Smith. '26 (Pres. ). Rushville
Irene Lewis, '26, Greenfield
Mary Nussbaum, '26, Marion
Edna Margaret Cooney, '27, Madison
Florence Lesher, '27, Indianapolis
Third Ron—
Ruby Stout, '28, Indianapolis
Catherine Sweet. '28, Indianapolis
Anne Thule, '28, Indianapolis
Gretchen Vestol, '28. Indianapolis
Mary' Armstrong, '29, Indianapolis
Second Rozv—
Ruby Pearce, '27, Indianapolis
Pauline Arnold, '28, Indianapolis
Mary McCormick. '28, Indianapolis
Helen Owens, '28, Indianapolis
ViRGiNL\ SjfALL, '28, Indianapolis
Fourth Roic—
Martha Armstrong, '29, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Clark, '29, Indianapolis
Mary Erwix, '29, Indianapolis
Mary Kathryn Falvey, '29, Indianapolis
Eloise Littell. "jq. Logansport
Fifth Rozv—
Dorothy Lawson, '29. Indianapolis
Helen Lesher, '29, Indianapolis
Bernice Jones, '29, Mishawaka
Hazel Reynolds, '29, Indianajiolis
M.'^RY Alice Shaw. '21, Indianapolis
CCLII
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CCLIII
i^lta (iiamma
Founded at Mississippi Women's Institute, January 2, 1874
P^orty Chapters
Alpha Tau Chapter established, October 3, 1925
First Rozi'—
Alice Youxc, '26 (Pres.), Indianapolis
Agnes Holland, '26, Knightstown
Mary McMeans, '26, Indianapolis
Rebecca Pitts, '26, Indianapolis
Dorothy Poindexter, '26, Indianapolis
Dorothy Saxdefur, '26, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Eleanor Jones, "28, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Reed, '28, Indianapolis
Thelma Thomas, '28, Indianapolis
Lelah Wright, '28, Indianapolis
Elizabeth M. Shera, '28, Indianapolis
Leone Blakely, '29, Indianapolis
Second Rozi'—
Jeanne Wilsox, '27, Indianapolis
Lucie Ash.tiax, '27, Indianapolis
Edna M. Christiax, '27. Indianapolis
Virginia Lucas, '27, Indianapolis
Jean Mander, '27, Indianapolis
Helen Pascoe, '27, Calumet, Michigan
Fifth Ron—
Helen DeN'elling, '20, Indianapolis
Louise Dauner, '29, Indianapolis
Rosalind Emerick, '29, Indianapolis
Josephine Fitch, '29, Indianapolis
Emily Mauzy, '29, Rushville
Dorothy Morga, '29, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Helen Shade, '27, Kokomo
Dorothy Dugdale, '28, Indianapolis
Pollie DuVal, '28, Indianapolis
Catherine Gilbert, '28, Indianapolis
Doris Haggard, '27, Indianapolis
Dorothy Helmer, '27, Indianapolis
Sixth Roiv—
Henrietta Orr, '29, Indianapolis
Frances Parker, '29, Indianapolis
Virginia Sinix, '29, Indianapolis
Nellie \'on Staden, '29, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Spanagel, '29, Rushville
Alice McQuillin, '29, Indianapolis
CCLIV

fiDur plcasanrc 5crc is all bain glorp,
Tl^iS tals tDOcIti is but tiansitori),
Tliie fIcsS is brucftlr, tf)r iFcpnb is Sift:—
IHimoc Sl^ottis ronttirbat mr.
CtUilliam SDunbat 1465=1520.
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P^rjS0nnri
ifan SampH A. 2Jnl|barli
|"|)f n«li ot comprcljcnsibe legal tcainins i& gcratcr note
tf)an cbcc betott. tE^f J^ato licing based upon tf)c funDa=
mental principles toljirfi guitieli men in t|)eir intercourse
Mtf) eacID otiier to^etlier in tl)e orUinarp course of business,
in t^e matter ot gobernmental atfairs, or in tl)e bemanDS
of tl)e mere business of libing, iS man's expression of l^iS
ebucation nnb refinement, tl^ere can be no unberstanbins of a nation's
cibiIi?ntion, its ebucational anb Social Status, its f)oprs anb ambitions,
biit^out an interpretation of its tI)ougt)t ti)rous{)out tl)e ages. 311 Social
orber otoes its eriStence to ilab), anb our cibili^ation anb culture is but its
ejpression.
CCLVIII
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William G. White, LL. B.,
Professor of Law.
Noble C. Butler, LL. D.,
Professor of Constitutional Lazv.
Louis B. Ewbank, LL. B.,
Lecturer on Appellate Procedure.
Fremont Alford, LL. B.,
Professor of Criminal Law and Procedure.
L. Roy Zapf, A. B., LL. B., M. Dip.,
Professor of International Lazv and Diplomacy.
Robert N. Fulton, LL B,
Professor of Lazv.
Howard W. Adams, A. B., LL. B.,
Instructor in Lazv.
Harry C. Hendrickson^ LL. B.,
Instructor in Lazv.
Fred McCallister, A. B., LL. B.,
Instructor in Lazv.
George G. Rinier, A. B., LL. B„
Instructor in Law.
John W. Kern, A. B., LL.
Instructor in Lazv.
Amanda Sellars^ B. S.,
irian.
CCLIX
THIRD YEAR CLASS
Beaslev. Homer Edwix.
Indiana Stale Normal.
Beniiam, Fred Robert,
Sigma Delta Kappa.
BoAZj RoscoE Dale.
Elnora
Clay City
Columbus
Brindlev, Reno Hamilton, Etna Green
Northwestern University ; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Cunningham, Fred Deniston, Indianapolis
Secretary.
Danner, Knoefel Wilson, Indianapolis
Sigma Delta Kappa.
Fears. Barxev Howell,
Ferguson, Guy Otis,
Tri-State Normal.
Field, Morris Bristor,
Frick, Ernest I'rank,
President.
Louisville, Kentucky
Bluefield, IV. Va.
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Glenn, Burr Hoover, Huntington
Valedictorion : University of Illinois; Delta Theta
Phi.
Grant, Wilbur Homer, Indianapolis
CCLX
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THIRD YEAR CLASS
Harrison, William Davis. Bedford
A. B. Franklin College: Delta Theta Phi.
Hoffman, George Donald, Connersville
University of Arizona Law School ; Sigma Delta
Kappa.
Johnson, Ralph Almer, Lafayette
Purdue University; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Kealing. Harold Freeman, Indianapolis
Butler University ; Delta Theta Phi.
Kendig, Otis Glanviixe, Fredericksburg, Va.
Blackstone (Va.) Military Academy; Sigma Delta
Kappa.
KuHLMAN. Ora Raymond, Kendallville
Tri-State Normal ; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Laffey, Alexander Joseph, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Tri-State Normal.
McFarland, Harold Earl, Ridgeville
Kentucky Military Institute ; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Miller, William Howard,
Tri-State Normal.
O'CoNNER, Thomas Francis,
Notre Dame University.
Elkhart
Indianapolis
Pearcy, William Thomas. Indianapolis
Vice-President ; A. B. Butler University ; Delta
Theta Phi.
Phillips, Howard Dare, Akron, Ohio
Ohio Northern University; Delta Theta Phi.
I_ CCLXI
*THIRD YEAR CLASS
OuiNN, Michael Alexander, Indianapolis
Riddle, Paul McLain, Linton
Treasurer ; Indiana Universit.v ; Delta Theta Phi.
SXVDER, GaRLEN IrVIN,
Tri-State Xormal.
South Bend
Stamm, Charles Henry, Kezvanna
Tri-State Normal ; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Stewart, Clarence,
SuHANEK, Leo Henry,
Sigma Delta Kappa.
Teckemeyer, Earl Burton,
Sigma Delta Kappa.
North Terre Haute
Erie, Pcnna.
Indianapolis
^ A'oyles, Nelson Hardy, Shaivncctozvn, Illinois^ Valparaiso University : Sigma Delta Kappa.
West, George Wall.\ce,
A. B. Butler University.
Indianapolis
CCLXII
SECOND YEAR CLASS
Amos, Gordon Millard, Greensburg
Purdue University; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Beard, Lewis Levi,
Ohio State University; Delta Theta Phi.
Berryhill, Edwin Craft, Indianapolis
President; B. S. Butler University; Franklin Col-
lege; Delta Theta Phi.
BossE, Edmund Anthony, Decatur
Brown, Frank Hale, Indianapolis
A. B. Butler University ; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Bucker, Guy Eugene, Mooresville
Lieutenant-Colonel, U. S. Army, retired.
Butler, Gilbert Wallace,
Butler University.
Campbell, Henry Clay,
Wabash College.
Martinsville
Indianapolis
Campbell, James Griffin,
Wabash College; Butler University; Delta Theta
Phi.
Chambers, George Oliver, Indianapolis
Indiana University; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Goett, Henry Otto, Indianapolis
Treasurer; A. B. Butler University; Delta Theta
Phi.
Harris, Donald Murray, Hobhs
CCLXIII
SECOND YEAR CLASS
Jackson. Harold Vernok,
Purdue University.
Lafayette
i\[cC.\NDLE.ss. GEORr.E CuRRYER, IitdtanapoUs
B. S. Butler University ; Sigma Delta Kappa.
McCray. El.aiore S.mith. Kentland
B. S. Colgate University ; Purdue University.
AEackey'. Maurice Clarexce. Seymour
Butler University ; Delta Theta Phi.
JMiLLER, Frank Kyte, Indianapolis
Yale University.
N.-\ssER, George Na.s.ser, Terre Haute
Neukom, William Rovve. Indianapolis
Butler University; Delta Theta Phi.
Nielsen. Ch.vrles Lei.and,
Sigma Delta Kappa.
Erie, Penna.
XiLES, LoRiNG Lorenzo, New Castle
Vice-President ; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Rainier, Louis Osc.vr,
Indiana University.
Reibold, George King,
.\. B., Central Normal College.
Stockton, Helen Ruth,
.Secretarv.
Indianapolis
Danville
Indianapolis
Underwood, Howard Gensemer. Indianapolis
Butler University.
Wright, John Newcomb, Indianapolis
Purdue University ; Rutlor University,
CCLXIV
FIRST YEAR CLASS
Abbett, Marion Tillman,
President; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Indianapolis
Batchelor, Thomas Churchill, huiianapolis
A. B., Butler University.
Brown, Douglas,
Brown, Walter Boyd,
Treasurer ; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Browne, Garald Harlan,
Copes, Kenneth Edward,
Muncie State Normal.
Cox, Kenneth Harris,
Sigma Delta Kappa.
Dawson, James Madison,
Delta Theta Phi.
Demmy, Wylie Edward,
Donadio, James Vincent,
Delta Theta Phi.
FiTZPATRiCK, Claude Ray,
Sigma Delta Kappa.
Grimes, Edw.\rd,
Sigma Delta Kappa.
Harvey, John Parke,
A. B., DePauw University.
Hornbrook, Byron Hargrave,
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Union City
Brookville
Indianapolis
Gillespie, Illinois
Indianapolis
Branford. Conn.
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Danville
Indianapolis
Hume, John Tandy, Jr., Danville
Vice-President ; Indiana University.
Lasky, Mawen, Diduth, Minn.
CCLXV
FIRST YEAR CLASS
Lemoxs, Kexnetii Eugene. Indianapolis
Butler University; Delta Theta Phi.
Little. John Burdette. IndiauapoHs
A. B., DePauw University ; Delta Theta Phi.
McAL\H.\N, Robert L.\res,
University of Illinois.
Indianapolis
Meyer, How.\rd ]\[iller. Canton. Ohio
Ohio Northern University : Sigma Delta Kappa.
;\IoNT.\Ni, Ferdinand A'ictor, Indianapolis
O'CoNNER. Leo Francis, Indianapolis
N^otre Dame Universitv.
Raitano, Alfred Bartholomew, Augusta
Delta Theta Phi.
Ricii.vRDsoN, Henry Johnson, Jr., Mobile, Ala.
Universitv of Illinois.
Sh.\fe, Ch.vrles Edward, Indianapolis
LL. B., Indiana Law School: (Specitl student.)
SissoN, Frank Trumbull. Indianapolis
Butler University ; Sigma Delta Kappa.
\'iCKERY, David Boyd, Xctv Castle
Wade, Robert John, .Ifnoresville
Butler University.
WlCKLlFF, W.\LD0 Clay, I )idia)}apoUs
Secretary ; Sigma Delta Kappa.
Wit, John Arthur, Indianapolis
WiT.Mi'.R. Fr.\ncis Ei.den, Jr., Indianapolis
Z\\ i;k.\i;r, AnoLni Henry, Tcrrc Haute
CCLXVI

^tgma irita Kappa
Founded at University of Michigan, 1914
Twenty—one Chapters
Eta Chapter estabHshed, 1916
First Roiv—
Fred R. Benham, '26, Clay City
RE^fo H. Brindley, '26, Etna Green
Knoefel W. Danner, '26, Indianapolis
George D. Hoffman^ '26, Connersville
Ralph A. Johnson, '26, Lafayette
Third Roiv—
Earl B. Teckemeyer, '26, Indianapolis
Nelson H. Voyles, '26, Shawneetown, 111.
Gordon M. Amos, '27, Greensburg
Frank H. Brown, '27, Indianapolis
George O. Chambers, '27, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Otis G. Kendig, '26, Fredericksburg, Va.
Ora R. Kuhlman, '26, Kendallville
Harold E. McFarland, '26, Ridgeville
Chaklks H. Stamm, '26, Kewanna
Leo H. Suhanek, '26, Erie, Pennsylvania
Fourth Rozv—
George C. McCandless, '27, Indianapolis
Charles L. Nielsen, '27, Erie, Penna.
LoRiNG L. Niles, '27, New Castle
Makion T. Abbett, '28, Indianapolis
W. Boyd Brown, '28, Indianapolis
CCLXVIir
Fifth Roiv—
Kenneth H. Cox, '28, Indianapolis
Claude R. Fitzpatrick, '28, Indianapolis
Edward Grimes, '28, Indianapolis
Howard M. Mevkr, '28, Canton, Ohio
Frank T. Sisson, '28, Indianapolis
Wai.iki C. Wickliff, '28, Indianapolis
jm
CCLXIX
iflta oflirta fIjt
Founded at the University of Chicago, 1900
Fifty-six Chapters
Voorhees Senate Chapter estabhshed, 1922
First Roiv—
Burr H. Glenn, '26, Huntington
William D. Harrison, '26, Bedford
Harold F. Kealing, '26, Indianapolis
William T. Pearcy, '26, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Henry C. Campbell, '27, Indianapolis
Henry O. Goett, '27, Indianapolis
Maurice C. Mackey, '27, Seymour
William R. Nuekom, '27, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Howard D. Phillips, '26, Akron, Ohio
Paul M. Riddle, '26, Linton
Lewis L. Beard, '27, Indianapolis
Edwin C. Berryhill, '27, Indianapolis
Fourth Roiv—
James M. Dawson, '28, Gillespie, 111.
James V. Donadio, '28, Branford, Conn.
Kenneth E. Lemons, '28, Indianapolis
John B. Litile, '28, Indianapolis
Alfred B. Raitano, '28, Augusta
CCLXX




Butler University
INDIANAPOLIS
SUMMER SESSION, 1926
JUNE 14 to AUGUST 7
Courses of Instruction
Astronomy
Athletic Coaching
Biblical History and
Botany
Chemistry
Literature
History
Latin
Mathematics
Philosophy
Physics
Economics
Education
English
German
Political Science
Psychology
Romance Language
Zoology
College Credit
All the work is of standard college grade. Credits may apply on college degrees. Stu-
dents may make a maximum of nine semester hours credit. Teachers and college students will
find the work particularly well adapted to their needs.
Courses to meet the new Indiana licensing law.
L
Capital City Advantages
Butler University is centrally located and easily accessible. The city of Indianapolis
offers many attractions through its churches, libraries, parks, stores and theatres. Rooms and
boarding places may be had in the vicinity of the College at reasonable rates.
The detailed announcement of the Summer Session, giving full information regarding
courses, fees and academic credit, will be mailed on application. Send for one.
The Director of the Summer Session, Butler University, Indianapolis, Ind.
CCLXXIIl
Breakfast Lunch Dinner
JOHNSON'S BAKERY & CAFETERIA
"Service of the Better Kind"
5528-30 East Washington Street Irv. 1888
IRV. 3383 H. H. PFEIFER, Prop.
IRVINGTON VULCANIZING CO.
Tires, Batteries, Oils, Gas and Accessories,
Tire and Battery Repairing
5410-5416 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
ELMO RITCHEY CALVIN RITCHEY
ZARING SWEET SHOPPE
TJie North Side Rendezvous for Butler Students
CANDIES—SODAS—LUNCHES
DELIVERY SERVICE
Zaring Theatre Bldg. 28th & Central Ave. Randolph 6688
SUMMER SESSION
Public School Music EDUCATION Courses
METROPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Affiliated With BUTLER UNIVERSITY
state Accredited
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Summer Term Date, June 14
Complete Courses will be offered for the Training of Supervisors of Public School Music
and Grade School Teachers. The entire Music Faculty of the Metropolitan School will be
available during the Summer Session, June 14 to July 24.
Write for Summer Session Bulletin.
GERTRUDE DOUGL.\SS, Registrar Mctrot'olilan School of Music, Indi.\n.\polis, Ind.
CCLXXIV
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B. FRANK WILSON
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
411 Continental Bank Bldg. Main 3512
INDIANAPOLIS
SHOES FOR ENTIRE FAMILY BETTER FOR LESS
CHAILLE'S SHOE SHOP
"Shoe Repairing a Specialty"
Phone Irv. 1479-J—9 N. Ritter Ave. H. T. Chaille, Prop. Indianapolis, Ind.
Call Us For the Correct Time Our Prescription Department is Complete
A Registered Pharmacist in Charge at All Times
Irvington 0140
Most Faiuilies in Irvington Know This Number
When You Need Anything \\*hich a High Class Drug Store Should Carry
—
-Just Use the Telephone and Have Service at Your Door
MERRILL'S PHARMACY
The Students' Headquarters
East Washington Street at Ritter Avenue
Compliments of
JOHN K. KINGSBURY, M. D. W. F. KELLY, M. D.
W. B. GATES, D. D. S. C. A. DONNELL, D. D. S.
CHAS. E. ARNOLD, D. D. S. H. B. MORROW, D. D. S.
CCLXXV
CHARACTER
Fair, fearless and candid, The Indianapolis News
has been the faithful servant of its city and state for
more than half a century. The News has character,
born of service. It has personality of its own, yet it
reflects truthfully the spirit of our people and our
times. The News has become a great newspaper
because Indianapolis deserves a great newspaper and
The News has fulfilled its destiny.
THE INDIANAPOLIS NEWS
T^Ae Great Hoosier Daily
CCLXXVI
7 North Ritter Avenue Phone, IRvington 3000
IRVINGTON DRY CLEANERS
Formerly East End Cleaners
We Call and Deliver Satisfaction Guaranteed
WHEN YOU NEED THE SERVICES OF AN AGENCY
WRITE OR PHONE US
Wc Place Teachers in Universities, Colleges, Public and Private Schools. We Thoroughly Investigate
the Record of Each Applicant. We Will Furnish This Confidential Information
to School Officals Upon Request
THE EBLE TEACHERS' AGENCY
JOHN EBLE, Manager
516 CONTINENTAL BANK BLDG. Phone. Circle 1361. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Made in litdianctpolis
DARMODY'S BAR GOODS—CHOCOLATES
Made to Satisfy the Consumer—You Will Enjoy Their Goodness
and Their Bigness
Dream Bar—Cocoanut Nougat—Pineapple Whip—Diamond Nougat
Chop Suey—Billy Boy—Almond Honey—Speedway Caramels
Cherry Punch—Big Joe
THE J. F. DARMODY CO. Ini)i.\n.\polis
Jobbers of Bishop Babcock Fountains and Fountain Goods and Supplies
Polk
dairy products have been leaders in Indianapolis for more than Z2) years.
They are the choice in discriminating homes because of their unsurpassed
purity and wholesomeness. Ask for Polk's Best Milk at your favorite
fountain, or order Polk's Creamed Cottage Cheese Frisco Style as a relish
with your lunch. Insist on Polk's for the best!
POLK SANITARY MILK CO.
CCLXXVII
KlNGAtfS
"RELIABLE"
HAMS - BACON - LARD
KiNGANS
,
'RELIABLE' V
SUGAR CURED HAM
KiNGAN&CO
PORK AND BEEF PACKERS
Main Plant—Indianapolis
LIrvington's First Tailor
MENDEL, THE TAILOR
CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING
Irvington 2300 Room 2 Carr Bldg. 5436 East Washington Street
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER
WILLIAMSON'S
"WELLMADE" CANDIES
For Sale Everywhere
EXCELSIOR LAUNDRY
840-848 North New Jersey Street
branch offices
907 Ft. Wayne Avenue 224 North Alabama Street
Phone—MAin 3180 INDIANAPOLIS
IRVINGTON'S HEADQUARTERS FOR
Coal and Building Material
IRVINGTON COAL AND LIME CO.
5543 Bonna Avenue
Phones—Irvington 4196 and 4197
PROMPT SERVICE COURTEOUS TREATMENT
We Invite Consultation on all Matters Pertaining to
Our Lines of Business
Fred D. Stilz, General IManager
CCLXXIX
SENIORS,
HOLD ONE thing-
Do not cut ALL the ties that bind
you to the dear old Alma Mater.
Leave one "string" that you can
follow back to the good old days
when Dad paid the freight! The
BUTLER COLLEGL\N is the
string. It costs only $2.00 a year.
You'll say it's worth it, too
—
when you're out on your own.
THE BUTLER COLLEGIAN
liiiir limes (1 'a'cch
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The Place Where Butler Eats
BUTLER CAFE
speedy Service
7 A. M. Mrs. C. H. Hamaker 5 P. M.
For Any Gathering—Teas to Formals
Serve
VELVET— The Cream of the Town
JESSUP & ANTRIM ICE CREAM CO., M-5170
Quality Service
THE XLEANERS
ORIENTAL RUGS A SPECIALTY Main 4141
DEPENDABLE—ECONOMICAL-
COMFORTABLE TRANSPORTATION
All Steel Cars
INDIANAPOLIS
RUSHVILLE
CONNERSVILLE
SHELBYVILLE
GREENSBURG
Indianapolis &l Cincinnati Traction Co.
Charles L. Henry, Receiver
CCLXXXI
The Union Trust Co
OF INDIANAPOLIS
120 East Market Stueet
Departments of Service
TRUST BOXD FOREIGN SAVINGS INSURANCE
LOAN BANKING REAL ESTATE RENTAL FARM MORTGAGE
Complete Financial Service Throughout These Departments
Officers
Your Affairs Administered by These Successful Men
ARTHUR V. BROWN President
JOHN E. REED Vice-President
HARRY F. McNUTT Treasurer
ALFRED F. GAUDING Secretary
CORNELIUS O. ALIG Assistant Treasurer
ALAN A. RITCHIE Assistant Secretary
J. FLOYD KING Assistant Secretary
GEORGE A. BUSKIRK Trust Officer
MERLIN M. DUNBAR
Inheritance and Income Tax Officer and Assistant Trust Officer
CHARLES T. BLIZZARD Auditor
RICHARD A. KURTZ. . . .Assistant Secretary and Manager Foreign Department
HARRY L. CUSHWA Manager Insurance Department
HARRY L. MOTT Manager Real Estate Department
FRANK L. THOMAS Manager Rental Department
JAMES C. GOODLET Manager Kentucky Avenue Branch
Directors
JOHN J. APPEL
Gregory and Appel
A. A. BARNES
President Udell Works
HENRY W. BENNETT
President State Life Insurance Co.
ARTHUR V. BROWN
President
WM. T. CANNON
Pres., Railroadmen's Bldg. & Sav. Assn.
E. H. DARRACH
President Inter-State Car Co.
THOMAS C. DAY
of T. C. Day & Co., Mortgage Loans
FRED C. DICKSON
President The Indiana Trust Co.
BERKLEY W. DUCK
President The Spann Co.
G. A. EFROYMSON
President H. P. Wasson & Co.
HENRY EITEL
Vice-President Indiana National Bank
EDGAR H. EVANS
President Acme-Evans Co.
HENRY H. HORNBROOK
Attorney-at-Law
LOUIS C. HUESMAN
President Central Supply Co.
WILL G. IRWIN
President Irwin's Bank, Columbus, lud.
JOSIAH K. LILLY, Jr.
Eli Lilly & Co.
mWARD L. McKEE
Treasurer McKee Realty Co.
;amuel e. rauh
Pres. Belt. Rail, and Stock Yards Co.
RANK D. STALXAKER
President Indiana National Bank
;amuel b. sutphin
President Revcridge Paper Co.
Courtesy and Expert Service Extended to You by These Officers
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VARSITY SHOP
For First Class Barber Work Shoe Shining Parlor
5444 E. Washington Street R. Blessing, Proprietor
HENDREN PRINTING COMPANY
(Incorporated)
PRINTING, BINDING and ENGRAVING
46s CENTURY BUILDING Main 0466 INDIANAPOLIS
"SHIRLEY SERVICE"
Has Made
SHIRLEY BROTHERS
Indiana's Leading Funeral Directors
ATILINSILVER
STE.E.L
For 69 years we have manufactured Saws, Saw Tools, Saw
Specialties and Machine Knives in Indianapolis.
We make all kinds of Saws for the carpenter and mechanic, also
Band and Circular Saws for saw and planing mills, woodworking
and furniture factories.
The quality of our products is of the highest standard and a trial
order will convince you that they are
"The Finest on Earth"
Ask for our products the next time you are in the market ; if you
have difficulty in obtaining them, inform us and your requirements
will be given the best attention.
E. C. ATKINS 8c COMPANY
Establish 1857 The Silver Steel Saw People
One Block South of Union Station on Illinois Street INDIANAPOLIS, U. S. A.
CCLXXXIII
Terre Haute, Indianapolis &. Eastern
Tradiion Company
Trains Every Hour for EASTERN, WESTERN
and NORTHWESTERN Indiana
Connects with Electric Lines at Indianapolis for
points in Indiana, Ohio. Michigan and
Kentucky
Through Service to DAYTON, Ohio
Connecting at Dayton for Springfield,
Columbus, Lima and Toledo, Ohio, and
Detroit, J\Iich.
SAVE TIME AND iM O N E Y
Travel the "lilcclric Way"
CCLXXXIV
i882 1926
THE TEACHERS COLLEGE OF INDIANAPOLIS
A STANDARD NORMAL SCHOOL FOR THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS
Affiliated With Butler College
For Catalog and Further Information, Write to
ELIZA A. BLAKER, President
Alabama and Twenty-third Streets, Indianapolis, Ind.
BUTLER BUYS
GYM CHAIRS CLASSROOM FURNITURE OFFICE EQUIPMENT
From Her Friends and Fellow Townsmen
KIGER & CO.
Main 4181 All School Equipment 113 S. Pennsylvania St.
I^B
671 Wabash Ave.
Terre Haute
5510 E. Washington
Indianapolis
Student Rendezvous
Where luscious fruits and syrups are
concocted into drinks that rival
the nectar of the gods
Refreshments Drinks Light Lunches
Educational Activities Center at
THE CLAYPOOL
The Riley Room is instinctively chosen
for university social functions
CCLXXXV
1925 J^deee<y PRIZE WIMMmG ANNVALS
cn.
^kdeeco^ Service is Prize
Winning Service
HE above picture tells its own story.
Seventeen prizes in one year is a record of
which we may well be proud. Let us help
you put your annual in the prize winning
class. ^ IVrite us for complete information.
Indianapolis Engraving Company
Wuhin Building
INDIANAPOLIS f INDIANA
CCLXXXVI
Top Rozii—Gorman, Peters, Kreider, Frisbie, Searcy
Second Row—Pascoe, Worth, Erber, Stout, Kinsley
The 1926
Drift Sales Force
'# "HESE ten girls as sales captains made
-* possible the circulation of 1,150 Drifts'
the largest number of books sold in the his-
tory of Butler University.
"Write them for complete information"
1926 BUTLER DRIFT
Butler University
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
CCLXXXVII
Development ot compact and graceful new
fixtures easily adapted to limited spaces and
fixed floor plans, has brought the comfort
and convenience of an "extra bathroom"
into countless American homes.
The Crane Nova lavatory pictured above
may be had in three sizes, to fit various re-
quirements— 21 X24, 22 X 27 and 24 X 30.
Of cream-white vitreous china, in color it
matches the lustrous enamel of the Tarnia
bath, set here in the soft green vitrolite tiles
lining the walls. The Tarnia bath is sup-
plied in three lengths also
—
5, J^^and 6 feet.
The C«rj^» chair seat and back are ofcane.
Crane plumbingand heatingfixtures are sold
through contractors only, in awide varietyof
styles at prices within reach ofall. Let us send
you "The New Art of Fine Bathrooms."CRAN E
CRANE CO., 105 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUIL DING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO
Bramhei and SaUs Offices in One Hundred and Fifiy-fix-e Cities
National Exhihit Rooms: Chicago^ New 7'or*, Atlantic Cilv, San Francisco and Montreal
Uteris: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham^ Chattanooga, Ttenton, Monireai and St. Johns, tiue.
CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, MEXICO CITY, SHANGHAI
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL
NOON
•nodest homes; othersfof
apartments and hotels
CCLXXXVIII
HAND WROUGHT RINGS
This is one of our best examples of Fine Workmanship
and exclusive designs
Hand Wrought Fraternity Jewelry
Dance Programs Favors Medals Cups
MAXWELL C. LANG
310 Kahn Blto;. Main 3667
CARR AUTO SALES CO.
In Irvington
Qford
"Were Hot"—For Butler
MAIN YARD ^If" AAMI AA EAST YARD
424 West 17th Street Af^Mt llAI 1^11 4°' South Ritter Ave.
Rand 0534 nU ITIL UUML UUa Irv4406
Richard H. Stout, Mgr. Hi Seward, Mgr.
"^Ifs a Black Business, But We Treat You White'
INDIANAPOLIS
Home of Butler College and
Silver Flash
Gasoline
Both Quality Institutions
WESTERN OIL REFINING CO.
OF, BY AND FOR INDIANAPOLIS
"Emphatically Independent"
CCLXXXIX
Compliments of
WALTER H. MONTGOMERY
and
CROWN LAUNDRY CO.
bIv^gis^ MILFORD'S pharmacy °^^#r^ugs''
Service
PERSONAL IRVINGTON 0^71 PROMPT
IN THE STORE ii<. ii\U 1 WI U4 ^y PHONE
Printin
WM. M. HAAIPTON
220 East Ohio Street
Main 0816 Indianapolis
PENNANT SNOWDRIFT
and Other Fancy Table Synips
Made by
UNION STARCH REFINING CO., Columbus, Ind.
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS
MUSICAL MERCHANDISE OF QUALITY
BAND AND ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENTS
STANDARD SHEET MUSIC, BOOKS, STUDIES, Etc.
ORTHOPHONIC VICTROLAS, RECORDS, BRUNSWICKS
27 East Ohio Stkket IXDIAN.-VPOLIS Hime-M.\nsur Bldc.
CCXC
iti««iBM.eg7i«asagBig«i»«»Mi»«^^
QUALITY AND STYLE
Without Extravagance
Men's HATS, CAPS and
GLOVES
HARRY LEVINSON
YOUR HATTER
Three Stores for Your Convenience
For Safety's Sake Use
CHECKER CABS
Lincoln 1515
BAGGAGE DEPARTMENT-LINCOLN 1512
Official Service
Operated by
FRANK BIRD TRANSFER CO.
JoiiD B. Dubuc, President-General Manager
Indiana Law School
UNIVERSITY OF INDIANAPOLIS
Three Years' Course of Study
Leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Laws
s&
For Information, Address the Dean,
James A. Rohbach, A. M., LL. D.
312-322 Columbia Securities Building 143 East Ohio Street
INDIANAPOLIS
CCXCI
mamaam
i^Chicago
"The Hoosier"
Leaves Indianapolis 7:45 A. M
Leaves Boulevard Station. . 8:00 A. M
Arrives Chicago 12:45 P. M.
''Chicago Limited"
Leaves Indianapolis 12:00 Noon
Leaves Boulevard Station. . 12:15 P. M.
Arrives Chicago 4:55 P. M.
"The Tippecanoe"
Leaves Indianapolis 4:30 P. M.
Leaves Boulevard Station . . 4:44 P.M.
Arrives Chicago 9:10 P. M.
"Midnight Special"
Leaves Indianapolis 1 :00 A. M.
Leaves Boulevard Station. . 1:15 A.M.
Arrives Chicago 7:10 A. M.
(Sleepers ready in Union Station 9 P. M.)
{Special Sleeper ready at Boulevard Station 9P. M.)
MDNON ROUTE
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Ry.
Ticket Offices:
38 West Ohio Street .... Phone Circle 4600
Boulevard Station . . . Phone Washington 0820
Union Station Phone Main 4567
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THE IRVINGTON SANITARY BARBER SHOP
E.vt.-iids
CORDIALITY AND SERVICE
To Both Ladies and Gentlemen
5 NORTH RITTER AVE. CHAS. CAVANESS, Prop.
CALL BALL, THAT'S ALL
CLEANING, PRESSING AND REPAIRING
5532 EAST WASHINGTON Phone Irv. 0131 INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Compliments of
J. R. LYMAN & CO.
Springfield, Mass.
Compliments of
EASTERN COAL & EXPORT CORP.
Atlas Bank Building Cincinnati, Ohio
CCXCIII
"Uhe
Northland Studios
Specialists in
College Annual Photography
Official Photographers
The Drift
1926
Occidental Building
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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IRVINGTON HARDWARE CO.
5505 E. Washington Street Phone, Irvington 0324
LAMPS PAINTS RADIO
A REAL SPORTING GOODS STORE
COLLEGE SWEATERS AND
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
SMITH-HASSLER-STURM CO.
219-221 Massachusetts Avenue 116 East Ohio Street
Phones : Irvington 2800, 2801, 2802
E DIRKS
STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES, FINE MEATS
5524 East Washington St.
SERVICE Indianapolis, Indiana QUALITY
Nichols Qandies
are prepared by expert confectioners from
the finest, purest ingredients available. You
will find them on sale in practically every
first-class drug store, grocery and refresh-
ment parlor in Indianapolis. For sheer
satisfaction's sake, insist on Nichols Candies.
NICHOLS CANDY CO. ^^^ f^^ fllPI/l/l IINDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA ^' ^ ^ a tat i rii^ i/i/maskfor them 1
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INTERSTATE
TJie Electric Way
INDIANAPOLIS—LOUISVILLE, KY.
STANDARD SLEEPER SERMCE
^^^^"^^i_^-^^^"^W/JMH
wrs^K^^ 1
^L*iUPI^^^1flH^^f ^SiImPI1HHuV't^AHiw i'K.
^^1 ^^H|jHP|R^^ifti|H
""-"tMTJT ' '^K^m k\ ^^M^^HWdfll^^^l
mm
1H ^..yi2!91
SERVICE THAT IS RELIABLE
COMFORTABLE CLEAN COX\"EXIENT
PARLOR-BUFFET SERVICE
.~lll-StccI Eqiiipvicut
INTERSTATE PUBLIC SERVICE COAIPANY
Main Office,.!. I". Wild BIdg.
CCCXCVI
Indianapolis
wmLMiiiAjjfe iiia
MOONEY-MUELLER-WARD CO.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
101-103-10S South Meridian Street 17-19-21-23 East Maryland Street
INDIANAPOLIS
RADIO
for sets, parts, accessories or service
Alamo Radio Sales Co.
131 East Ohio Street Indiana's Pioneer Radio House RIley 3482
WEDDING AND SOCIAL STATIONERY
Engraved and Embossed
WILLIAM B. BURFORD
Printer and Stationer
40 SOUTH MERIDLAN STREET, INDIANAPOLIS
EDUCATION
Indiana—An Educational Center
THE MAIN -SPRING OF CIVILIZATION
OUR WORLD TODAY
Up
THROUGH the ages, man
has worked his way, inventing,
discovering, creating. History
and science have laid bare the pages
of the past—thousands of years back
into the Hfe of the world. We can
clearly visualize the struggles and the
triumphs of the hardy ancestors who
built for us our heritage.
Yet it is only within the last few
centuries that most of the wonderful
things we know have been given us.
The telephone—modern marvel of
communication—was invented in 1876.
Now the wires of the Bell System
alone stretch from sea to sea—from
Canada to Mexico, and even beneath
the ocean to the island of Cuba.
Nearly seventeen million telephones
serve the United States. More than
250,000 people labor day and night to
keep the speech paths open and in
service.
ds of grad-
uates, this year, from
Indiana schools and col-
leges, the Indiana Bell
relephone Company of-
its best wishes. May
le business or profes-
onal life you enter feel
le Imprint of your en-
'gy and ability. May
aterial success be yours.
Indiana is noted far and wide for its educational
achievement. Authors, statesmen, scientists, educa-
tors ! Many of the most outstanding figures of all
times in all the world have been Hoosier born and
bred.
The graduate of an Indiana college or university
may step out into the social and commercial life of
the nation, secure in the knowledge that he could have
no finer background than his Hoosier education
!
INDIANA BELL TELEPHONE CO.
t is a significant fact
hat the telephone Is
ised most widely
e education i s
most general.
ft-h
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"Try Habich's First"
THE GUS HABICH COMPANY
The Sportsman's Store
136 E. WASHIXGTOX ST.
The Outdoor Store for Everyone
Compliments of
IRVINGTON COFFEE CO.
5446 E. Washington Street
FURNAS ICE CREAM
"The Cream of Quality"
Is made in the most sanitary manner. Scrupulous care in the selection
of all ingredients insures a product that is rich in those food elements
so necessary for the health of Students.
Prominent Physicians and Food Scientists recognize Pure Ice Cream
as a health-giving food which adds
VIM, VIGOR AND VITALITY TO MIND and BODY
Telephone Your Orders Main 1045-1046-1047
R. W. FURNAS ICE CREAM CO.
O'SHEA SWEATERS
ARE WORN BY
Qhampions of Every (§port
OF COURSE
ATHLETES OF BUTLER UNIVERSITY
WEAR THEM CONTINUALLY
CCXCVIII
ART SCHOOL OF THE
TOHN HERRON ART INSTITUTE
Attractive Classes in
Fine Arts—Commercial Art—Teachers' Training
Associated With Indiana University and Butler University for Teachers' Training Course
SIXTEENTH and PENNSYLVAJSIIA STREETS INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
The Largest Retail Producers of
FINE FLOWERS
In Indianapolis Extend Best Wishes to Butler
BERTERMAN'S
REMEMBER
NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY
318 Traction Terminal Bldg. Indianapolis, Ind.
Our Motto—SERVICE
We have openings ALL THE TIME for well-trained and progressive teachers.
We will give intelligent service in finding the place for which you are best
fitted.
Write us concerning the subject and salary desired and we will put you in
immediate touch with calls corresponding to your desire.
MARY FRANCES WILSON
SPINK ARMS HOTEL
INDIANAPOLIS' NEWEST AND FINEST HOTEL
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Transient Rates $2.50 Per Day and Up
410 North Meridian MAin 5803
We are devoting our greatest efforts
toward making the Spink Arms the
rendezvous for all special luncheon and
dinner parties, club and fraternal dances,
in fact, the sort of hostelry where per-
sonal service rules throughout.
Furnished and Unfurnished Kitchenette Apartments
W. A. HOLT, Manager
CCXCIX
ENJOY THE
SATISFACTION Via
OF TRAVELING
Comfortable
Steel
cars
AND
Fast
Through
Service
UNIOX TRACTION'
OFFERS
THE traveler-
Three fast thru Hoosier-
LANDS, limited trains each
way daily, between Indian-
apolis and Ft. Wayne, via
Anderson and Muncie
;
two each way carry buffet
parlor cars.
Three fast thru Wabash
Valley 1'"lvers, limited
trains each way daily, be-
tween Indianapolis and Ft.
Wayne, via Kokomo and
Peru.
FVequent. convenient, express
or local service between
all points.
ccc
BOAZ, Jr.
Signs and Sliozi' Cards
MAIN 2463 13 PEMBROKE ARCADE
INDIANAPOLIS SERVICE ELECTRIC CO.
Phone Irv. 2864 5519 East Washington Street
Hat'e Your Electrical Repair Work Done at An
ELECTRIC SHOP
DAGGETT (Sl HIBBEN
Architects
Robert Frost Daggett—Thomas E. Hibben
Continental Bank Building
INDIANAPOLIS
Architects for Butler University Architects for DePauw University
Architects for Indiana University
We Trint-
The Sutler Qollegian
MAGAZINES PERIODICALS
NEWSPAPERS OFFICE FORMS
HOUSE ORGANS DIRECT ADVERTISING
"Service Is The Thing"
THE MAIL PRESS
312 East Market Street Indianapolis
CCCI
Established
I859
M
/immin* hole.
The Mitchells have been
printing over 50 Years
Complete Service, book making in its entirety.
Editorial, typesetting, book plates, printing and
binding—under one roof and one supervision.
During the past sixty-seven years of book man-
ufacturing, we have produced many Law Books,
Fiction, Genealogies, School and Text Books,
Brochures, Plays, volumes of Poetry, Private and
de Luxe Editions, Histories, Library Sets, etc.
Special department for University, College and
School Annuals, Hand-books, Publications, etc.
Superfinish book covers, the beautifully grained,
highly embossed and artistically colored line of
superb covers.
Wm, <^yYCitchell T^rinting Qo.
Edition Printers and Binders
GREENFIELD, INDIANA
Estimates,
Dummies, Etc., c
Request
The
Plant
Complete
THIS VOLUME FROM THE "OLD SWINLMIN HOLE PRESS
fCCII
Phones Main 4800
BALLARD ICE CREAM CO.
HIGH GRADE ICE CREAM, MILK AND SWEET CREAM
"None Better"
DESKS W. C. BRASS CHAIRS
Office Outfitter
116 South Pennnsylvania Street
FILES INDIANAPOLIS, IND. SAFES
L. M. PFEIFFER, President JOSEPH T. STOKES, Secretary-Treasurer
INDIANA OPTICAL CO., inc.
224 N. Meridian Street
PHONE MAIN 3081 INDIANAPOLIS
1887 THE RAILROADMEN'S 1926
BUILDING & SAVINGS ASSOCIATION
21-23 Virginia Avenue
An Indianapolis Booster for Home Ownership
Assets Over Forty-Six Millions
I
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INSURANCE REAL ESTATE
GEORGE W. RUSSELL
Irv. I2I2 5450 East Washington Street Indianapolis, Ind.
RENTALS LOANS
M. FURSTENBERG
W'atchmaker
EXPERT REPAIRLXG SWISS AXD AMERICAN' WATCHES
601 Odd Fellows Bldg. Complicated Work and Adjusting a Specialty Indianapolis
TEACHER'S CO-OPERATIVE EMPLOYMENT BUREAU
721 State Life Bldg. Indianapolis, Ind.
The Oldest Teacher's Agency in Indiana— Jl'rite for Registration Blanks
If You Are Qualified to Teach, I Can Locate You at a Good Salary
HOMER L. COOK, Manager
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER I
WHAT CAN YOU READ IN YOUR BOOKS? /I y^ ONAXD ABOVE ALL— AXXL/ Q WINGSWHAT DOES YOUR SAVINGS PASS BOOK TELL 4%
CENTRAL STATE BANK
30th & Central Ave.
James L. Gavin, President J. L. Bray. Cashier
Cornelius Printing Company
^ality "T^rinters
2457-59 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
Wc Print The Butler Quarterly
CCCIV
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INDIANAPOLIS
American Association
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
At Home Games Only
Columbus June i, 2, 3, 4
Toledo June 5, 6, 7, 8
Louisville July 3, 4
Toledo July 6, 7, 8, 9
Columbus July 10,* ii,j 12, 13, 14
Louisville July 17,* i8f
Minneapolis July 20, 21, 22, 23
Saint Paul July 24,* 25, 26, 2'/
Kansas City July 28, 29, 30, 31^^'
Milwaukee August i,! 2, 3, 4
Louisville September 4,* 5,f 6
Columbus September 7, 8, 9
Toledo September 10, 11,* 12,t 13
Milwaukee September 14, 15, 16
Kansas City September 17, 18*, I9-|-
Saint Paul September 20, 21, 22, 2Ti
Minneapolis September 24, 25,* 26t
* Saturday ySunday
Sunday Games at 2:30 All Other Games at 3:00
cccv
HUME-MANSUR BILLIARD PARLOR
"ColIc(jc Hcadqiiarfcrs"
Will M.ivo to -'34 XOkTlI MI'.RIDIAX STRI'.l'.'r (Tin.' Old Marion Chil>)
After July i, Kijfi
CoMK Ski-: Us Stiii'.iin.i': & DArciiicRTY
IRVINGTON STATE BANK
Community Hank
INSURANCE RENTALS REAE ESTATE
SSOi East Washington IRvington 4101
Hakuv F. Blake Phoxk. Ikvixgton 2600
RITTER AVENUE GARAGE
OVERHAULING—REBUILDING—STORAGE—ACCESSORIES
STARTING, LIGHTING anp IGNITION REPAIRING
r6 North Ritter Avenue Irmngto.v
The Butler Alumnal Quarterly
is the only periodical of broad scope sent from the Campus
containing the addresses made on the Red Letter Days of the
calendar, historical information, articles of old grads, gen-
eral news of the happenings and activities at the College, and
bears to those scattered far the inspiration of the
Alma Mater.
Under the editorship of Katharine iMerrill Ciraydon it should
be generously supported by all ahunni. ]'()ii can not afford
not to be on the mailing list. Therefore send two dollars to
CHAKLICS VV. WILSON. TREASURI<:R Oi^' I'.UTLER COLLEGE
CCCVI
IRVING THEATRE
C. M. Walker, Proprietor 5507 East Washington Street
HITCH DRUG COMPANY
"^ good firm to Hitch to""
5th and Columbia Sts. LaFayette, Indiana
W. FRANK JONES
And a Coiiifilctc Organisation of
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS
Phone Main 5255 7th Floor Wulsin Bldc, 222 East Ohio Street
INDIANAPOLIS
/v?r ///(? pasf S/.v Years Oificial Photographers to the Department
of Athletics at Butler College
—ALSO—
Official Photographers of the IndiaiiapoUs Amateur Baseball Association
CCCVTI
r (Compliments of
WALTER E. SMITH
(.( CVllI
innn
The cover for
this annual
was created by
The DAVID J.
MOLLOY CO.
2857 N. Western Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
©very Moltoy Made
Cover hears this
trade mark on the
back lid.
pinsgsis^.
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STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
DULUTH. MINNESOTA
PSYCHOLOGy AND EDUCATION MaPCh 16, 1926
To the Editor_of The Drift,
Butler College, Indianapolis.
Dear Sir:
It has occurred to" me that you might be interested in knowing
how the Butler annual came to have the name "Drift".
A good r.iany years ago I was a member of the editorial staff of
the Butler annual. No annual had been published for many years and
so the undertaking was more or less a new enterprise. When the ed-
itorial board met to discuss plans for the proposed annual the mat-
ter of name came up for consideration. For some reason it was de-
cided not to use the name appj.ied to a former publication in the
nature of an annual. Accordingly a new najne was sought. In think-
ing over what the nature of the publication was to be it occurred
to me that it could be chrracterized very well by the name drift.
As a boy on my father's farm I had often gone down to Blue river -
made famous by Chas. Major's "Blue River Bear Stories" - and seen
there in the river those collections of trees, "Chunks", corn-stalks,
weeds, boards, stumps, fence-rails, etc., which the river piled up at
favorable points in its course when spring rains had turned it into
a torrent, and which bore the name of "drifts". As the annual was
to contain a sort of conglomerate mass of materials gathered from
various sources about the college, the name drift appeared to me
appropriate, and so I suggested it. The suggestion met with favor
and was finally adopted. And that is how it cane about'.
i/^^ ^.^.<^^
, (^J.(^UV<^, >2.
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